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ABSTRACT

This thesis deals mainly with the philological aspects of the

similes of the Qur’an. It also deals with other aspects of Arabic

science such as rhetoric, syntax and variant readings of some words

in the verses containing similes.

The thesis falls into three parts which deal with the philologists,

exegetes, rhetorical and literary theorists.

It explains how these authors look at the similes of the Qur’an

from all aspects, such as the philological, syntactical, or rhetorical

viewpoint, although some of them do not refer specifically to the

Qur’anic simile in their books.

The first part of the thesis is divided into three chapters. The

first one consists of general notes about the language and the simile

and about the Arabs and their use of simile in their speech. The second

chapter deals with the work of the philologists and how they treat the 

simile of the Qur’an in their books. The third chapter deals with the 

other philological matters in the Qur’anic verses containing similes,

namely homophone-antonyms and metathesis.

The second part of the thesis deals with the studies of the simile

of the Qur’an by some exegeses, although they differ in their way

of looking at the verses containing simile.
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The third part is divided into two chapters, the first deals 

with the treatment of the Quranic simile by those who study the 

inimitable style of the Qur’an in their books. These pure Qur’anic 

studies show the miraculous style of the Qur’an. The second 

chapter deals with books by literary and rhetorical experts who refer 

to the similes of the Qur^an in the course of their study of the poetry 

and speech of the Arabs or their treatment of other aspects of Arabic

science.
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INTRODUCTION

The Holy Qur^an is considered to be a basis for every science 

of Islamic or Arabic linguistic studies and its literature. The Qur*an 

represents the peak of the Arabic language. So I think that all Arabic

studies, whether philological or syntactical or rhetorical or literary, 

must basically depend on the Quf’an, which is considered the summit 

and most complete achievement of the Arabic language.

The simile and its place in the Arabic language

The simile is a form of expression as old as the oldest speech.

It is considered to be the best way of providing explanation and

clarification, and it is a good way of approaching the depths of meaning.

It is enough recommendation that it is a comprehensible language even

for the deaf. We see the deaf person when he wants to express

something, for example, eating or drinking or walking, indicate by a

sign someone who is eating or drinking or walking in order to make us

understand what he wants to say. The usefulness of the simile is in

addition to its beauty of expression in speech. As Aristotle says,

it creates pleasure in the mind and a desire to look forward to hearing 

or reading the beautiful language. i

This excellent form of expression was very familiar to the Arabs,

who were famous for choosing exact vocabulary in their speech and

were also famous for the high quality of their knowledge of rhetoric. So

they frequently used the simile in their speech as they had a vivid

imagination and a sensitive mind.
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The earliest literary and rhetorical experts mentioned the

important position of the simile in the Arabs’ speech. As Qudama b.

Ga far says on this subject:

IS" 1.>,1S"j >A*£- 1 j <1.» bi9l t 4J,? j 1 " • O'* 1

(f*“*“*^ b O J k—b Vi" v_AJqJ t 4 4u.CtJ J

c _ 2 ’• o^-ji otr
And Abu Hilal al- Askari says that the simile:

l—1 (J/* b> f b I J I UuSX. dij <«i5l, J 1 (JL.

3 fjj fP-.-JIJ

(1)

(2)

C - V W _ -
Abd al-Qahir al Gurgani gives a detailed explanation of its position.

He says:

(Jjj *•** ' ' C/2^ b "Z^1***^ (_J—**" O~"*S bjL*J b.J t- (jd 1 J-*— 4* '

*^b <*1 «■* I b«-d t C-bj^ ^-A J 1 j 1 (J)—b £*-?•; j _J

tib-b-*- j 6 eb (j-UjL j 6 dubJtaJ I ^-b-<i J bJ'bJ 1 b^-—f

(_j-A fbtd I cJLy- jL-jdt db^tH J • Q* ^jbJ^

Q.. *«.7 ^jb-H J * bJ t J j SbupJb (ibjt-J

As I said earlier, the simile is the first subject which the critics

mention in great detail. I could not find one rhetorical specialist 
c

who does not consider the simile to be the first type of ilm al-bavan.

People use similes in their speech unintentionally and quite

naturally when there is a reason for it. It is used equally by Arabs,

non-Arabs, high and low people, villagers or city-dwellers, civilized

people and Beduins, the educated and the ignorant, the clever and the

stupid. It is a wonderful kind of expression which is not peculiar to

one language or one human race, because it is a natural specialty for

all human beings.

* All the quotations and Qur^anic verses are translated in an appendix 
(p. 191 ) according to their numerical order which appearron the right 
side of each one. (The poetical Sha wahid are not all translated).
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The bast's of the simile are characteristics which are similar

to each other in one point and which people see in their lives.

For these reasons the simile became very widespread in the speech of

the Arabs. We have even heard al-Mubarrid say that the simile was 
5

used very frequently in Arab speech and it is a chapter without end.

He also says that it would not be to exaggerate if one said that most 

6Arab speech is made up of simile.

As the simile is very familiar among the Arabs, so the Qur’an 

uses it a lot too, because the Qur’an was revealed in accordance with 

Arab speech.

The simile in the Qur’an

The Qur’anic similes are very attractive. Sometimes the reader 

wonders how the Qur’an connects things which seem far apart, but when 

one thinks about it it is wonderful, like this verse:
(4)

Here Allah likens one who worships another god than Him, thinking that

this god will protect him, to a spider who protects himself in a very weak

house. This spider thinks that his web will protect him from outside harm

We are surprised when we think about this wonderful simile which

likens this kind of person in his weakness and lack of protection to the 

small insect’s web. It is thus that the Qur’an describes such people in 

their thinking that the other god will protect them. Even the Western

Arabists do not ignore the necessity and the beauty of the simile in the

3



Qu/an. Beeston says about the simile in the Quran:

"Qur’anic similes are not far-fetched. But it is 
necessary, as it is with the similes of pre-Islamic 
poetry, to have a clear and vivid picture of what the 
words meant for an Arab of the sixth and seventh 
centuries: once one does that, the simile will be g 
seen to have a quite startlingly effective impact.11

The simile and the Arab environment

We know that the environment creates language by giving names

to its material things. Language is made up of sounds ascribed to

named things in a special environment which the people grow familiar

with, and then it becomes a special language. For example, the

Arabic language is affected by the desert they live in, so we see that

their language is rich in desert words like camel, other animals,

horsemanship, winds and water, because these

words represent the pure life of the Arabs. They had seen these things

in their everyday life. It has been said that there are nearly two

hundred names just for the sword.

Then the Qur’an was revealed using the same words and in the 

same quantity. We see that the word (wind) is mentioned 2 8 times

in the Qur’an and the word (water) is mentioned in 63 verses of the 

Qur’an.

As language in general is affected by the environment so the

simile, to be clear, has to be affected by the environment as well.

The simile’s image is different from one. language to another according

to what is familiar among the people who live in a particular place and

4



speak a particular language

For example, the Arabic language in the pre-Islamic period 

and during the period of the revelation of the Qur’an had similes of 

its own which differ from the similes of the later period.

The simile in the Qur^an gives us a clear idea about how the 

people lived and how they were thinking and what they believed. The 

similes in the Qur^an describe them as being anxious about water, 

shade, trees and rivers, and another time describe how they believe

in jinn and imaginary things. It describes the rivers and wide trees

in paradise which are the dreams they live with. These similes are

from the heart of their lives in the course of which they suffer from

some of these things or are eager for others.

But before we discuss this subject in order to see how philologists 

studied the simile in the Qur^an we have to know what the simile means 

in Arabic linguistics (philology) and what the terminus technicus “tasbih" means

Tasbih (in the Arabic language) means the same as tamt.il:

Al-matal in the Arabic language is close to sabah.

We see that the Arabic language does not differentiate between tasbih

and tamtil, both are the same. And as the Arabic language does not

differentiate between them, so the philologists themselves, when they

It is said:
(6)

5

tamt.il


mention the simile in their books, do not differentiate between them

either. X think that this philological meaning of tasbih leads some

rhetorical and literary experts to fail to mention the tamtil in their

books, instead they talk about it in the context of their discussion of 

a 1-tasbih. H

The simile in colloquial usage

There are many definitions of the simile as a terminus technicus 

_ c jafter just three words which were used by Abu- Ubaida, al-Farra and
* _ V “

al-Gahiz. These three words were al-badal, al-matal, al-tasbih.

But the rhetorical specialists established its definition. al-Rummanf

defines it as:

Abu-Hilal defines it as:

13 ’‘-b f3 

cAbd al-Qahir al-Gurgani says:
14 / .--ixJ!’ (9)4. bG-t b5G- ji t td 1 j I u_^J

I do not want to go on to mention all the definitions of the

simile, but I just want to explain that all the definitions agree on one

point, which is that the thing being compared and the thing with which

the other is compared are in agreement in one respect. The first

c —writer who defined the simile in this way is Abu-Hilal al- Askari.
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The studies which the Holy Qu?an inspired

The Holy Qur?an created at the first moments of its revelation 

an intellectual movement in Arab society. The Arabs were surprised 

at its style and the new expressions created in the Qur*an. It 

disconcerted them and left them in perplexity to see this perfect use 

of Arabic linguistics and rhetoric. Therefore the Qur’an attracted many 

groups of people to study it. Each group had one aspect which they

were interested in. The commentators followed its verses one by one 

explaining the meanings. The philologists studied how the Qur’an

used Arabic words or Arabicized words, the strange and the familiar words

The syntactical specialists studied the different desinential inflection

cof the words. The rhetorical people studied 11m al-bayan, metaphor,

and style in general. The legal experts tried to find the law of Islam 

in the Qur’an ... etc.

The first science which was created to study the Qur’an was the

science of commentary. But these commentators, even the earlier ones,

had different interests in studying the Qur’an. Some of them, like Abu 
c
Ubaida, were interested in strictly philological matters; some, like 

al-Farra’, were interested in studying syntactical matters more than 

philological matters; some, like al-Zamahsarl, were interested in 

studying the rhetoric of the verses in the Qur’an. The important groups 

for us now are the first two whose books were entitled Magaz a 1-Qur’an, 

Ma^ani al-Qur’an, and Muskil al-Qur’an. These studies were general, 

universal. They discussed philology, syntax, different readings, and

rhetoric in general.

7



The philologist’s work

Philology appeared before rhetoric in the history of the analysis

of the Arabic language. This science gave a philological education to

the Arabs who lived far away from their own home language, also to

the non-native Arabist and other Muslims whose own language was not

Arabic. These people could derive from these philological books what

they did not understand of the meaning of the verses. The books

explained the philological meaning of the words as the philologists

understood them and as the pure Arabs understood them.

Abu CUbaida studied in his book Magaz al-Qur3an how the

vocabulary in the Qur*an is used in order to understand its meaning,

supporting his interpretation mainly with verses of Arab speech and 

15their manner of using these words in their language.

_ c
Abu Ubaida thinks that this explanation of the vocabulary of 

the Qur^an by referring to the Arab poets and their speech would help 

those people who were living (during his period) far away from their own

home and from the pure Arab homeland. So he felt that he had to link

the language of the present to the language of the past to keep these

people in touch with their mother tongue in order to understand the

meaning of the Qur’an.

This is his reason for writing his book as we can conclude from

his introduction, when he says that the Arab Muslim forefathers did not

have any difficulty in understanding the meaning of the words of the

Qur’an because it was the same as their mother tongue and was familiar

, .K 16to them. He felt that it is important to understand the meaning of

8



the Qur’an and so wrote a book mentioning

how ancient Arabs used the language and how the Qur’an used the

language in the same way.

The philologists themselves differ in their explanation of the 
— c

words of the Qur’an. We see that Abu Ubaida seldom supports his

explanation with statements from previous commentators like Abu

Amr b. al-Ala’ and Mugahid. He also seldom supports his

interpretation with statements by the prophet Muhammad or one of His

followers.

By contrast we see that al-Farra*, who was contemporary with

- c
Abu Ubaida and one of the experts on syntax and philology, was keen

to mention the interpretation of these commentators alongside the

philological explanation which he aimed to provide, although he did

mention the philological explanation first.

w CBy "Macraz” , Abu Ubaida meant the philological meaning of this 

word: crossing, passage, corridor, way (madhab). The word magaz

in his mind means how the words are actually used. It did not mean to

him what it means to us now, in the hands of a student of rhetoric,

17namely the opposite of fact (haqiqa). His treatment of the verses

containing similes does not differ from his treatment of the rest of the

verses of the Qur’an. It is purely philological comment. He explains 

the meaning of the words and supports his comments with pre-Islamic

poems or with instances drawn from Arab speech. He wants to show

that the way the words are used in the Qur’an is the same as the way they

were used by the Arab in everyday speech. He mentions the simile,

9



considering it as (a usage) magaz, without giving any detail or

explanation.

If we examine Macani a 1-Qur’an by al-Farra* we see that it 

contains a good selection of philological material which is such as

would be offered by any other small Arabic dictionary. Most of the

time he mentions all the philological meanings of the word, then he

selects one philological meaning which he thinks is the right one

because it is familiar in the speech of the Arab. He supports his

preference with citation from Arab poets and their use of the language.

Al-Farra3 goes more deeply into philology than Abu '"Ubaida 

19because he was the head of a syntactical school in Kufa. Therefore

al-Farra’ was more interested in grammatical questions than Abu
c 20
Ubaida. He was also interested in analysing the philological 

21meaning of the words and mentioning their different inflection. He 
- c

is more thorough than Abu "Ubaida in his examination of rhetorical matters 

22in analysing the simile and explaining its basis. The word tamtil

is generally synonymous with the word tasbih in the philologist’s work

as the language does not differentiate between them. We will see that

the commentators do not differentiate between them either, because from

the language they understand them as being the same.

Another philological matter in the philologist’s work is the 

different readings of some words in the Qur*an. These different readings 

were thought of as reflecting different pronunciations used by the different

tribes. The philologists paused at this point in order to explain the

philological meaning conveyed in each reading, supporting each with

10



illustrations from the speech of the Arabs and their poetry. They depend

on the statement of the prophet who said:

’uLi JjJ* (10)

- c -iI discuss the books of Abu Ubaida and al-Farra in general

terms for the most part and do not concentrate on the simile, because

the simile in their books does not appear as a specific topic but is

treated in the same way as all the other verses, especially by 

- r
Abu ; Ubaida. I have to mention also that their quotations and the 

quotations of others whose books I have studied are kept in their 

language (Arabic) in order to show their exact meaning and their own 

expression about the subject. But all these quotations and the verses 

of the Qur’an which appear in Arabic throughout the thesis are translated 

into English in an appendix at the end of the thesis.

Al-Mubarrid's and Ibn Qutaiba's books

Abu Ubaida and al-Farra3 are good representatives of the

philological method. But I mention al-Mubarrid and Ibn Qutaiba along

with them as they were philologists too, although their books are not

pure philological works like the books of Abu Ubaida and al-Farra’.

Al-Mubarrid's book is not a philological, explanatory book on

the Qur’an and he did not write his book to explain the verses of the

Quj?an but I mention it with this group because the book is rich in

philological matters in general. He mentions the simile in a special

chapter in his book and he mentions some verses of the Qur’an

containing simile. His explanation of them was philological rather than

literary, so I prefer to categorise him among these writers. He divides
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the simile into four kinds, but most of what he says in support of his

interpretation is taken from Arab poetry, and only sometimes does he

mention verses from the Qur’an. He concentrates on explaining the

philological meaning of the words, but his book is not without the 

24occasional rhetorical remark.

Kitab Muskil Ai-Qur’an by Ibn Qutaiba, unlike al-Mubarrid’s book, 

- cis not written on the language in general and it is not like Abu Ubaida's 

and al-Farra’ 's books which are written to explain the philological 

meaning of the Qur’anic words, verse by verse. Ibn Qutaiba wrote his

book in order to explain some verses which are difficult for the public to

understand and also to reply to the doubters who ask many questions about 

25some verses which they find difficult to understand. " He replied

to them by supporting his answer mainly with the speech of the Arabs

and their poetry or with the statements of the Prophet Muhammad or one

of His followers showing the figurative expression of the verse or

metaphor as the Arab used them. I categorise Ibn Qutaiba among the

philologists because he influenced them very clearly in his book. He

influenced them by mentioning some rhetorical issues throughout his

interpretation of the verses of the Qur’an. He refers to the statements

of the philologists when he explains the philological meanings of the

words.

We see his effect on them in another respect, when he supports

his interpretation with verses of Arab poetry and their speech in order to

show that this word or this use of words was familiar among the true

Arabs and that they used it before and after the period of the revelation

of the Qur’an.

12



But the important thing about Ibn Qutaiba's book is that he did 

> - cnot understand the magaz as Abu Ubaida understands it from the

philological meaning of the word, namely crossing or passage. He

already understood it rather as the opposite of "fact11, as the rhetorical
~ 26

specialists understand it now in the well-known antithesis magaz/haqiqa. 

Unfortunately, Ibn Qutatba did not devote a special chapter to the simile

in his book, but his remarks about it are spread throughout the book.

Sometimes Ibn Qutaiba mentions some verses containing similes

from the philological aspect only or from the grammatical and philological

aspects without touching on its rhetorical aspect. One interesting

thing in his book is his defence of the use of magaz in the Qur’an

and his reply to those who denied the existence of magaz in the

Qur’an. He says that anyone who denies the existence of magaz in 

the Qur’an does not understand the philology of the Qur’an. He also 

says that magaz existed not only in the Qur’an but even in the other

Holy Books.

Generally in all these philological books we see that the

interest of the philologists in the purely philological aspects of the

verses containing similes prevented them from going into a detailed

explanation of the meaning of the verses in general as the commentators

do. This prevented them from detailing the rhetorical aspect of the

verse. The important thing for the philologists is to explain

philologically the meaning of each word in the verses

and to explain how the Arabs used the same words or the same

phrase in their speech.

13



Other philological material in the Quranic similes

In the verses containing similes in the Qur’an there is other 

philological material like homophone-antonyms and metathesis. I

mention them because I am studying the philological aspect of the 

Qur’anic simile.

Al-Didd,in the philologist’s use, means a word which has two

different meanings. The Arabs used this type of word in their language.

They called two opposite things by one name in order to convey

vagueness of expression and also from their liking for striking effect.

This subject creates arguments between the philologists: some of them

support it and emphasise that the Arabs sometimes used words like

these in their speech.

Ahmad b. Faris is one of these philologists who wrote a book

proving the existence of this philological material in the Arabic 

27language. Some of them denied its existence in Arabic and denied

that the Arab used one word for two opposite meanings. They tried to

interpret these words which were uttered by the ancient Arabs themselves

Ibn Durustawaih is one of the group who wrote a book denying this 

2 8philological material in the Arabic language.

There is another idea which is reasonable and which the mind

might accept; namely, that although it is impossible that the Arab used

one name for two different things, it could be that one word was used by

one tribe of Arabs and another word by another tribe. Then one tribe

would hear the word from another and the word became the designation

14



for two different things. For example, ‘Ql-gawn meant ’’white" in

one tribal language and the same word was used for "black" in another

tribal language. Each took the word from the other, and in time this

one word was used both for the colour black and for the colour white.

It might be that one word was used for two different things for

social reasons. For example, out of optimism and also out of good 

29manners, we call the blind "seeing" (endowed with eyesight). We

resort to the homophone-antonyms even in our colloquial language by

way of sarcasm. For example, we call a madman "sane", and we use

the word "generous" for the avaricious man.

However, whatever the reason for the existence of this

philological material in the Arabic language, it was very little used 

in the speech of the Arabs, and as the Qur’an was revealed in accordance 

with the speech of the Arabs so we see the language of the Qur’an also 

used this material very little. How little it appears in the Qur’an can

be seen from the fact that there are only six verses where one word is

used for two opposite things out of all the 94 verses of the Qur’anic

simile.

In the work of commentators like Tabari, Zamahsari and Razi
V

we can see the difference between them when they interpret some words

which have two different meanings, for example with the verse:

30 ’.jiji u,f, u / UD

The verb asarru is considered to be a homophone-antonym which has

two different meanings. One is the original meaning, "hidden", and
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another meaning is the opposite, which means "appearance”.

Tabari does not consider this verb to be a homophone-antonym. He

mentions only the original meaning of the word, but Zamahsari and Razi

mention the two opposite meanings and they interpret the verse

according to these different meanings.

If we look at these words in the Quranic simile we see that the

two opposite meanings do not affect the beauty of the simile or reduce

the impact of the wonderful nature-picture of the words. I think that

each meaning gives an additional beauty to the simile as we see with

this verse:

31
I t 1. 9 a 1 (1 2)

Whatever the meaning of the miskat in this verse it does not reduce

the impact of the simile. Mis kat either means "niche with an exit" in

the Abyssinian language, as A.l-Buhari says, or it means "without exit" 

c 32as in the Arabic language, as Abu Ubaida says. . These two meanings

do not affect the beauty of the simile, which means that the light of

Allah is likened to the light of this misbah which lightened this deep,

dark place.

The substitution

Another philological aspect of the verses containing simile in

the Qur’an is substitution. Although it is very little used in these verses

I have not ignored it.

Substitution means that one letter was replaced by another in a

word, keeping all the other letters in their places. This philological
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phenomenon also creates an argument between the philologists, but

it was not so strong as with the homophone-antonyms. Ibn Faris said that 

33substitution is the customary practice of the Arab, but Abu al-

Tayyib has another view, namely that the Arab did not use one letter

instead of another intentionally but that they are different words with 

34the same meaning.

I agree with this idea because it is impossible that one tribe

changed one letter to another in a word to use both with one meaning,

but each tribe would have used each letter in their language and then

each one took it from the other. We can see this philological subject-

matter nowadays in our colloquial language too. For example, the

people in Baghdad pronounce the word kam by saying cam , replacing

the letter kaf ‘with the letter gim . They also change the letter

qaf to kaf . For example in the word qala ‘, they pronounce it 

35 -as kala . We see that the people in Mosul change the letter ra3 

to gain in most words of their language, for example they say agid

instead of arid and istaga instead of istara .

However, there are only four verses containing similes which 

3 6contain a substitution. As a matter of fact the substitution did not

affect the meaning of the simile or reduce its beauty, because both

readings of the word give the same meaning as in this verse:

I’ (13)

37 ’• fA-Ji

Either it was read as falq with letter "1” or farq with letter “r".

It means that each part of the sea is likened to a great mountain.
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The commentators' method In analysing the Qur’anic simile

I discussed in the part on commentators four interpreters

who represent four different methods in their interpretation of the Holy 

Qur’an. The difference between them derives from their various 

interests in one aspect of the Qur’an and not another and also as a

result of the different viewpoints from which they look at the Qur’an.

One of them is interested in the uninterrupted chain of

authorities on which a tradition is based ( isnad) until it reaches the

Prophet in order to explain the meaning of word philologically, or

to interpret the meaning of the verse as a whole, as Tabari did in his

book Garni al-bayan antarwil ay al-Quran . Some of them are

interested in the rhetoric in the Qur’an, like Zamahsari in his book'
V

al-Kassaf . He gave his attention to the rhetorical material in the

verses containing simile more than any other aspect. In his

introduction he considers rhetoric as the first science which the

interpreter has to know. Some of them are philosophers who are

interested in introducing philosophic material throughout their 

interpretation of the Qur’an, as Razi did in his book al-Tafsir al-kabir

He interprets the verses intellectually and logically in order to prove

one of his philosophical theories. His interpretation is far removed

from Arab usage.

The last group is made up of the syntactical interpreters.

Abu Hayyan represents this method in his book al-Bahr al-muhit .

He is interested in mentioning the desinential inflection in the verses

containing simile or any other verses in explaining the rules of syntax

and its principles and the difference in the various syntactical views.

18



How.the simile is explained in each method

In Tabari’s interpretation of the Qur’anic simile he concentrates

on the philological explanation as spoken by the Prophet. He tries

to attribute each philological interpretation of the word in the Qur’an

to the Prophet Muhammad. He is interested mainly in what the Prophet

said about a particular word or verse without paying any attention to

its philological interpretation. Sometimes he resorts to quoting from 
c _

the philologists , like Abu :Ubaida and Farra’ (if he does not have an 

interpretation by the Prophet) to prove that this kind of simile was

used by Arabs before and that it was familiar to them. But if he has

a statement from the Prophet he does not mention the philologists'

statements.

I think that Tabari’s method was created as a reaction against 
„ <?

the pure philologists’ method like that of Abu Ubaida. We have 
c

discussed how Abu Ubaida related each word to the speech of the

Arab and how the Arabs used a particular word (among themselves)

without paying any attention to the interpretation of the early

commentators who had heard this interpretation from the Prophet himself

or one of His followers. The important thing for them is how the Arab

used these words.

So, Tabari’s method is in opposition to Abu ^Ubaida’s method.

He wants to relate each explanation of the word to the Prophet and not

to the Arab if he has both interpretations, and only if he does not have

the Prophet’s explanation does he return to Arab speech to explain the

meaning of the word philologically. He rejects any philological
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explanation if this explanation differs from the statements of the

Prophet about this word. By contrast the philologists prefer the

philological meaning if it differs from the explanation of the early

commentators.

However, he explains the simile in a very simple way. He

does not go on to give any detail in interpreting the simile. He does

not differentiate between the tasbih and tamtll. Both are the same in

his mind.

Zamahsari, in his interpretation, uses a lot of rhetorical
C V

material in his book. He is affected by Abd al-Qahir al-Gurgani in

his rhetorical views. He took from him most of his ideas, and the only

respect in which he differs from him is that he is not affected by 

v - —
al-Gurgani’s view of differentiating between the tasbih and tamtil.

Zamahsari considers them to be the same. He differentiates between

the compound simile, which is when the thing being compared or the

thing with which the other is compared is made up of more than one

sentence, and the likeness between them is derived from an understanding

of the meaning of the whole sentence, not from each part as compared

with the other parts, and between the hpart-by-partf< simile which

means that each part of the thing being compared is likened to each

3 8 v -other part of the thing with which the other is compared. Zamahsari
M

always repeats the difference between these two kinds of simile

throughout his explanation of the similes of the Qur’an.

I think that this interest in giving the details of the division and

sections in the simile is a result of the philological and syntactical
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study of Zamahsari because both these studies create in the

researcher a strong desire to think about these particular aspects.

We see another philological aspect in his interpretation of the

simile in that he gives a reason for most of his philological explanation

of the words which he mentions. This kind of explanation becomes a

general aspect of his study. There is little support for his

interpretation from the speech of the Arabs and their poetry in his book

compared with the books of the philologists and even with Tabari.

He is just concerned with explaining in detail how the simile is

created and its nature. He creates something new in his study in

that he supports his explanation with the poetry of late poets
_ 39

"Muwalladin11 like Abu-Tammam, ai-Mutanabbi and al-Buhturi.

No one before him supports his interpretation with their poetry. This

is another aspect which appears as something new in his interpretation.

He also mentions syntax throughout his interpretation of the

Qur’anic simile. Syntax is of secondary importance in his assessment 

of the rhetoric in the Qur’an. He does not ignore the philological

material, although it is not foremost in his interpretation. Sometimes

he explains the kind of thing with which the other is compared

philologically and explains how the difference between the definite

40article and indefinite article has an effect on the nature of the simile.

On other occasions he follows the method of the philologists, who explain

the words according to their use by the Arab.

Al-Razi relies on philosophy in his interpretation of the Qur’anic

simile or other verses in the Qur’an. His interest in rhetoric comes
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after his interest in philosophy. He mentions the position of the

simile and the importance of it in the Qur’an. He explains

philosophically why Allah used the simile a lot in His book and what 

41the simile arouses in the heart of the reader. In his explanation

of the simile he is influenced by Zamahsari . He also refers to

the simile as tamtil, and he defines the simile in the same terms as 

42
Zamahsari although he adds something to the definition. He

V

divides the basis of the simile into many different sections, which is

his method in explaining all other aspects of the language of the Qur’an.

Even syntax does not escape his complex intellectual philosophy.

Philology appears in his book from time to time although he does not

go into it deeply or in any detail as he does with other philosophical

aspects. He seldom supports his explanation with the speech of the

Arab or their poetry.

Abu Hayyan is a syntactical expert, so he considers the science

of syntax to be the most important thing which the interpreter of the 

43Quran should know. Syntax is the .main subject which he

deals with throughout his book. There are no verses containing simile

which escape his detailed syntactical explanation. Although he is

very interested in syntax, he mentions the importance of knowing the

44speech of the Arab and the poetry in addition to a knowledge of syntax.

So we see him supporting his philological or syntactical explanation with

Arab poetry. He does not agree with Zamahsari in supporting his

explanation with the poetry of the late poets. Abu Hayyan supports

his interpretation with the speech and poetry of the Arab which the
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philologists mention before him. His interest in syntax does not

prevent him from being interested in philology. When he explains

the philological meaning of a word in the Qur’anic simile he mentions 

45most of the philologists’ statements about this word and its use.

I think that this additional interest in philology is a result of his

interest in syntax, because both sciences are very closely linked.

He devotes most of his attention to the desinential inflection in the

verse containing simile and its position, not to the comparison in the

verse or how the simile is used or its nature. He mentions the

syntactical statements which have been made about these verses and

sometimes he mentions only the syntactical aspects of the Qur’anic

simile. Like other commentators he does not differentiate between

tasbih and tamtil. He explains the simile in a simple way as Tabari

does, without concentrating on the thing being compared or the thing with

which the other is compared or the basis of the comparison.

General note

We have seen that none of the fourth group of commentators

differentiate between tasbih and tamtil. They consider both of them to

be the same because they look at the philological meaning of the two

words, which gives them the same meaning. Even Zamahsari, who isy
v v _

affected by the headmaster of rhetoric "al-Gurgani“ who differentiates

between the two, does not change his mind about the meaning of them

and regards them as the same. There is another general point which

encompasses all of them, in that when they mention the philological

aspects of the verses containing simile they resort to philologists like
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Abu Ubaida and Farra’ to take from them their statements about the

meaning of the words and they mention the same poetry and the same

speech as they did.

Although the method of this group of commentators does differ

from the method of the philologists, all the commentators give

philology a special importance which they believe the commentator

should be aware of before he starts to interpret the Holy Qur’an. They

believe that ignorance of the philology of the Qur’an leads to a

misunderstanding of its meaning.

So we have seen that when the philologists compared the style 

of the Qur’an with the style of Arab speech to show the similarity between

them, they prefer the philological explanation to the interpretation of

the early commentators. We see in this group of commentators one of

them, like Tabari, does not acknowledge the philological explanation,

if he has an interpretation belonging to the Prophet.

Another type is the intellectual philosopher, who attributes to

the word in the Qur’an a great deal of meaning in order to fix his

philosophical viewpoint. Another is the rhetorical expert, who

concentrates on rhetoric, although his explanation is without intellectual

interpretation, giving the word more than one or two meanings. Then

there is the syntactical expert, who is concerned with explaining the

desinential inflection in the verse and the type of syntax used.
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The impact of the Qur’an in creating the art of rhetoric

The aim of the rhetorical experts in their study is an awareness

of the inimitable style of the Qur’an and to explain the secret of its

inimitability. This aim is purely religious, initiated to serve the

Qur’an and fix the Islamic faith in the people's minds.

But there are another two secondary aims in studying rhetoric

which are: criticism in order to differentiate between good and bad

speech, and a scientific aim by which rhetoric helps to create literature

(poetry and prose). There are hardly any introductions to Arabic

rhetorical books which do not mention these three aims, especially

the books which study the miraculous style of the Qur^an. The Qur’an

had a great effect in creating rhetoric and in developing it. It led

people to write down rhetorical rules and principles. This effect was

not widespread in the early Islamic period because the Arabs at that

time were busy establishing the foundation of Islam and spreading the

Islamic religion outside the Arab land. But rhetoric was established

in the Abbas id period when the Arabs settled in the countries which

they had conquered and after they had made contact with other peoples

and their education and after the translation of Greek, Syrian and Persian

books into Arabia.

Therefore, we see that a study of the Qur’an helps a great deal

in building the foundation of rhetoric and in establishing its rules. This

effect was seen clearly even in the early philological interpretation of

- cthe Qur’an. We have seen that the books of Abu Ubaida and FarraJ

were not without a few rhetorical remarks. These few rhetorical remarks
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were considered to be a landmark pointing the way to a

widespread study of rhetoric, especially during the fourth and fifth

centuries (A. Ho).

The rhetorical remarks were not only written by rhetorical experts,

but were also made by commentators, philologists, syntax experts,

poets, writers and cultured people, as we have seen in the work of

some of them. But in any case a study of the miraculous style of the

Qur’an is considered to be the most important factor in creating Arabic

rhetoric.

The study of the jCgaz (inimitable style)of the Qur’an

The people who study this aspect of the Qur’an rely mainly on 

studying rhetoric in order to understand the meaning of the Qur’an.

Knowledge of its rules, its style and expression leads to proving its

supernatural nature. Al-Rummani did this in his study ai-Nukat ft
rv- , 46 _ - c,, 47

i gaz al-Qur an and al-Baqillani in his book I gaz al-Qur’an

and al-Gurgani in his book Dala iial-I gaz . These writers divide

their studies into many parts, all relating to rhetoric. They try to find

out which type of rhetoric is more eloquent than the other and to discover

the secret of the inimitable style of the Qur’an by looking at its rhetoric.

Some of them rely in their study on a comparison between the

style of the Qur’an and the style of classical poetry in order to

differentiate between perfect style and inferior style, as al-Baqillani does 

in his book.. With regard to the simile, al-Baqillani denies, that the

miraculous style of the Qur’an is due to the nature of its similes, because
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the simile, in his view, can be learnt. The inimitable style of the

verse containing simile in his view is due to the position of the words

and to the connection between them and the simile. However, he

considers the inimitable style of the verse containing metaphor to be

produced by the metaphor itself, because he believes that the metaphor

does not have to be learnt.

Some of them produced a new kind of rhetoric which added to
C v

the work of previous rhetorical experts, as Abd al-Qahir-al-Gurgani did 

in his two books Da la’ll al-Icgaz and Asrar al-balaga by embarking on

a new type of study which differs from the study of early critics like
w «%/ _rl

Abu -Hilal al- Askari (theory study). Al-Gurgani created a practical

study which depends on intellectuality.

Others are interested in demonstrating the wonderful rhetorical

pictures in the Qur’an and occasionally mention a verse of poetry to 

make a comparison between them, as al-Rummani did. He explains very

v/ell and in detail the thing being compared and the thing with which the

other is compared and the basis of the comparison. He is considered

to be the first one who explains in detail the rhetoric of the Qur’an. He

adds some new rhetorical rules and establishes several other types of

rhetoric like brevity, metaphor and simile. However, he does not

digress from his subject, which is the study of the inimitable style of 

the Qur’an, throughout all his rhetorical explanations.

We see that this group differs from the philologists in their view

of the study of the Qur’an. For instance, we see that al-Baqiliani finds

fault with the philologists and syntactical people who wrote about the
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philology and syntax in the Qur’an and did not go on to explain the

miraculous style of the Qur’an. He thinks that this part of a study is 

49more worthwhile than philology or syntax. This shows us that they

are not interested in philology for its own sake.

The simile in literary and rhetorical works

The study of the simile in this kind of work differs from the

studies of philologists and commentators. The literary people are

not interested in the philological meaning of a word or the use or lack

of use of this word or a particular kind of simile by the Arab, as the

philologists and some commentators are.

We have seen that the literary people are interested only in

explaining the kind of simile used and its type and its division. They

are interested also in mentioning either a verse from the Qur’an as
50 si

Abu Hilal does or a verse from poetry as Ibn Rasiq does and

categorising it under each type or each division. This is not prominent

in this kind of study because it is considered to be a purely literary and

rhetorical study. They concentrate on the rhetorical subject and its

definition. They do not pay attention to whether this was familiar to

the Arab or not.

There is another aspect which they acknowledge. They support

their rhetorical interpretation with quotations from pre-Islamic poets and

late poets like a 1-Buhturi, al-Mutanabbi, Abu Nuwas . .. etc. as Abu

Hilal and Ibn Rasiq do in their books. But we have seen that the

philologists and commentators do not support their interpretation with
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the late poets except Zamahsari who does.V

In the early literary works we have seen that al-Gahiz, for

example, did not differentiate between the tasbih and tamtil, although 
52

he mentioned the simile as a technical term. But he was still looking

at the philological meaning of these two words. Other literary experts

do likewise, until we reach a.l-Gurgani.

Abu Hilal was influenced by al-Rummani in most of his study of 

53
the simile. He took from him his division of the simile and he

mentions the same verses of the Qur’an as al-Rummani did. He also
I

mentions the definition and division of the rhetorical subject-matter

and then for each part quotes a verse of the Qur’an then a verse of Arab

speech. Then he mentions the poetry of the late poets. But with regard

to the simile he just mentions a verse from the Qur’an exactly as

al-Rummani did.

The similarity between Abu Hilal and Ibn Sinan al-Hafagi is

very strong because both men attributed two aims to rhetoric or to the 
54

fasaha , as Ibn Sinan calls it. There is the literary aim, which

leads to a knowledge of literature, and the religious aim which leads to

an awareness of the inimitabilitv of the Qur’an.

However, Ibn Sinan talks briefly about simile, taking all that he

says from al-Rummani as well, just as Ibn Rasiq does. Although Ibn 

55
Rasiq devotes a chapter in his book to the simile, he takes all his

interpretation from al-Rummani, except that he supports his explanation

mostly with poetry, not with verses from the Qur’an as al-Rummani did.
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I discuss al-Sarif al-Radi's book in the chapter on the work

of the literary and rhetorical experts, although this book studies more

particularly the metaphor in the Qur’an and not the simile. But I

mention it because ai-Sarif quotes a few verses in which he describes 

56 c~the simile as metaphor. He uses the term isti ara even for other

rhetorical subjects like brevity.

■ It seems that the word metaphor in his mind means magaz,

although he describes in close detail the metaphor in each verse of the

Qur’an. His book is considered to be the first one to discuss the

rhetorical subject of metaphor and magaz in the Qur’an in a book

specifically devoted to the subject and not only in a special chapter

in a book as others do.

Al-Sarif means by magaz its rhetorical meaning, and not what 

Abu *Ubaida means by it, although both books have the same title.

This book represents another direction in the study of rhetoric and magaz

in the Qur’an.

The aim of this study differs from the aim of previous writers.

The aim of the early study by Abu Ubaida and Farra’ is to remove the 

difficulty by interpreting the meaning of the word in the Qur’an. Then 

later, in the work of al-Gahiz and Ibn Qutaiba, this aim becomes a

defence of the Qur’an against those doubters who ask many questions 

about some verses because they misunderstand the magaz in the Qur’an.

Then comes this study of al-Sarif ai-Radi which aims to explain the

beauty and the wonderful nature which magaz added to the verses of the

Qur’an.
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If al-Sarif is considered to be the first man who devotes a

book to the metaphor in the Qur’an, then there is another writer who

also devotes a book to explaining the simile in the Qur’an, that is 

- - 5 7Ibn Naqiya al-Bagdadi. This book is not purely rhetorical nor purely

philological nor purely literary, but it is a rhetorical, philological,

literary, syntactical and commentatory book at the same time. It is

better for this book to be called encyclopedic, as it contains each

aspect of the science of the Arabic language.

The last one who is mentioned with this group is cAbd al-Qahir al-
y C O
Gurgani and his two books Bala’il al-Icgaz and Asrar al-balaga? This was the 

last author I consulted because I think that all the books which were

written after him repeat what this man said in his two books. The

admiration of these writers for him prompted them to write books which

are like miniature versions of his two books, some of them abbreviating

what he says in his two books. Examples of these books are: Nihayat 

al-I gaz fi dirayat al-Icgaz by al-Razi (d. 606 A.H.) and al-Tibyan fi 

cilm al-bayan al-muttalic rala Itfgaz al-Qur’an by Ibn al-Zamalkani 

(d. 651 A.H.) and a 1-Tiraz byal-C'Alawi (d. 749 A.H.).

Although most of the rhetorical subjects mentioned by <:Abd al-Qahir

V y _ —
al-Gurgani, like figurative expression, simile, comparison and metaphor

were discussed earlier by other rhetorical experts, they did not study these

subjects and their types and divisions in such detail or as deeply as he did.

The most important thing in his study with regard to the simile is

his division of tasbih and tamtil. He considered the tasbih to be a

general term and the tamtil to be a particular term. So each tamtil is
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tasbih, but not each tasbih is tamtil. He also explains the compound

simile, which is the basis of the simile in these verses, as being

intellectual and taken from more than one sentence. This analysis

of the compound simile is a new study of the simile which al -Gurgani

discovered. But although he supports most of his interpretation with

poetry and seldom with the verses of the Qur’an, I mention him as he

has great importance in Arabic rhetoric-history. He established the

rules of Arabic rhetoric and its principles. So it is impossible

to write a chapter on the simile in the work of literary and rhetorical

experts without mentioning the father of the rhetorical experts and the

founder of Arabic rhetoric, that is Abd al-Qahir al-Gurgani.
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part ONE



CHAPTER ONE

GENERAL NOTES ABOUT THE LANGUAGE AND SIMILE

The language in the philologists1 view

Before we start to talk about the discussion of the Qur’anic

simile in the works of the philologists, we have to know what they 

mean by philology (Luga ).

The philologists define language as follows:

(1)

* d-d J dJJ C~Ji CLrjJJ dJ_xj Lfjls
>• >

1 J J oLAJ 1

Ud <j-i SjJd L^-Lpl J tfuoJLJt * U-~ 5JJJI J ’ J15
4* Lft^J d-o J-'iM o* ‘-L*^ tiill j^li IJI

J c? '-f? (jr" *d-a J'** (5-^J' ^LLH j

o'

Ibn Paris says about the Luga :
>

_ »
(_jdp 3 (J?^ J *^S U-P-' Id.

• L Jn o- V L j/w *^dJL

UaLpsJ 1 dftd^ J Las JVJjl y,J_*u>iu <jjt»

j~LU 1 LkJJ 1 j * O (^5^ dh U D xb- LsJ 4Uwt J Uu

<_5^ -dJ' j^*ta*d-'5s * o"™*"'? U-Jjtd dLS 1 J 15 aL-a-

*-^d' h 15 q* I cd_. U-3%J \ j * ^L^JjL jxj«c ^3 L

d- (?^d 3J1 J • (ji * UJ J-SL9 A«S>

* O^j>-L<3 £-fd— ^3 4X« tJ-AJU I 0l&z_d3 Q UL j
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Al-Suyuti in his book al-Muzhir says:

Jl5 J • (-jJLxd Jail J5* <L«JJ 1 JLs»- : 1 q-J J15 j * (3)

JpGj SjLj> c^tijji i
7 ’ • ‘ZU~U

The origin of the language

The philologists differ about the origin of the language. Is it

the result of divine inspiration or conventional usage? Most of them

say that the origin of the language is conventional usage and not
V — —

inspiration. Ibn Ginni discusses the subject in his book al-Hasa3is
w » *

He says:

d-*^ eJ cr* J-^ cJ * d*^ ^11 ' u-a (4)

9 J 1 j {m3 jJh laJ I 2JLU 1

But Ibn Faris is one of those who say that the language is inspiration.

He says in his book Fiqh al-luga :

* i»—. 'i/l fjl j uil u (J-J j j 5-*J q! * (^)

^1 •U/'B ,Jl& ipT JL : JjJL ’ L^K

j j d*-^ j d^r j J-r~ J J J o*
9 "..JJJ

His evidence in support of his idea is:

■juls- J t <jLj_5 Q^xbu>wj 1*^9 1 dGJL ‘kJ-Jl LU>I ’ (6)

G"\yUsu?l j <u*JJ 1 uX—‘ 15" j) tC ^^-LpsILp-I
^J1 dJJ U>JJ=u«sl LL ~l^L=~^l L. (r-^-r

The etymology of language is further evidence of Ibn Faris view. He

says that the Arabs use etymology in their speech and derived some words
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from others. He says:

t jr**3 J cA^r O* 3 c/*-*-? 3 ^3 (7)

6 d->. a* AU Ca^-aJ I 1 (_£*■£' ' ‘-^ O UA?“*J ' O

j>-fAaJ3 u/J *4*3 <jAu ^_a Cw*-?“ I Aa j 6 <J—U3

<JJ J fLc- ‘T^-*A ’ t* J* U*V kJaA g ^Ap y t yA,U l "* - "• -

11 ’ J-t^r o* j>

Then he adds:

3jA?j A3 3 Vt i...<> m 113 f i2z* j*>"^*11 A ^*A?3 uL.fti (8)

<_z“^ J 4** o-**** O”^' cP (.5^ A3 jjis 3 q3j^_>-'}/3 q3

3—LJ i_/^*** j 4jJ3ji U j-c- JjA* q3 j q3 j.jA3 AJ

• " LfJUUL*- Q^tL, • 2AJU3 jl~J ell J *>«‘Ab

This group thinks that Allah teaches languages to Adam and Adam

teaches them to his sons. Then Adam's sons separate on the earth.
V —

So each nation has a different language. Ibn Ginni tells us about this

group's idea when he says:

3 • 3_xJU 3 ct* 3j^A>s*J 3 3<... T u 3 ^1p 3_^^vw AU 3 J ’’ 0)

35l? kx.3_j(A3 3 3^m> dl3 o 3 3 3 <<«*■■ 3 AJ 3

j**^**** 3_m uJ 3 «A3 3,,.^.^ 1^}* 3^C^< u 3

* 3—^a> taU^jP' > .ua.«J l_fi> 3^ A djap 3 4l»3iiP ci3JJU 3 dJ-A d/4

But the second group thinks that the language is conventional usage,

i.e.that the people created a word or name for everything they needed

in order to differentiate between them.

Ibn Sida tells us about their idea as well. He says:

3a**VW A 3 r kJLa^Ja* 3 aXp3_^Z da* a »j 3 ^atta. t *J dX3 aJ JJJ

d l*aMU» A da» kJ 3 <J 3 Uiixl l^ha^ak* %Ad>- 3jJ (.j”^ 3^_MMd^aJ) CL* Aj^J—Al«j 3
14 . . . " .

dj£p d/* 4rf j —a*aU

(10)
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Ibn Ginni and Ibn Sida answer the other group who, like Ibn Faris,

support their view with a verse of the QurTan which is "And He taught 

- 15Adam all the names" . They say that this verse is not decisive evidence,

because it might mean that Allah allowed Adam to name everything.

They say about this verse as evidence:

^□1 j ait uHjb <u'* 3 1 " (11)

15" 0 U nJ aU 1

16 • J'tfx-.'fl J=5~ JJ J

In addition, there is a third group who say that the origin of
v' w

language is created from the sounds which are heard. Ibn Ginni agrees

with this view. He says:

1 j-ft L*J5" c-L*AJ 1 J-*3^ 1_* (12)

ij—-f-*7 j <t*uh*-** j 7^-^ j * UJ1 j upjJ 1 j ' (_a?

1 «XJi J 1»»* I? <iil «J 1—aJJ 1 UX>> jT-' 1-.11 j J

7 • (JwjCL* U—-£> J V^5 AX>~J

This, in my view, is the most likely; normally, that most words are

derived from sounds for things perceptible through the senses in a

specific environment.

These sounds became common usage among people who lived in

that place and then became a part of language for them.

The simile in the Arab environment

The environment forms the words of a language by producing

names for its material things. For example, the language of the Arabs

is taken from their place of residence. They were affected by their

surroundings and by what they saw in the desert such as camels, water,
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rain, winds . . . etc. So their language became rich in these words

and many others which are common in a desert surrounding. For

example, they frequently use the word "water" because they live in a

place which needs plenty of water to protect them from thirst and death.

As the language is affected by the place generally, so the simile

must be affected by it too. The simile is considered a more refined

form of expression.

It differs from language to language according to what dominates

in that language with regard to the familiar picture of nature among the

people who speak that language.

For example the Arabic language in the pre-Islamic period and at

the time of the revelation of the Qur’an has a special simile. The nature

of the desert forced this kind of simile upon the language. As we see, 

the pre-Islamic poet Kacb b.-Zuhair describes fire by saying:

18 Q-JJI 1 jL.’ (13)

The philological meaning of the simile (tasbih)

The philological meaning of al-tasbih is al-tamtil . 19

In philological books such as al-Muhassasby Ibn Sida we see

him saying:

4. <»> I Qm—-Z 1 A. J J—I 4m n.«i 1 j 4m J Aii»■»»I 1 1 " (1 4)
20 a ,U

He also says: 
21 , „A. - * Ayx.uT J Q.A»««? d-AJU dH \ , djfrj ' (l 5)
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- c -
In Lisanal- Arab we also see the same meaning. Ibn Manzur says:

,22
1 j c—j J * J Aj-X* (16)

} a*-^~L<? I<.f I j I 4? bjtz

4.1 ««zJ 1 yjti UjI j£uJ 1 dLbX-i^B j Lf*l.»,t.r>« a.

23 . * j-o
V'

Al-Sabah has two objective meanings; the first one is that subscribed

to by most of the philologists where they say:

j uXtfl- ^-L?xaJ I jJ IS 1-^-; J I • A>_jJ J * (17)

i_5* m*-~- J i^3* mJ JI Jb’ __/-*■) t-

* ^r**' * m.« /J I

• 1j bllj uj^aJ I CS^ 'T*'*" * 4J J • ^5*®*) J Q* J *»zui J * A*_JbJ I j

* O J <J J IS,, j f L±] 1 db-t- j J j

The second objective meaning is adopted by some of the philologists

where they say:

j-Lc-J J a*-4J I j ou-^J I * (18)

— V
Ibn Faris comments on the Sabah by saying:

I—--ft tjJ I A^L. «jJ I _j_ft ^J-^=J (J/* M-b-^J I I (19)

— V

Ibn Sida gives a reason for calling copper Sabah when he says:

7 mJ^JL <—.jft JJI a**£f utLl J a. (J-j'-J J J J mJ 3 (20)

We note from both explanations that the colour yellow is the common

factor between them. So al-sabah has this name because of the colour

yellow which is like the colour of gold.

I think that the first meaning of Sabah which means a kind of

yellow plant is the original name, because the pre-Islamic .Arabs might

be more familiar with yellow plants than with gold or any other metal.
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The yellow plants were closer to their mind and to the life of the

desert.

The philological meaning of (Matal)
V - c

Al-matal is similar toal-sabah. In Lisan al- Arab we see:
28

29
J 4 (J tjL U5* able I JLA ,J bL (J-bu) I (21 )

and in al-Qamus:
dj- jJt j J-5 j a. (tf-** ' * b. * <5**^ J—* J 4* j

Al - ma_ta 1 and al-^abah are the same in philological meaning, and the
V

word matal ~ resembles the word 'sabah in al-taswiya , as
v 30

al-Gawhari and Ibn Manzur say: * 2-j—SJ5* JJt, ^1* (2 2)

Also Ibn Faris says that all other meanings of the word matal give 

31the same meaning of al-taswiya. The compilers of dictionaries

have almost ail agreed that &1- matal has derived from the meaning of

v - 32.al-taswiya or al-sabah or ai-nazir ... . —............... .... ...... .... t

The language has not differentiated between the tasbih and

tamtil. Both are the same. Al-tasbih is tamtil and ai-tamtil is

tasbih. We see this clearly in the first philological interpretations of

the verses of the Qur’an like those of Abu Ubaida and al-Farra’, when 

they explain the tasbih and the magaz in the Qur’an. We will see that

when we examine each of them in detail.

The simile between the true state of affairs and the figurative expression

Before we talk about the subject, we have to pause briefly to

give the philological meaning of the "true state of affairs" &l-haqiqa

and the philological meaning of the figurative expression aL-magaz .
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Al-haqiqa, as Ibn Faris says, is:

1 4* V&->-*v I < i.< >*^ t «J t * U5'“<J O'""*" " (J/* dA*fl.>~) 1 (23)

1 ' SjLS-pJ Vj • iu£>=« £«<»J ’—'£ (J ^U»»d
33

dg 9 ^J> kXX> 'i/ J JI K.< J «J^ Vrf w«J 2LH d-w-J’j*

And he says about the-magaz:

V»hi 1 & b*“ h». _jh>“ O'1'""*''ul (-’*" O* u*(24)
& y &

uit. J—q’ dj^ d**5 UJb j ^,jtj
34

Then he adds:

d^'Lp Aw *4/ 4mW*»4<m 1 o 1 ur*-*^ (25)

• d_J <«jJ I* <w^5" Oj t J dUb<> i«t.» dU-9 t ''j 1 dLL* d^iJ dj (jj***"

But Ibn Ginni and Ibn Manzur define al-h.aqiqa and al-magaz as

follows:

01>* 1* j d-kJUI (jj d-M-ng^ d**5^ d ^*-*“-■*** (• 25-lS-psJ 1 * (26)

- 36 -jjj “J»A-
Al-Fayruz Abadi says about al-h:aqiqa that:

1
37 1 t^0 1 (jjL>s*J j d5 JLid> IjlJLs-sZ d5ib»- j J b>5<J 1 *x*o djLJL>J 1 * (27)

j.nd says about a 1-magaz:

38 • dsLJG-J' O^Lp- jb>sU^ j jb^saJL Jjb>- (28)

The philologists differ with regard to the existence of the 

magaz in the language and they differ about which one is more frequently

used. Ibn Faris says that the haqiqa is more used in language. He says 

39 ’ ♦ lujb 3 oT^ji J J asuur (29)
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But Ibn Ginni says that the magaz is far more frequently used in the

language than the haqiqa. He says:

L>sS" 4*1a tiJj J J aA-AJf 'jl' JLpw <JlAU I (30)

40 ••b-jjt ^,-1 j

and he also says:

dJLJLst-Ji

Others adopt an intermediate position between the two ideas by saying:

42 'jujt } ajuJi sjlu. uur 02)

and they do not say which one is more frequent .Their evidence for

their idea is that the Arabs used both of them equally.

Others exaggerate in their view when they say:

<L*J (33)

But we see al-Suyuti angry with those who deny the existence of rnatjaz 

in the Arabic language. He replies to them by saying:

u-t 2Jd <L»s* j <s-xJU 1 jL>adl J (34)

J* □ J p Q-*-* J J
44 •• U—• 4 JLflj ^ArwJ i

I agree with the group who take the middle course. I think that

the language has both. The true Arabs used al-haqiqa as well as

al- magaz. We cannot say which one was more frequently used because

we have their philological wealth which contains both equally, and we

have the holy Qur’an which was revealed in the same Arab speech and in 

the same style and use of words. The Qur’an contains the haqiqa in the

same measure as the magaz: neither more than the other.
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After we have finished discussing the meaning of the haqiqa

and the meaning of the magaz and the difference between them, we

return to the main subject which is the simile, to see the ideas of the

philologists and the rhetorical specialists about it and what they

consider it to be. Do they consider it as part of the haqiqa or as part

of the magaz.

We saw earlier how Ibn'Faris considers the simile and metaphor 

in the magaz where he explains the meaning of magaz.45 He supports 

his explanation with a comparative sentence. He says:

3 *^<~**^ Cv* udJ j (35)

46 » » i « i• aj uw. I

We see also that Ibn-Ginni considers the simile as a part of the magaz

when he says:

^L~J *^1 j qdJLJGJI jjx- aJI J j jb»s«Jl l*jl * (36)

■ I I JLc- Lj d^. -tl! I j JUuLd I j

Al-Suyuti tells us about al-Razi’s view too on the subject when

— — v — 4 8al-Razi describes the simile as a third form of the magaz.

Ibn Rasiq al-Qayrawani also considers the simile

as a kind of magaz. He says:

o$Ls jL^JI LI j" (37)

49 ” djLSj-JI I o-jUJU qL^-Lj^l LjI

But we see an opposite viewpoint to all these with al-Gurgani, who says

that the overt simile is to be considered as a kind of the Ipaqiqa, not a
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kind of the magaz, for example if someone likened Zaid to a lion,

this sentence is a kind of the haqiqa in his view. He says:•....... .
A i E * "7 4» t-*" UadU 1 JJL. do bxJL.

d^ti) 1 d «• t ‘jSL 4^-<^~>-d 1 t J Li ^^-od 1 1 <JL& j <JLm> IS" «.** -1 * 1 J Vs

oA c/ ^dp ^p

U-4J J 1 1 4Um~<xmJ 1 O (J J J Von _J-®5 *d 4 «.» »*■"

^S^d IS" &sdL>- 1 (Jj IS" 4udp dJ "S hll J ^Jt) L» ^S" JL. AjIp J <JL

(38)

50
uT UJ1 jl <y

\jf «• V y MT “•
Al-Zarkasi tells us the view of others who agree with al-Gurgani on this

point. He says in the chapter on simile:

J^6*- 4Um£xH ^9 ^‘Lovpl J15 ♦ <ixJL>- 4-’t qjasL»b*JI (39)

do 11 1 1 (^Jx, 4jif ^j,i«d f 4.1 l,P J Xz do Ld t 4J t_A<J 1 4J

l*-^d ** «•»■..! 1 } <Jj V *...<« 1 uJLbwz t2?d <bdo»S 1<J I j

(3 Cf!t^ I XtP _jjj>a*_n A—‘ £~*zi sj, dJ I y 4J £_/d IS" J

• 5jLaZ—jj>- Jj>

And he adds:

J-p *U- jt»*d ddd-os- _}f • didb*- y^i qIS" q! : J Ui “ ( (40)

53 • ’jU-JI i_L JJbJI J

We see that there is a different idea here about the simile. But most

of the philologists and rhetorical specialists consider it as a kind of the

magaz. I agree with them, because for example when we liken someone

to a lion it means that he is not really a lion but we want to describe his

bravery in terms of the bravery of a lion. So it is the opposite of the

haqiqa.
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The reason for the philologists1 interest in Qur’anic Linguistics

The Qur’an is the important event in the history of the Arabs, 

because it is considered to be a new example of Arabic language.

As the expression of God’s will demanding certain actions from men,

it had to be understood by men if they were to be certain of their

personal salvation.

The Qur’an created a new culture and this new Islamic culture

introduced new philological material.

The philologists, in the early period of Islam, knew that to

understand the rules of Islam contained in the Qur’an, they must first

understand the philology of the Qur’an properly, as its language holds

many new, unfamiliar philological meanings. For that reason, the

first philologists intended to interpret the language of the Qur’an, but

they hesitated for a long time to undertake this work because they strongly 

believed that the language of the Qur’an involved new meanings. Were 

they to explain the external aspects of the word or should they give a

figurative interpretation of the word'in order that the people understand

the meaning behind the word.

In this case the philologists thought that they should resort to

the speech of the Arabs and their poetry in order to help them to understand 

the language of the Qur’an. Abu CUbaida, the philologist , followed this

V — —
method in his book Magaz al-Quran . He interprets the verses of the 

Qur’an with the help of the poetry or examples of the speech of the Arabs 

which contains the same word or the same meaning. Al-Farra’ did the 

same too in his book Macani al-Qur’an .
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The poetry of the Arabs was very important in helping with the

interpretation of the Qur’an.

Ahmad b. Faris, the philologist, agrees with this when he says:

I > Fi 4.k j-i t*J I y V <i 7 S J** du I u «,tj I (41)

4-U \ dD ' '“‘‘S ' U—J

54 . bJ 4 <iV^i^1 J J Af

But we should mention that there is another group of philologists

who refused to mention any word of the poetry of the Arabs with reference

to a word in the Qur’an. This is the attitude of •al-Asmaci, one

philologist, who lived during the second century of the Hegira. (He was

a contemporary of Abu ^Ubaida and al-Farra’). He refuses to use any

word of the poetry to explain a word of the Qur’an, as al-Mubarrid tells us

in his book al-Kamil :
55 • “ -i t u a 4^ q 15* (42),biJt

Ibn Duraid also says about al-Asmaci ’s refusal to explain a word already 

mentioned in the Qur’an. In his book Gamhara :

c? olA5' c-topfj e-i-ac- (43)

din<3»* *4/ t

J C79 O 4SI—tj ulL* ^9 ’S J

56 > , . xj" . > ’ • - - • -u"c^ J J <_A?-r :

and Abu al-Tayyib says about him:

4J 4-aJJ 1 Y j ijb^' Cz* j—A? jl jui (44)
57 b>-j_>C 1 QJ uS* J Q ' <_£* «J be—t I J j-JqJ
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The new Islamic words in the Qur’an

In fact the language of the Qur’an contains a wealth of terms

which we can call the new Islamic words.

The Qur’an creates new words which were not used before its

revelation. The Qur’an also changed the meaning of some previously-

used words. We see that Ahmad b. Faris says about this subject in

his book Fiqh al-iuga:

1 «j 1 LAJ '—u I tx—IS (45)

j (J*SL L»c <JJI *L>- LJj j j

I Jo Lal aJJJ 1 cJxJ j JL?*^ oL.*L.J

Im IS? >-O“ i J U7.fry.-w F—w j O uxJ «J L^-;

58 • ’ jJUJI J >131., (J—jtj O-5J1 >J pL.'i/l > ‘U-

We can count many words which acquired a new meaning in

this historic period of the Arabic language, such as.:

taqwa, Iman, tawhid, Muslim, Mu’min, Kafir, mulhid,

fasiq. Those words and many others in the language of the Qur’an 

were changed to reveal a new meaning which differs from the original

meaning.

Ahmad b. Faris mentions the philological origin of some of these

new Islamic words saying:

o«jlj <XcXl 1 J O’* 0*5*^^ Im 1 1 q! (46)

uxo IS JLl JSj Ll»^« 1 Lsbtfjl j t 1

59 -Ikill >31 u>C

Ibn Qutaiba explains the philological origin of the word Kafir

which is mentioned in the verse:

60 ’4.-U jL&t e_i JiS" (47)
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saying
61 ,

In the Lisan a. 1-'Arab , the Arabic dictionary, the author Ibn Manzur
* ■ L .-I ■HU ■* rxr -■■.■; ■■ -

also explains the philological origin of the word ' Kafir saying:

♦ J5* aJJ j-s£H j-sKn SUaJc jXH

•SjVuH Jj uU^J I j d-J I I J

For this reason, the philologists thought that urgent necessity

required them to write books explaining this new language created by

the Qur’an.

• V —Now we can see that these books bear such titles as Majjaz 

al-Qur^an , or Macani al-Qur’an, or Garib al-Qur*an and Muskil 

al-Qur’an.

We will detail each one in the following sections.

dtlap <_s* t £5/5^ (48)

(49)
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chapter two

THE QUR’ANIC SIMILES IN WORK OF PHILOLOGISTS

_ c „
Abu Ubaida and his book Magaz a l-Qur^an

_ c
One might conclude from the title that Abu Ubaida classifies

his book as a study of figurative rhetoric. But in fact the title refers

to the explanation of the usage of words found in the verses of the Qur’an, as

is clearly apparent from the first few lines of his book. He mentions

in the introduction:

I * A-djjj j LlJLp- ajHi J_>- JLU (50)

4 H**-*3-S Hl] t 1 (J (j 4j 4 V. tjJ 1 lj V? Q l5

• Uhd t 4**2> J 4- J 4- JU>U '

V **** r
He means by magaz how words of the Qur’an are used. We can see 

an example of what Abu ‘’Ubaida means about the verse’s magaz while 

it is in fact no more than the philological explanation of the verse; his

explanation about the verse:

JU ji, } JjL L„f t’ (51)

? JlH
64 „

Cw ' aL<s dSjZLs J-

He says:
05* •» »• » t A <** * . C I M JV,t' q*

tiUaJ 1 j 2 LuaJ t z:\fA0 U ap-ljJJ JU-j (5 2)

aj U~i 1 1 • aUJ 1 j I ab? ♦tZ-bl 1 3j bn>J 1 ^_a j

: J ' j c^j

<tL»-
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So we see that Abu Ubaida explains the philological meaning of the

words of the Qur’an. It is not surprising that his book is considered

a philological book rather than an explanatory or rhetorical book as we 

know he is one of the philologists in the second century of the He§ira.

If we examine any other pure philological books like ;al-Muhkam

wa al- muhit by Ibn Sidaz we see that they do not differ from Abu •
£
Ubaida's book regarding the interpretation of the words, except that

- - c.
Ibn Sida explains a wide range of Arabic words where Abu Ubaida

explains only the words of the Qur’an. For example, we see the 

c —similarity between them with regard to the word I sar in the verse:

(53)

j UaC-1 b'f*"? biP <J 4J J 1 jL. bp t J O* 1“
67 ,

Ibn Sida says:

t>jjI J15j jU b^-j (jil 1 l5jji J-5 j 1 ” (54)
68

• * UJ I 15” 1 1 jUap'i/l

- c
bu Ubaida says:

69 " J b’ 4-uS OmJS' 4-’ ts" * * b—J1 1 t_/Q (J/* U-—uJUp U (55)

— c
re see Abu Ubaida elsewhere explains the philological meaning of the

srse:

70- - ? 1 ~ I •
1/® * J cJ-i u (56)

70- ■ lS3l LiJ)l u_>,
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He says:

* ' tla-lt uij * J Uc 4j>-^s £-j_>*t dtix-i ^j>-f * (5 7)

a5j-** • dale- JiJ_xJLh«G ♦ f'iM jJjl* jL» 6 ^tjLw * ajj^"

• I al* L>- ,j UJI

Does this philological explanation of the word of the verse differ from

the approach met with in any other purely philological book? My view

is also supported by Ibn Taimiyya, who says in his book al-I man

— cabout Abu Ubaida’s book:

J A. Llf ^9 I _/*-**• d uLbjJi jL>s*Jt JaiL <j^* (5 8)
7 0 **»

• V? ^*** -? I ££"*** t* L>5*J lu (J-**

His method regarding the book

He explains the word in the verse and then follows it by

referring to the poetry of the Arabs or their ordinary speech producing

examples which have the same meaning or the same words, with the help 

of his excellent memory of the garib He wants to say that the variety 

of expression in the Qur’an (garib, macani, i<rab) is the same as in the 

speech of the Arabs. He points this out clearly in the introduction of

his book. He says:

4-JJ1 j OUL oL^' J>‘ l-'r (59)

a~ La* qX- LJ j aU I ("jLiP 1 b-b

L* L->- j 4m La*

pcoi j U ja OT> ■^^\} per

ls-'La*j1 j o* J> “X? c-

We see this style of explanation in all the verses he explains, as we

see with this verse:
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O A** VnO' 3 UPj UX*Llk 4^3 1».«..J I C/* * J ’ (60)

• * Q-jji53 l din j o^*n j JL*- (jj^ij^aJi

He says:

- c
I think that whoever reads Abu Ubaida's book will encounter

two styles, the Qur’an style and the style of the speech of the Arabs. 

This indicates his wide knowledge in the field of linguistics. He knows

every detail of the poetry of the Arabs, their speech, their similes, their

customs and the impact of their proverbs.

The rhetorical aspect of Abu c Ubaida's book

— c
I have to mention Abu Ubaida’s studies of the similes of the

Qur’an.

The rhetorical features can be seen in his book. He mentions

some rhetorical idioms such as simile, metaphor, allusions, inversions,

abbreviation, repetition and mental reservations.

It has been said that the reason for his writing this book is to

show the rhetorical state related to the simile of the Qur’an as al-Anbari 

says in his book Nuzhat al-alibba3. He says:

f
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i.i< .»» , bU I 1 tJLA US” 11 •iP d w&J 1 .J t t”.i *■ ^"j t<l.9 • jl V? 6 4-< ^5-'’“ ^4bi»Mii.^*i b«» Vs
"_ c ’ 7b\;UJt

Abu- Ubaida mentions a few points regarding the comparisons of the

Qur’an because he regards the comparison as figurative without however

analysing the details of the simile. The first time he mentions the

word ’simile ’ is when he comments on the verse: "Your women are a 
77 78

tilth for you (to cultivate). He says: " j S-Ldf “ (63)

and does not add anything further.

Sometimes Abu cUbaida does not mention the word comparison 

in the verses containing similes, but explains only the philological

meaning of the verse, as happens with the verse:

‘rsr* (64)

He says:

<3*J O* J La ($5)

He uses the philological style when dealing with the^similes of the 

Qur’an.

- cAbu Ubaida uses the word tamtil in his interpretation as synonymous

with tasbih . He explains the verse:

saying:

11 jLkxs Vs jVidiS (67)

82 • ’*U=i> J
The use of the word tamtil as synonymous with the tasbih is not 

confined to Abu Ubaida’s book, but it is common to all the philologists*

books.

The philologists and the compilers of dictionaries agree that

there is no difference between tasbih and tamtil . : both words are
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V **•
used equally (we saw this in our study of the meaning of tasbih and

tamtil in Arabic philology in the previous chapter).

On the other hand, the literary critics differentiate between

— v •* A3tamtil and tasbih and make a technical distinction between them.

Abu ^Ubaida seldom gives the details of the simile’s construction. For

example, he explains the verse:
84

J JLH 1JI/

VJ 1 J At JJ * litJ W d (J/* * <3 wL?*’

5 jjL’dJl (jJ-J ^Lc- ,J^Ui J «j

Sometimes he calls the metaphor a simile . For example he says

about the verse:
86

dJ-L. O* ft*-'*'5

oJfTf LS" elJ J jl^r t «jLs

87 uJ<T J15. tdejn : J 15. UJ ;

(68)

(69)

(70)

(71)

The syntactical matters in his book

He refers to some syntactical aspects of the Qur’an. But when

he comments on the syntax he does not mean the desinential inflection

in the verse, but wants to explain the syntax in a way which leads to

an understanding of the meaning of the verse, supporting his syntactical

view with instances chosen from the speech of the Arabs. He analyses

desinential inflection of the word in such a way as to make very clear the

meaning of the verse. This happens with the verse:
4. L**n --t JlL !■> A.. m.Q b*^'lj>VM I. 9 t dJ 1 4>,I.J '/ (72)

88 c .«.».) I uJJ *-dT uU*.
where he says:

(73)J
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•J Is ’ * bd_*i’ as

J t#5> 1j.w,»,«wg b j 0->^J b^ bb> '^****; ol
<■

• JVs OtJ' J i • )j, «*«.?.! I * IjJLs iX< ^9

89 » «* *
*j-xLJI (.^.IJ b^ b b« <jLbU JjjL cj^*-

- c
Abu Ubaida and the variant readings

— cAbu • Ubaida looks at the variant readings of some words of the

Qur’an as a philological matter, (as do all the others who mention this 

subject). He agrees that the variant readings of the Qur’an are a

reflection of the variant forms of speech among the Arabs.

Ibn dinni , the philologist, also agrees with Abu-^Ubaida.

He mentions in his book al-Hasa’is that the variant readings are a ------ v 3 *

result of variant forms of speech (accent) and supports his view with 

the speech of the Messenger Mohammad. He says:

UJ O„UJI LfJJL ( U) jut J/ UJ of W (74)

q. ly-i q. uj-Ij J—! 0*7 el)

1 At '-A- O" 1 * ' <5 -i-3”' S } A—• I aJa—‘ At

JJI Jl / LfiL-, eUi t**. «.<in» 1 byw

• <_sbi u_?U* b^Jff o-bij Jj-'* ^b* -? 'a

- c
Abu Ubaida does not give details of this point in his book. He

mentions it only when he wants to explain the different meanings of its

variant readings. As he says in the introduction:

b^jbbL tef Sxbtp^ wLp-^ j^xC- (i-’bu dJ C»* b~ b jb. j* (75)
»** **" f

Cxj J O’ JlSeDJ '
J £*« J 05 j <-Uft5 J is : 6^-^ ^Ac-

91 . t _
ub- j 'Ar~ai‘ J is
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A general view about his book

His interest in the philological aspects of the Qur’an prevented

him from giving details of his interpretation of the verse or explaining the

reason for its revelation as all the interpreters do.

We cannot consider his book as a rhetorical book either (as one

might imagine from the title of the book) because he does not pay any

attention to the rhetoric of the Qur’an.

His book is purely philologic in approach rather than explanatory

or rhetorical. He usually supports his view with the poetry of the

Arabs and their speech, and seldom does he support his interpretation

with an ordinary prophetic tradition or reports from a follower of the

prophet Mohammad.

Al-Farra* and his book Macan? al-Qur’an

Macani al-Qur’an is the most important book written by Yahya

b. Yazid al-Farra*, who was the head (imam) of a school of syntax 

which was known during the third century of the Hegira (Muslim Calendar)

as the Kufa School.

Al-Farra3 wrote his book in order to explain the verses which

need some interpretation. Some of the historiographers wrote about

al-Farra’s book. For example, al-Hatib in his book Tarih Bagdad 

says when he talks about macani al-Qur’an by Abu cUbaida:

92
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In al-Fihrist , Ibn al-Nadim tells us the reason why Farra’ wrote

Macani al-Qur’an. He says:

Cz* C« J** e/ *}U ^5 ..H qIS** (77)

o' * *' (.y' J-v—< o- q—(jJ' L*.kc« o^*j a-V»c'

O b^' ' Cz^ b; J-t— o- o-***-^'
£<J bb^* JJ J J-*-> ./ J

(jyi Lk£" X*Ic 3*^ u5^ S”***^' * rf-b^wS^ *b^' J lij ♦ C.l.w.9 4bJ'
93 „ /

• olz^'

Anyone who reads Farm’s book can see that his concern with

syntactical and philological matters dominates the book.

We have seen that al-Farra’ was the head of a school which

had a special method of study, that was the Syntax school' in the

city of Kufa in Iraq. Therefore his education was affected by this

concern with syntax and this was reflected in his book.

The simile in al-FarraJ|s book

Al-Farra’ mentions in his book some aspects of rhetoric such

as simile. The two words “tasbih" and "tamtil" are synonymous in

his mind as we see with all the philologists and all the interpreters

of the Qur’an. He says about the verse:

tj (j, ' J-*- J
j K • JJL j L J' J-*-" obit

Jji, b f%Jt JJU< IjjX JJ1 ?

'“P b j US bsb' :

' »x-' jj o lz^ ' Cz* b-^ liZ^" Czs ' J”-*

t? -Z^ (/ — -U'j- er^'j eAz1' J' 4-^xl'

U—u I j JLw,''F u--'J—

• u-SjJ>5*J 1 <u b JL-*. Q

(7 8) 

(79)
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Sometimes al-Farra3 mentions what the other interpreters

say about the meaning of the comparative verses without giving

further explanations of the simile in these verses as philology or

rhetoric. As he says about the verse:

96 tr (so)
97

• 'j1 1 jA * a I J Is j (t a1 1_^»> 1 J UL • 1 (81)

But at other times al-Farra’ gives a detailed explanation of the simile

and describes the relationship between the thing being compared and

the thing with which the other is compared and the basis of the comparison

After he has explained the philological meaning of the words in

the verse:

98 * .

he says:

j sijydi j : (83)

J (t^»d 1 .j. : ,»w 1 1 • aylxit j <jCbu«i ‘ (J?3 ^~d**

* 4 ajj <-U» !_*«-*. J Lj

>* J 6 ij jJ S«X>4j C—'lS”" jJ j • U-O J

a I*-" J •^-’“3 &A" I Ajif" 4-U 1 ^.<^.1.1 kJ””*" _J <dJ 1
* 1 <»A k III .Hill <ti.i Jtl 1 1a—- xJL, C.

On another occasion he explains the simile in a way which

is similar to its explanation by the rhetoric specialists who come after

him. He says about the verse:

•^■80 , j jj&, j <u_9 * 1 u_^<r3" jI (84)

1a 1 !*•* lw d»ji? 1^. < mA—Vii ( 1 »J 1 1 Jj 1 (85)

vAjA^dl qa O^ill
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We can consider this attempt to understand the simile in the Qur’an

— cas a second step after Abu Ubaida, who mentions only a few points

about the comparison without giving so much detail as al-Farra’.

The philology and the syntax in his book

We see that when al-Farra3 wants to explain the verses

containing similes he explains them from his special syntactical view

point. He mentions the desinential inflection of the words in the

verse. For example, he says about the verse:
102 ’fjT JJUS" JJI ai. JJU or (86)

J is o* id j ai (87)

O^^.LI 1**^ J aJ-*3 aaLp~

Aftbp*- J Ixj ^..14.1 «JU I J- OI ^j4 t Vim, 1 U_
103 * . jg-jfcj I

Then he supports his syntactical view with another verse which is:
104 'ljUJ jUJI JJUS" f‘ StjjJt l^lS- Ji.’ (88)

He says:

q U jl j L^JLu>-- ^1-aJ I u—xS* j La— * (89)

aJ 'd 4j*3 L *}/ IjLa— t Jddf • olS cL’t jU_>JLJ ib?

105*. eh J ^aJL JLljiS* eU J Jja, J^JL -JLLJ aS

Elsewhere he explains the form of the simile in the verse such

as whether the thing with which the other is compared is singular or

plural. He says about the verse:
106

as^x—1 aJ 1 J—(90) 

^_a U-d j 6 J L^J I J-aaJJ — ^Lpt 4.U 1 * — (JJLd’ Lui?* (91)

Qs ' (JAr 1* aSyt— <3 dd J—dT : J Ias 6 0 Laid

:JU ur ol<3 JL^JJ • tjaSyad
^ISl? 9 <Ljb>- J->s; jL>spf : J15 j ^L—-=r*^ j * a ax—•

107 ’. iia 6 ju-^n ouf jt/ji
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In most of his interpretations of the verses we can see that

he gives the philological meaning of the word in the verse, as he 

says about the word aalsal (clay) in this verse:

108 JUU jU'

J J jLs-xJlB 1*5" JaJ-p- lj53=’

j k 0 1 • J liL l#5* J • J ♦ 4x JUj_.

' Ci? : J 1 J JjS -? *

— <
If we look at any Arabic dictionary such as Lisan al- Arab

for the word "clay", we find that Ibn Manzur explains the word in line 

with al-Farr^'s explanation. He says:

r 1- J5* j uJ-^sl^alJ du J-*—O* J ^1^^
110 ^LJLp jJj jL>J 0=^ O*

and he adds:

t—-S O->“ Ci* J V^aLc1 dl * (3^" J Lx—cP
*

(J «*JL« 9 L$^ l5 ' uJ l-«aJ 1 *-£> J QabaJ I (_/"
111 » * j LaLoJ till JL9 Oj-s «J

So we can consider al-Farref’s book to be a kind of small dictionary

as it contains sound philological material.

(92)

(93)

(94)

(95)

His book and the speech of the Arabs

He is keen to give the words of the verse which he wants to

explain the meaning known in the language of the Arabs at the time of

the revelation of the Qur’an.

After he has given all the philological meanings of the words in

the verse he tries to state his preference for one philological meaning

which is familiar in the speech of the Arabs. For example, he says

about the verse:
Ci? jJLcj qIoIj (96)
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: 6 (JlAX*** oA5^* : OJ (97)

' uiD <J AJ «? ""** '““' L 1 |. ^,..,1 ■»f __j-^ _j 6 O"**^ tilL> OJL/~"”*""*“

jJ la- kill «-&* J 6 uJ_^*J 4- I • (J—3 J L-~, i4..<* J 6 J-^P O '—'

tlU fci^* * J LshJ ui--1- 6 >.iL.?mJ 4- I * 4— V«— t 4J C-3LJ y I 4 1

113 • • ^-Ix-f S,U otaJ^Jt

But he is keen also to mention what other interpreters have said,

although he gives priority to the philological interpretation. He

says about the verse:
,^) <J ^5* L^»» t$* <Lp”l^p (_y® qli«i«oa 1J £>Ima* 44j^j (J—* (9 8)

1J1 u-5^31 f| J J dJJJ-* )-------j*-& - <_&/J * J **cfj4*

• 5-«^_sd 1 4_Aj 4-d ‘ 1 J IS- j ♦ 4-#u JL9 4jlia-~xjl 4U

f IKjJ 1 1 jJ I J • I J 5/ajJ I J Jj LUX j J '

115 • • >a LtfUJ o>c

Al-Farra3, as a philologist, sometimes explains the different

morphology of the word in the speech of the Arabs. He mentions the

singular and the plural and the feminine and the masculine forms. As

he says about the word him in the verse:

*tsA“ OXj^9 o* uXj^*3 (100)

6 ^^juf : La j-p-^ (t * U Cz* ^JJZ" (jr*^ J— (101)

f La j 6 La • <JXe q* <-—t q* ^ • * L->.a 'i/l j

J-L5* : 6 : Lf 6 )<ea

*• Ljlj *LJ1 j*~at ^Ld ^-_a C-Sp jjt J>=^

Al-Farra3 and the variant readings of the Qur*an

Al-Farra3, like others, mentions the variant readings

of the words in some verses and explains the philological meaning of

each reading according to its use by the Arabs. Thus he says about

the verse:

‘r**3j J' o* j»X (102)
118
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* US-* <J^ '

hU„i*" C-J1^* t a-jj t <—b^ojJ I fei
119 ’ • ^Uuf

’uuj; Jl* : ^5>Uj f/5* (103)

• UU. V* {

JLp-1j J5" j alJ I qj J

Al-Mubarrid and his book ,al-Kamil

Al-Kamil by al-Mubarrid is considered to be one of the

significant philological books because of the range of the philological

material. It is also regarded as a literary work as it contains a lot

of poetry and prose of the Arabs.

120The book includes a chapter about the simile. We can

regard al-Mubarrid as one of the first to detail the simile in a special

chapter.

Although he does not devote his chapter solely to the simile of

the Qur’an, we have to study this chapter because he mentions from

time to time some verses of the Qur’an which contain similes.

Al-Mubarrid talks of the comparison being bn the lips of all 

Arabs. He says: 121 ' J jJ-T j ’ (104)

and he exaggerates when he says about the comparison:

122
tH (105)

He divides the comparison into four parts. He says:

nlij.il. tM J l.,.i.ji»»C?q .<i... J dnj.^1k ‘f d'*-.*1 - xJ i (1 0 O ,
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But we notice that he does not care to pay attention to the notification

or to the limitation of each part of the comparison. He is interested

only in giving the evidence. Most of his evidence is drawn from

Arabic poetry and occasionally from the

comparative verses of the Qur’an, like these two verses:
124 ’ Ifjtf aJ»U-jJ^1°72nd 135O>£JI 5J5U!

He follows the last verse with its philological explanation. He says:

1 1 j 1 4X1 1 j 1 * J 1a. 1 S 1 j *

MiXirS** J 1a. aS j fL-Azf ^5* L«c _j tdjl-^ aU 1 J Is 1
’ - » X26

(107)
(108)

(109)

His attention to rhetoric appears in his book from time to time.

He mentions a lot of Arabic poetry and prose and explains it philologically

and syntactically and also refers to the rhetorical content of this verse

of poetry or that statement of prose, such as allusion, conciseness,

lengthiness, inversion.

Sometimes he gives a detailed explanation of a simile and

explains its beauty. As he says about the verse:
127

Lj 1 J Lj S-.'z/l 4 Jut 1 dl_^_pd 1 q-» as j

1-frf (J1-.* “**11 1_&jw L’-mJ 1 crJUJj 5 L

He answers this as follows:

^1 L- J-* Jpj 4UI JlS L5* J^Jl Iaa

t»-^L LJ j

(110)

(ill)

(112)
128

He mentions two different interpretations of the previous verse. He

explains the first one saying:
^d^L-J 1 ( J 1a. 1 d J Ltf L_^xX t L-ft uJL>-l

* dJ^® d—^u. lj 1 1 3
»/j.» f > - f " ** -4J-$ Lu- I A^-uw 1 (J/* LLuJt—

(113)
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But he prefers the second interpretation and gives the following

reason for his preference:

<«ii j di) ’ o’ i... 1 <9 J J ^J J (J**-1"* “» i_5 J

^iliH I J d tA-ft i3”** l'**J (J/* O ' 1 9
129 a •. ,< .* cr~s-' J-1 ***

Then he explains the philological meaning of the word sayfan'

saying:
jjt j mJ J IS- LPT O* (J^* u/ m-xU J

V***’ jS’ jwP J 2 *“ **»* '*>IU 1—Aa l«a> J 1 Plj. <«b.

JpJ *Cr^'
V Idx* <« M. I L» J.A. *» J 1 ^y.I.*) Vy^yiA. t

V~-aJI 5?*' Jt5 J
J £jj j ^_»->«Uaa (j^z***^ b us-*

130 ’• LaV, J jj J>J1?

(114)

(115)

He mentions the verse: 
131 Jj lx** f 3*****^ t»_>J J 3-“*d" ^J a J (jjw dJ 1 (J-**

when he explains one kind of comparison which he alludes to. He says: 

jU-pJJ ,Jda5" ^J dJ J J—* c^*d J J dj5> (117)

_J 1-&J Oj J_>- (Jp J l~y*P V}a 1_M— tals |**t**' (_P Jj ti*»t

(116)

132 „
• Vy-p 1* J-*- j J <j>jL^sl(S* JjjV*’

Then he refers to two verses of the poetry of the Arabs which have the

same meaning as the verse and the same simile:

"J\ Uok jU^J Ja^j (118)
13 3 » x. Z.

jj~9 la Co“^ 1"**J 1* J UjC- I O J ^gi.i ,^i.11 cJ_^a-xJ

We notice that his idea about the division of the simile into

four parts depends on his artistic sense without any reason being given

for his approval or his disapproval.

He gives examples of a lot of poetry or statements which

contain similes, prefacing each with his idea about each one with one

of the se$ phrases: ^5 134
Or wa .J J Or 1 ...jfcZVaJ J .< a..i J J CZ* <>i«J J < 1. »j cz* (l 19)
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138 137jjUcJl'or

Al-Mubarrid talks about the connection between the thing

being compared and the thing with which the other is compared.

He says that sometimes each one is likened to another in one aspect

and not all aspects. He says:

Vs Vp I JLp** <ij.««111 f
mJ* *

* IamP Vp V* 4-^jJ «J JL* J>| A*. < 1 1
.139*

* j JL« J _?
In another place we see that he mentions some comparative

verses in order to explain that this type of simile was known among

the Arabs and that the pre-Islamic poets used the same simile. He

says about the verse:

u/3^ CM”' °

• J j £ Ia. * 1 «<>■ J t 4.*.«• I

ji« j bi-J Jsup I LfJL»-3U j.l_*u o^"

and also:

<1^. ...» 1 1 ft! I ^<9 J 1 J ^.I«4.| MI.1 b (I 4.A**.. I h

142 - • * I * ty*" O* (*•» t J d-tf3t.».l 1 _} <Jj uJ \ J * 1 1

(120)

(121)

(122)

(123)

With reference to the verse:
143 »

*i_L>voJ\ ^sti $ 2u«b>- Jb-sJ 1 o/j' (124)

he mentions that the comparative phrase, which is “flying with the

flight of clouds” ( marra al-sahab) was known among the Arabs and

they usually likened the women to the cloud because:

* J b bto^» b^». u b^_J (125)

144 ’J_>yc. j b-b I C/* bfJtbt* Q

He wants to say, as all others say, that the simile in the

Qur’an is in complete accord with the simile of the speech of the Arabs.
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V —
Ibn Qutaiba and his book Muskil al-Qur’an

If we look at Ibn Qutaiba’s book we can see clearly that he
— c —

is affected by philologists like Abu Ubaida and al-Farra’ in two

points:

Firstly, their influence can be seen in the attention he pays to some

rhetorical matters throughout his commentary on the Qur’an as they do.

We also see that he reports their views and their statements on most

verses which he interprets. He also quotes the views of other

philologists.

Secondly, the effect of the philologists can also be seen when he

supports his interpretation with the evidence of samples of the

speech of the Arabs and their poetry in order to prove that this word

or that use of a word was familiar to the Arabs before and after the

revelation of the Qur’an.

He declares his opinion when he says:

t......ft J Cj* O (J-x.. !•_. I (125)
145

As an example of his interpretation, he says about the verse:
146 • yU l*->- 4-‘ fcr j I * (127)

(128)

i 1 V* J lx* (^J Va-P’Iw 1

♦ 1 J Vs 1 O** ^<.^<>11.

<U" bft o 1 c?* D-*

a. Cz* I <m iit><* V»»»' j)

'ij d djJjC q'S * UJaU t_/a;d ,J—5 Id djJUy *

Lft 
147

t3
A
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We see all the philologists support the interpretation of

this verse with this same verse of poetry to prove that the Arabs

described the black camels as yellow ’ because their black colour

is mixed with yellow.

The figure of speech in his book

Ibn Qutaiba devotes a special chapter to the use of figurative

expression in his book. He calls it "The usage figurative." He

talks about the mistakes of some interpreters who misinterpret the

figurative verses in the Qur’an. He says:

j VJI Jalc- I*'* (129)
‘ " - "l’48

Then he quotes many figurative verses and explains the way they have

been misinterpreted, then he gives what he believes to be the right

interpretation.

Ibn Qutaiba does not understand the figure as an interpretation 

or explanation or a way to the meaning of a verse as Abu ^Ubaida does 

before him. But he understands the magaz as the opposite of fact.

He interprets it in the same way as the rhetorical specialists do.

The figure of speech means that the connection of the sentence

is based on a comparison or a metaphor.

Ibn Qutaiba mentions the figurative statements of the other

holy Books like the Torah (Old Testament) and the Bible. He wants 

to explain that the ma^az is not new in the Qur’an but was known from

ancient times.
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For example, he says about this verse of the Torah:

O* eJj- eJjb^ c^* (130)

d'-"5'j dP-'** Ajf

»$ dJ <J jJ-SXw vis ....mC.9 c1a^*Jw j cJU«a*w * <’!*'—*«
1 49

The simile in his book

His remarks about the simile in the Qur’an are general and

scattered throughout his book. He does not collect all his remarks in

a special chapter, nor does he give any details on this subject.

Although he devotes special chapters to the ma gag . metaphor,

inversion, allusion, etc. he does not do the same with the simile.

But we see references to the simile scattered in all these chapters.

As we see in his interpretation of the verse:

150
* uj j * Ip-j £•*-“*- b- Cw ? (131)

in the chapter on inversion , where he says:

J** SJJJ1 J-flJ (132)

I J-& j * Ip- j !*■* (3*'^i*g *11 1
I j . 1 j_a Up 1 j * ‘-—jUbJ ’

’ ‘ 151

Ibn Qutaiba quotes some verses which contain similes without

analysing the form of the simile or explaining the basis of the comparison

or stating its kind. He says about the verse:

UJ O* L; £& .dJ L eJ O- (133)
152 ,

153 . U—(J 1 O"^” U»-»w j ^3 4JU I cj*’** uXA " (134)

He considers that tamtil and tasbih' are the same thing, as all the

philologists do. We see how he explains the two words when he says:

»j5 j * (jr*-*! A*"" *i*« J * ' i^El (135)

uU ‘•"U j . Q IxJ 1 J5" j I JJtd \
154 ( 1 aT
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155
But we see that his comment on the verse:* I^IL* (136)

is a purely material interpretation. He explains the word "al-'sayatin 

as a kind of snake. He says: * w
• ■ jJ IS J • • • jJxiaJ 1 CL.1aJL>- Vi-Lui*- '/ (137)

u-LL>4 Czs^*" |—jtf-?**5’
JoU-atH djfcf Vp%*{u9 I J I ’—*>-*3 j

JoU^tH 03
V _

On this point he differs from al-Gahiz who explains the simile in this

verse as an imaginary simile, because we can not see or touch the
V —
say tan ‘but we can imagine them. Most of the interpreters mention

both types of interpretation although they attach more importance to

the second one (the imaginary simile).

V —
I do not agree with Ibn Qutaiba on this point, but with al-Gahiz

and other interpreters, because wherever we hear the word saytan

the mind quickly imagines the devil himself, an ugly thing, and I think

there is no plant or snake as ugly as the devil.

Allah wants to compare the ugliness of the tree which grows at

the bottom of hell to the ugliness of the devils in order to encourage the

people to believe in God and forsake their disbelief.

The second point, in my view, is that the word saytan is

mentioned in the Qur’an in many verses and all of them mean the devil

himself, who leads a person to a bad deed. As in these two verses:
(13 8) w (13 8)

tjJLs U 1^1/ and ’ cJj^ U ’ (139)

My view on the first point is supported by the philologist al-Zaggagi

where he says:
4-> tS" J t 4-< J Q giitf 1 ... 1 I kJ t * I (140)

Q-.‘, "^1 (-«-<—W. J O J (j

157 *. 35JJ jh
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Ibn Qutaiba explains some of the verses containing similes

from a philological point of view only, without mentioning anything

161 .

about the simile as a form of rhetoric. As he says about the verse:
158 .

bj j b& • i—u>tc-1 JdZf

jJJI IjUI lul IjUS* jb&)b

59 ^Zbw j) jjb~ j d^JaP

Once in a while he explains verses containing simile from

a syntactical viewpoint, without touching on their rhetorical aspect.

As he says about the verse:

U”

(141)

(142)

(143)

(144)

160

J—l J & b3 uJL 1 J 1 b J Ij

His chapter about the metaphor is no less gratifying and

beneficial than his chapter on figures. Most of his explanations of

the metaphor continued to be used after him by the writers on rhetoric.

. * ' For example, he says:

I otf Ijl oli 2J3I ‘rj-’J’’
• —ft ii. ** U—1 ■ ■* 11 9 >15*1 —K a! -J 1 I

. : J’5
(jj5 t b>bJ 1 * f j

tlaJ LJJ b J lb jJJJL * b-*-J 1 dJ 9 b~w ^.b<» 1,) jb * ,_jbJ u_Vs- I

• I J U> • * b_~J I

b baC* ^y"* b" I A bwd&) bbd I 1 U1
J o-bd I ^<-1^ l-y~’ i" .Z t' t I j I j

a!s- I J1 J-bJ' ^1 bJ Qb uU jj j j_jQJ I ub>-baJ b5" j-AjJ i

(145)

(_5^ Qa b>- q! i wLA y c3-^ j d J-U d^jjJ t db5- vjbb

O~1*1 JjXr J UbJ I ‘^t^' iXHh? er'"'*’ b^J-aJ
162 ” • O* ^1
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and so he continues to explain some verses containing metaphors

in about forty pages of his book.

A general view of his book

The book Muskil al-Qur’an is not an ordinary interpretative

book as it might seem to be from the title, because Ibn Qutaiba does

not follow the method of interpreters who interpret the verses of the 

Qur’an in sequence and explain the meaning of each word which they 

contain, or explain its message, or tell a story about the revelation

of the verse. His method is to interpret the verses which the people

do not understand correctly or explain a phrase which is difficult to

understand, or to interpret verses which are misunderstood by some

less orthodox people who ask many questions about some verses.

Ibn Qutaiba answers them by explaining these verses, supporting his

view with statements from the Arabs and sometimes with statements

from the Prophet Muhammad or His followers. But mainly he supports

his view with the poetry of the Arabs, as we see in his answer to the

doubters who denied the existence of the magaz. He says:
_jU-f-*o* Uis j (146)A Ut . A ** w

O O O ’ O* J to 1
I si_a I A*-**-sd 'J J dJ—A-P- U5-9 15 U Ljt j JI

JjXJ J) JiLaJ A JL& J-i*- <_^ '
J Up J i O

d,..‘,2-, J Ud I Up -l. dl—»_>■ d-^uX.

Another time we see that Ibn Qutaiba answers those people

who ask what Allah means by revealing verses in the Qur’an which are

not clearly intelligible and why some of the Qur’an is not immediately

obvious. He answers them as follows:
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j 1.l^^j L ' k^* f*J'* La* __J i—^_mJ t JU laJ IL J>- o’’ <147>

j-^Ja. (^J>" t^* L**J u-dLcJ j * (jr^ ' ' <jj Lx "iM j juSjjxU aJ LU j
dis* q y^aJ i q l* cA2*- lj jJju \n '^-'jm£> j L^—si-*w j i^-Ui o-*jj i ’’^n aJ-p 

i^i Jw^j lid 1 (J-U-d J-A Ld j |J Ld dXs^-A* (_^->- la^-XSl Ij_&LU
£* j aLud ' j 5^d \ £-iL X^-Ld I £u» J ■J-Ul^jd 1 UbCL j Xb>sd ' C-JaA— j ^LJ \

164 ’• ;j>UI_, J^JI S-Ufll

His answer to those people who doubt some verses of the Qur’an is

■* — V —
affected by al-Gahiz because we see the same method in al-Gahiz s• • • •

book, when he interprets in detail some verses by explaining the

figurative style and the metaphor in them in line with the Arab method

of expression.

Ibn Qutaiba strongly defends the use of mafraz in the Qur’an

and accuses those people who doubt some verses of misunderstanding

the meaning of the figures of speech in the Qur’an. He says:
jla^n ^dS* J jUJL JLp c^UJI U/ (148)

£xxt I d_a j * Xp Lu^d) c5^ <L/^ j
L dS" Lt*b«J 1 L* ^J (*^*** t—9 8)*“ ^Lp LjJ «j t j f~^~>

J>L LM j<\ OK >LUL > J1 J-** Jr
J I J J-t—d J dj»tJ I C—«JL t J 5j-*u«d 1 i^J LU j (Jd-d ' L**'.' *

* • • qJj L;' J f J-**d I j dS* LLo J-*a) I 1 d~& o'* J A
_^XjL»X C-PSrfj Ld ddL ) *-1^ Ljl * d Ld (JdL dLH 9

165 * d5" Ud j "Qj^ a- j” J_yd j L^-J Lu I j

Ibn Qutaiba says that the reason for this plentiful use of

magaz in the Qur’an is because the Qur’an was revealed in conformity

with the speech of the Arabs. The frequent use of figurative expression

is very common in their speech. He says:

^IaL*v'^1 L^-Uj a U-XL j ij jdJ I ^^U LgsLL-ab * 
jL^-Usdj <_j? Jbd' j j-_xtdl^ aid'j t—.ld 1 $ (JJLzJ 1 j

' <u-UL>=« 1 d-~Ul^5* j ^-L*su'jM fluLdCU j j j

JaiL wbaaJI J 'iH o_-LUo>- JLp~ l^J 1 j UjdjJ 1 i_^LUo~ I j
♦ ♦ • (^gJLxd |jJ*-*J -LdL j

(149)

Then he adds:

166
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J o* j'■&£ eJJ jj j olA^ Jj* j^b J-& ,j£ _j* 

LjL^-d' J^_>sJ JJd Izf tuLcJ *<_£•“ (_J' dd-L. 0^ ^J-P

' dJ ' <T-^" ^** 3 ' J 11 Iz?"*^ '' 3 J 'l _} ^'•Q-d i

*• £_L~d jUdl Cf^

Ibn Qutaiba and the variant readings

He talks about the variant readings of words in some verses

in the Qur’an. In his view this happened as a result of the different

language uses of the Arabs because each tribe had a special dialect.

He says:
4jlp la J ^9 1*5 J jjf O* * * •

■ ln.iL I uSLa '■*&* — \j^n cJ J-pU jLp
O A Mf $ ® ** »

$ * ^£J t a-^c^ ’ j j -? LA? a— j i

1 ^l^L uAA? J^3 o I j tjL jd- $ J*~f-e J J*-f^ cj***"" 1 1
—- l*a t J till la J — I £-a j <<.5*1 1 ^la^tQ — lid 1 O <9j tl2c.Lz3_. j , _ I

168 * ♦ oLd JT 4U S l. IJj&j Uu^l e fUiL

He adds an explanation of why Allah leaves the Arab tribes to read

these words in the Qur’an as they used to read it in their language.

He says:
4 J Llpl ad-C- la J 4ldJ 0p JjJ- 0 f * ^_a 0a dtA J^ J J t A J ”

til) O d.»‘Saj> J d j t dL^Pcd 1 ti.«a **~)P dd C- till <J U ..<■■■«« 1 IjLu, L< j d *
<’ fck

j dJ J lj Is a J l_*JJ j 0 LdJ Jd at j dwjJo ^jddJ Vy «aJL^W 
169 I Ls^ota J otd_ld L*„.,..5a 0^ J d-fltaJb J-d>-

The last notable feature of the book is the accuracy of its

division into chapters. We consider Ibn Qutaiba to be the first man

to devote a special chapter to some rhetorical matters such as the

metaphor, magaz , and allusion throughout his interpretation of the

Qur’an.

(150)

(151)

(152)
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CHAPTER THREE

OTHER PHILOLOGICAL MATTERS IN THE VERSES OF

SIMILE IN THE QUR3AN

The homo phonous-antonyms

The meaning of didd:-

Before we enter into the subject we have to know the

— c,philological meaning of didd. Al-Didd in the Lisan al - Arab is defined

as:

o L jd 1 v 7. a 11 j) LwJ ' O l^»wJ 1 j if -1 * 1 I L..« U Li * (^5—"
17'° ’-jLjJI J-JJ'j

He also says:

' t^} L * O1 r ^Ua^d 1 y 4 *-U ul«? 1 C *■!..»■«** t 1 L
171

4 Jbi 4lLL * I JJ

The philologists mean by homophonous-antonyms (Al-Addad) words

which sound the same but have opposite meanings. The Arabs used

these words in their language. They used one word for two opposite

things in order to convey vagueness of expression and to grace their

speech. Ibn Faris says about this subject:

L <J LiH»' 0 1 * L.<ii *ill ^5 1

172

In any case, this kind of usage is infrequent in the speech of the

Arabs as • al-Anbari tells us. He says: 
173

(15 3)

(154)

(155)

(156)♦u-^-sdl UL^d! JJ3J1 _•_& JiliJ'ill Qa ^Jjl 1 Juft J
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The philologists1 view about the homophonous-antonyms

This subject caused controversy among the philologists. One

group denies its existence in Arabic and says that the Arabs never

used one word for two opposite things. They try to interpret what

they have from the speech of the Arabs which has the homophonous-

antonyms. The best known proponent of this view is Ibn Durustawaih .

He wrote a book called Ibtal al- addad . He denies the existence of

the homophonous-antonyms.

Another group takes the opposite view, like Ibn Faris, who wrote

a book proving the existence of the homophonous-antonyms in Arabic

language.. He replied to Ibn Durustawaih. . ......... -

I 4 U-P J * b It 1 Q I J I. .— ft d*J I 1 JLft It I (157)

hips’ U/"7"^' J ' J 1 ..." I q I Qm. dJ 1 q 1 utU J • ^^‘-i
**

tr * <
t U-ft It Us j 1— U dxL«J 1 >«. I j uJ I

eU J jj Uyfu j> 4- U 4-J Ltd"

Other philologists, like Qutrub, Abu Bakr b. al-Anbari, al~Tawzi,
«

say it is possible that the Arabs use the homophonous-antonyms in

their speech and they also wrote special books about the subject.

Sibawa ih does not deny it in the speech of the Arabs. He talks
(15 8) (15 8)

very briefly about it in the chapter " JaiiH " , He says:

j q, a.JI ep c/ (159)

3 * * * O»*'-**"'^*‘1 \ Id I y *<J I *,

j-ft dL-tf j 4J DaJ 1 JL»-j U^JjI Ijl 5 Up-pH q.. ‘‘s-lc- LZ-Up-j

’ 175 '

There is yet another view about the existence of the homophonous-

antonyms in the speech of the Arabs. One group says:
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Ul* (160)J*- «J tdA«» *■» l—-^jJ-->5)

fv*^ dJ J <»_*->■

b juji O'* pH*^ J ' -? J ' O* pH*5-? J-=^' O jO*5

176 - L~H , ,
* 5 uj-'j i_X

This statement does not deny the existence of the homophonous-

antonyms, in my view, but considers it to be a cause of developing

the addad in the Arabic language. Others take a different view of

the subject. They say:
4-x^f UV*-^ O>^ O^ jUaX. *« dpJl 1 Jl* (161)

J I*-*“* ** <<-i« a 1 < in t»
•M-® O^ tX-?*" tj? 4-*J <«

sjj i j i <y cA? o>^ :
177 * • oAA'

I agree with this view because it is. the most reasonable. It

is unbelievable that one tribe gave one name to two opposite things,

but it is possible that by chance one tribe called one thing by the same

word which another tribe used for the opposite and then in the course

of time one tribe mixed with another and the same word was then used

for two opposite meanings at the same time.

Ibn Sida also has the same idea about the subject. He says: 

I <—.1 t U-i C— 1-*J O'* d».^l 'J J I ^3 I i_LkX9 Oj^^* O (j~-Xni.i«.

j£*G**J3 < —*1.. X.. <*■’ (_5"A—<3-Oj2J
' 178

*•

He explains for example the word al-sarim -. He says:- ...^__
* ^-1^1. UH |1 I O'*”? (Jr? 1 I (_5~

3LLH JaO’ c^LJ
179 z

JX. • I OjLxs fU-d J_d J-1B _j
180 ’ ’ JJLH

(162)

(163)
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I think that these explanations do not deny the homophonous-

antonyms but give another cause for the development in the speech

of the Arabs. Another group say that the homophonous-antonym

exists in the speech of the Arabs but they consider it a sign of

shortcoming. They use this indication to prove the lack of rhetoric

among the Arabs.

Al- Anbari talks about this group on the first page of his 
(164)

book and he calls them " Jj'h j jJI J-al" . He says: (164)

Q QaxJ O O' P * 1? 45 3 J Q CpA j (165)

* 'JL? dJJ j

He replies that the word which has the two opposite meanings is never

used in the same sentence or gives the two meanings at the same time.

But we have to read the previous sentence and the later sentence to

182

know which meaning this word intends to convey. He says:
J \ o'”

w (jXp' dhui.U ' J lUt-■*—* j d-* Iauhu *«, b a <a 1
( ^lj1 * Q wAj. 1« l_fl> <Jt—*-? tjj l—^a uULw AaJ

I J b>- b^ j 1

uJJ J Ur*-9 * <_5*-**

3b>- la * J5" i dll-Xa U>I d JU«- J ” J-bP* J-P J

* db_Aa bua bfi> J-ph I u>t Jes1*-' J J-as- J J?-**? 1

(166)

He also supports his explanation with the verses of the Qur’an to show

that the meaning of the word emerges from the whole verse. He says:
1 83 y )

O*' PQl* o>-~A u«hJ1 <J (167)

uJ-iJp I«j5 ^’^*1 J j *—-ft«-?- uh j

‘Q-ti L-rf>bxa u uh 0 t b*S*'bp*< l h V.i'a,. Q 1a * a~ bh
1^4

O b«aa L/ _» a^ Pl? * a-L> j ui: uP
1 85

• aJj> j jil din i cAf-'
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The homophonous-antonyms in the verses of simile

Al- Anbari says that the word Is tar# tv in the verse:

* Us

has the two opposite meanings: "sell" and "buy". He says:

ur*-** ‘ J
187 . dl_*^ 1 J1 dl-^i-X I J U. j UJ I jjj-

He mentions what the interpreters say about the word and what the

(168)

(169)

the verse:

philologists say. He says:

J—J U } * u? U dJ ^U<J 1 ^pU d U—«-» • I <tc-bj>" J Is (170)
d-ci^ dJ u~t o*

* ~ 
jj «jJ t 1 Iw V>~*J L u* UU' m>*t

188 lj*<x3 J1 ^-..UI US’ Ijjjf 1 J_._p=JL j

We see that each group explains the word in opposite ways, although

both of them give the same meaning. The interpreters explain the 

word 'Istaraytu as bictu . Otherwise the philologists explain the 

word as al- itar ' which is close to the meaning of siraJ

Another word which is given two opposite explanations is miskat" in

189 ” CU^ SUUtZ djy (171)

Some interpreters say that miskat means "niche" in Abyssinian

190 - rlanguage. But the philologists, like Abu "Ubaida, say it means

niche in Arabic language, and he supports his view with this verse: 

191 (172)

We also see the opposite explanation in the verse:

J d»^ U* «< dz* (1 7 3)

__  w (174)
Philologists like al-Anbari explain ’ j oy saying: (174)

1 J J ^~Sl) <)Um (175)

eJLl j j I c-sj g-jJJaH c-sj

dJ J cs^*2'193
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(Abu Ubaida gives this verse the same interpretation). Al-Anbari

mentions the opposite interpretation of the verse by some interpreters.

He says:

ojl>- u5 • Ij js- JJ I J JU u5 j *

t_^JL>eb Cj* V i l.b t 'j/i l_^b

“ 195
• (—' C-Sj <>

Then he adds:

««<»■■< ii) I t 1 bU du 1 O J.? »»■ 0 bi?b ..< 8", I I

i 9 6 * • 1 Qj. J_ft> ^9 I a J_ft (3-»sb

Another word which al- Anbari mentions is al-sarim ’ in the verse:

Vf j ^ibj Jr* <-A?iJs> L-sUaJ

which has the two opposite meanings “day" and "night". He says:

o* U-^-u uj>-^ J5* ,j ^>j^> j LfjB J-JJ J IL

Then he explains the word in this verse as "night" supporting that with

an Arabic poem. He says:
J (5; Jj-’jl JJJK”

w f St }

199 ’• C-J' (JU. ;J_- of JJ> JJJL jl/

A,l-Tacalibi also says about the word sarim in the chapter 
(181) -------

’ j 1^".) 1 in his book:

<*■*-=** b> L-^-U J5” ba-t >-c-J Jr-hB

(176)

(177)

(178)

(179)

(180)

He adds that the Arabs used this in their speech. He says:
201* P-83)

' iTy-*-S' ^4-* But AbueAli al~Qali does not consider the
w

word sarim as did. He says:

a* *4 (.J—U I t ,jj jb. 1.3 i 'S uh U* (j*-" £«?-*h I
202 , ...' J-22 Ui bLtff- jt-i35

(181)

(182)

(183)

(1 84)
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sufr in the verse: 

203

Another word is

aJ dst$" U^sl* (185)

The Arabs called yellow asfar and at the same time called the black

colour asfar as in this verse. Some interpreters interpret the word

sufr as black?^ All the philologists like al-Farra’ and Abu cUbaida 

205
do the same. As we see al-Farra’ says:

ill) U-Ls £« (J-. (Jw jjLaJ 1
dJJsJt LbjLxw UJ U J t U«_w US’ IjJu? J-t£rt, -

• bL«Wb& SLrtAfa* J Um. (

u-' Ijl j-Us ,j^-A ISj i±Ub j dU« uils

(186)

206 o^vx o lj t

Abu al-Tayyib agrees with them too. But he adds a description of the

camel to be called yellow, that its body is black but its ears, nostrils

and armpits are yellow. This type of camel only was called sufr .

He says:
J dU* J1 j J^»d a 15" 1 J1 d*—f J 1% J dlS-x*

207 o* •IjJup dpU,lj dlK,l _j
208

Another word is tahabbut in the verse: n ,»j 1

Abu al-Tayyib says

LUJ- : JU. _k^, jjt «Ldi XUJt’

ij j—

(187)

(188)

(189)

209 » -1 Jxj

The substitution

Another philological aspect in the verses of simile that we have

to explain is substitution. First we have to know what the badal means

in the philologists’ usage.

If we look at the Arabic dictionary we see that Ibn Manzur says: 

d-Xa--u di. a uJ^s J a-j • 1 J ad_? d^-p J-u* (190)
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A-> 4 I «J I 4-. 4-1 »-L>. J 4^—-*— * ' J >il^b'«<» 1 4^-w ■*-< * (.5’*"'^

O^* *<_?'** J-*-^ <J (_5^ J-*5 *JV>- Qj> * t j-uj-aC Jw J-jJ 1
210 „ ~ ~

’
» 211 . »Ibn Sida says about it: * * o^> *(jd' J «^=*-* (191)

But the philologists mean by al-badal" the use of one letter in place

of another while all the other letters of the word retain their place.

Some philologists talk about this subject. Ibn Faris considers it as

a habit of speech of the Arabs. He says:

j 4-ft U< ap-J. ^Uu julSl j O-*-* Q* (192)

• * Ui_«J 1 aJ uJJ f u5 3 tzb 3 TJ’b U~J*

But Abu al-Tayyib has another view about the substitution which is different 

from Ibn Faris* view. He says that the Arabs (one tribe) did not use one 

letter instead of another intentionally, but it is a different mode of speech

in the different tribes. Each one used a letter in a word differently from

the other tribe, but all of these words have one meaning. He says:

otAJ J*. <2-7 J 1 ut ‘JL * (193)

LaLj>^ M u.1JC5 SSil* ^'L^d
213.

'ih

His evidence for his view that one tribe did not use one word in two

different ways, but these words were used by two tribes is:
4^i»-< "i/ 4 O-p-^ d—j-j-9 1 uJl «J 3

I t f J » ^j«4b-4-uJ L J dj-« *J L^J Vj J J
eU J ^_aJ 1 f 1

214 * • I—*'

As I agree with this view regarding the subject of homophonous-

antonyms, I also agree with this view about substitution in the speech

of the Arabs. I cannot believe that one tribe should use two different

letters in the same word and with the same meaning at the same time,

(194)
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but that each tribe used a letter which is different from the other. We

can see this habit of speech at present. For example each town

pronounces a word in a different way by changing one or two letters 
215

in that word. Ibn Sida’s view about the subject is that he considers

each letter which is used instead of another as substitution but both

letters must have the same point of articulation. He says:

U* “t ^-9 l&Xa (J’-1*"* I h (195)
216

Sibawaih also mentions substitution very briefly in his book. He says:

j<i, <iii^3.tnl I * LJ I I utj Li l« k-Z L I JLfi)

U 1 t<J* ii,7, m 1 a J j kX-Hi. J^.* jj C**^*«z uJJtJJ <J

• »Jb»X jlj t ‘Lh ll Xm

(196)

Instances of substitution in the verses of simile

A few words in a few verses of simile have this philological

aspect, like the word f irq in the verse:
□pal IS* {JjJ JS" qISj Jp-AjU I uJtxa-*- ,jl cP ^1* (197)

218

Ibn Faris says about this word: 
q

j ^*=J I cP-5 I J.P-' o'1—I * (19 8)

Also the word siggil in the verse:
220 „ .

* J_p^* ■—La_<$ J--?"— o*

Abu al-Tayyib says in his book about this word under the subject of

(Ibdal aMamwa al-nun ):

(199)

f ’ (200)

'i/l &-> cZlZ^ I '^"'7? -?. r “ ■ x
. t . A.f

J

C5iJLm* bX«MZ

221 W -*•
^jfrp I VaJ«JJ=5
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The word tadruhu which is mentioned in the verse:
<2^ he a* «hJLi^>*Ls * 1 * h$* he uJ 1 a1 J—* (201)

222 * * ' 4j?j £M©t$ ^'1

was sometimes read as waw and sometimes as ya’ . Abu a.l-Tayyib•

says about this word under the subject of Ibdal al-waw Xa’ ' in

his book 1
j j • L, J Ay Jr j tjj J aju (r'b-^ ctP' o, J JlS- (202)

223 ’ | a^j jc" L_^is> dJJ 1 Lp

And al-Farra’ also says about this word:

<j-AJ c-y J J dr * (203)

Also the word gufa in the verse:

111 1 I J * hu>- '—d--s 1 1*1$ ,JJ»U1 j 1 dJJ 1 till J$** (204)
225 -.Jh.'/I JJI till J5*

was read as gufa3 and ’gut a3 . Abu al-Tayyib says about the

metathesis in this word under the article of Ibdal al-Fa3 ta3 in his book:

dLU-j XIp- JU- .’‘Ui-’ a.4. Ubb’Ui' (205)
226

* Cz* daiu*. h ,*-d hL>- j 1 dJ j Jbh- dli^r
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part TWO



THE QUR’ANIC SIMILE IN THE WORK OF THE 

COMMENTATORS

Al-Tabari and his book Gami^-al-bayan *an ta’wil ay al-Qur’an

Al-Tabari’s interpretation of the Qur’an represents a special

approach, i.e. the exegesis dependent upon the Tradition, (hadit).

Thus, in the forefront Tabari places reports handed down from the earlier

generations, - preferably where they are available, reports coming down

from the Prophet himself. Thus, reports handed down from the previous

generations of the Muslims form the most important basis of his discussion

of the verses. These are chiefly reports transmitted as from the

Companions and their Successors, (the Tabicun). Reports from later

figures are also accepted, provided in ail cases they are supported by

isnads acceptable to the critics. Such reports establish what, for

Tabari, is hu^ga - i.e. undoubted evidence.

Occasionally, and especially in the absence of re port-e vide nee,

Tabari will employ evidence drawn from the sciences of the Arabic*

language, chiefly the results of the grammarians' analysis of the language

of the Arab poets. In addition, he adduces the evidence of normal Arab

prose usage. For the meanings of individual words used in the Qur’an,

frequent comparison is made with the use of the same terms in other

verses of the Qur’an itself - Qur’anic usage.

Thus, Tabari's approach differs from that of more specialist 

exegetes, such as Farra’ and Abu ^Ubaida, who are more narrowly 

concentrated in their studies on the specifically linguistic aspects of the
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Quran's expression, emphasising, as does Tabari, the need to explain 

the Qur’an in terms of the usage of those in whose tongue it was revealed,

but, unlike Tabari, making relatively little use of the traditional«

interpretations. They tend to regard the evidence drawn from the poets

as at least equal to that traditionally handed down, if not, indeed, even

independent of it.

In his introduction, Tabari explains his approach:

The mufassir most likely to attain to the correct 
interpretation of the Qur’an, insofar as that is attainable 
by the Muslim, is the scholar who shows greatest reliance 
upon the reports reaching him from the Prophet that have 
been regarded as soundly transmitted from him, as opposed 
to the reports coming from all other persons. The Prophet's 
reports reach us either as widespread traditions coming 
down on many sides, or as reports transmitted by thoroughly 
trustworthy persons, where the widespread type of report is 
not to hand. Scholars may rely on other sources of sound 
information, the most satisfactory of which is that provided 
by the usage of the language users themselves, as illustrated 
by their verse, or by their regular speech practice, providing 
again, that one uses general, well-known idiomatic usage.
But, above all, such interpretations as may be achieved by 
this last method will be judged by the degree to which it 
accords with the interpretation of the pious predecessors, 
the Prophet's Companions, their Successors and the general 
views expressed by the recognised scholars of the community."

His general method in the book

Al-Tabari mentions the statements of the earliest interpreters

C — v —such as Ibn Abbas and Mugahid and many others. He reports the

interpretations handed down from one person to another until he reaches

back to the Messenger Muhammad, or to one of His immediate followers.

Then where he prefers one statement to the others he gives the reasons

for his preference. But if there is only one statement to explain the verse

he mentions it and follows it with the phrase: "The specialists in Qur’an
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interpretation held the view we have here expressed." Al-Tabari

in his interpretation of the verses of the Qur’an mentions the cause of

revelation of that verse, if there is any such report and states

concerning whom it was revealed and relates the story as handed down.

The philological aspect of al-Tabari's interpretation of the verses

containing similes

Al-Tabari explains in the introduction of his book the importance

of philology to every one who wants to interpret Allah’s book (the Qur’an).

He declares that he would start each verse by considering its

interpretation in the light of Arabic philology. Ignoring that aspect

leads only to confusion and misunderstanding of the meaning of that

verse:

In his interpretation of the verses involving comparisons, al-Tabari

explains the linguistic meaning word by word in each verse. But this

is not his method only in verses containing similes. He does the same

with all the verses. We can see him explaining the meaning of each

word of this verse:

(3)
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-hf*fi S 1 olj

A- ad 1 jJaJ 1 $ <J-?\j * cd*J Sjb>td 1 <_£-» j lid I j>a : q \}id 1 j

;udl ' i>*' J^
9

As c>L^' Ja5U {kb ai^-l f- S»U
X . ,(

* (J't?"' ijrt*^ *-d->j J (Jd * ^*-d ' l~-dj ‘ *•** J

'J (jj aJ 1 u—ld 1 J 2j b>td 1 q- aid I J I adsO* d^5, ' t7*“ * a

’ d?J J 6 u~Jjd O* dJ a^" j * 4-3 ua-J- L &* j~a j

” j?td a^dt ut* Z0^" <^**b

In this manner, when explaining the individual words of the verses,

on the linguistic level, Tabari would stress the meanings with which

the Arabs were familiar. Again for example, of the word nasr , used

in the verse:
V? l^*"4“ *i"d .9f 1 a 1 4—<ia— 1^—^-LjJ 1 iaJ I (4)

all aS" a— 1...I 1 (j/* *H l>.^*2_/-'>'* 1*1 1 <>- 1—J^u ti 'i7. .j» a.,I..} <i ba—

5 * -i | 
kTJ*3’

He explains the meaning of the word al-nasr supporting this

interpretation with the statement of the Arabs' speech and a verse of

their poetry:

IdJ I idaJ 1 £-LjJ 1 q- • 1 us^ 1 ojd** j 1 j—ill 1J (5)

4—<• >*^4'^' *“d ai* j I—"*!—«J 1 * J 1 1

V~dl *d>l Jj3
g „ ' * GX , f

^iad 1 j 1^—J 1 y ^.1*—*J 1 <? ail 1 l5”*

We see him another time in connection with this verse:

7 * X-t* Jdd a^alf d (6)
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mentioning all the known Arabic pronunciations of the word ‘mahilan

saying:

aLx—^ 1 J1 i±U J j a1--A^ b'ts tJ-v-J 1 cJ-A J-1x11 J_p 1 j * (7)

} Jjdf* J : eh*- ell O ,y e^^JJ j 6 4^ q* a-1p Jb^jlx

:_/pLJ1 jy» j j

e»i?»»' *"* eJL*" eb'^ J b>-l^ 1 ‘■V*4' eVj-—el*^5 o^* ‘J*

In addition to his interest in Arabic philology he was interested in

morphology as well. He mentioned a word's inflection and its

etymology, as he says about the word Istahwathu in this verse: 

b 1 <j-A u 1 It* i&c-f <j?l“c’ 4/- } b3 b.*.AM b aU 1 ll* f Qx (3)

9 cS* 1 I fills' JJ!

b 1 J A*-< 1 1 35" 1 A Q— 1x1 1 (J/* d ' l *■ 81 *•’ 1 A>^ fr. « *» 1 aJ^X J (9)

^5- aJ jb»-- (j-PaJl jb>- aS J-1x11 Ql^bxx a.’1>
£ 0

<9b^L^*o<JLJ ^1*$ J-j? 1 J 1 dJ 3 _} Sjjjj-x*- J b‘ bf-3" }

*-1* (_?!“** a 11: 1 b* q 3b*x ^lft q 15" 1 J5* $ 3L«x

0 • dj5j 3' j dJj-Aa ^3 <_j_a! 1

With his interest in philology, al-Tabari was not satisfied with giving

one meaning to each word but he sometimes digresses by mentioning all

the linguistic meanings of the word. He lets us imagine when we read

it as if we were reading an Arabic philological dictionary, not an

interpretation of the Qur’an. For example, we see him saying about

this word al-riba in this verse:

L*(Jlno* obk~di 4^ <3^1 rA 1^ tji ^iir (10)

aAc- jlj 131 Jx- : aX» Jbb * 1 Jx- AjbjJl : • b^J 1 * (11)

a-1p b (jJ-C- jlj 131 * 1 bj j (, bp 1 jjbpl^ ’ bjl

1 Of t Vr^MA u) AifcnJ ^-U 1<w*

• I ■ •
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d J Jjjlj |> ■fr' ** <).«.5j 4L, > <J ijw 6 4*^9

4.L-*^?t1 }-?j* ijtz^ J^9 U-’i j I uvftj $ <>L’t i (j 3^ i^c/^ ’* J

*7^" *?* 4-J-P *- ^bs- <u-yP (_£^ «*J u^ <_5'"^ J Id i

* 4-J-fr <*- J-1*’ (J^5 d <j t_5 d->-f i a ‘XjJ-j 4-J i j^>-

Would it be possible to find a better interpretation of the word a 1-riba

than in the explanation by al-Tabari and would any philological

dictionary contain more information than al-Tabari’s book about this

word? Most of al-Tabari’s philological explanations of the words of
- cthe verses have been taken from philologists like Abu ’ Ubaida and

al-Farra’ as we see him explaining this verse:
13

i (12)

He says when he explains the philological meaning of the word Yufidun *— ■■■,. ■—3T ■■■■

• 1 aX* j lj9 o d^S I* I y (13)

b*ji—3_Lc juic c bibb* iuLxj
£- A

’•All J j ♦ I j od ' LpJc Lp=L» ' ...JJaZ • QjjL
j

14 Uj 1 ^tc. jtpJ 1 bt- 15-^

Having read the philologists’ books, we know that .al-Farra3 supports his

argument with the first verse in his book Macani al-Qur’an when he says:

:^bjJI Jl* j qLz~'e/’bL'^i ijj^9^ ‘7-*^' ^5$ 5 (14)
£

b*£* bj "*>' I »13 j''"!,, 17i i« I, b**^>“ bj I b_Xw>

The second verse used by al-Tabari to support his thesis is taken from 

Abu CUbaida’s book Magaz al-Qur’an , where he says about this verse:

: *?1 J : u
(jA*" Uj^sJ I Lm
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Sometimes al-Tabari attributes the statements to their original

authors, as we see him explain this verse:

17 (16)

He says about the different recital of the word mustanfara ':

1 L” ul-tC- uJJ o *—(17)

O ^Zs.*1^* t“-(_5^ ^*<*0 I ^—>1 t ' O «a*-S * 'dJ 1*—J-<-j

18
x o -/I iy

• O.-.CJ t j I

du 1 tid ■«'»*•

The last verse is mentioned also in Ibn Manzur Lisan al-cArab’ in the ♦ _

article “Nafara* and is seen also in Macani al-QuPan by al-Farra3 .

Al-Tabari’s support of his argument with a verse or a statement of

Arabic speech

As we have said before, the first choice of interpretation in

al-Tabari’s book is the "Naali1’ explanation, if it is available to him.

He does not resort to the philological explanation if he has the first

one, as we see in this verse: ” j-=^' (18)

21He says: SjJL—Q..it (19)

supporting his view with the oral transmission of prophetic traditions.

He did not need to support his view with a verse or a statement from

Arabic speech because he has the ‘’Nagli11 proof regarding this verse.

But if there has been handed down more than one possibility, he

attributes the oral tradition to the Messenger Muhammad or one of His’* »

followers regarding the meaning of a word resorting in this case to the

philological explanation, he prefers one meaning to the others,

supporting his preference with a verse or a statement of Arabic speech
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as he did with this verse:

22 au> Js (20)

So he mentions the meaning attributed to the word -al-qasr . The 

first meaning is singular of 'qugur-* (palace) and the second 

meaning is the “strong wood" such as the root of a palm tree.

He mentions all the people who have given both meanings. But

he prefers the first meaning which means palace ‘'because this meaning

is well-known in Arab speech as they frequently would compare the

camel to the palace. He supports his interpretation with a verse by

the poet al-Ahtal who describes a female camel:V *
23 (21)

Then he mentions the different meanings attributed to “As it might be

camels of bright yellow hue" and prefers the one which means the

"black camels" because this meaning is also well-known in the language 
24

of the ancient Arabs.

The syntax in al-Tabari's explanation

Al-Tabari seldom mentions the syntax of a verse or its desinential

inflection. He does not mention anything about the syntax of the verses

containing similes except one of them which is:

Q*J*-»* (22)

He talks about the differences between the specialists on the Icrab of 

the final consonant with matal ', saying:

(23)
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J bz^” o* ' J’** l/-^-' t** j ■

C-3 J J&l t*-*t : o«*b^' lZ*-*-; J^ 'ji^ ' *^-A J

^y>»■*■* 4U->"Lt£> <.«.£• dJ ' ^^■S’sJ krf b V^, 'J • i*_M> wXSw

♦ jk_5" j*-f*v? bz^" o* ' J '*x^ J—» * '

Al-Tabari and the reported variant readings of the Qur’an

• The precise punctuation and vocalization of the text of the

Qur’an introduces the philological aspect of tafsir. We have seen

al-Tabari mention the different readings • of the words of the Qur’an.

He says that this difference relates to the difference in accent (dialect)

of the ancient Arabs. He gives the different meanings for each

reading0 then he gave the correct view in his opinion, as he does

with regard to this verse:

b* ... o'.? lulj

27 -
(24)

He talks about the different reading of the word husub he says:

} * L?d 1 —^,.^3,. .* ,..9 “ ? Ij5 • ^aJ I c,,ak, -M * 

V. (1.1. <■! 1 >- l 1 i^Ll <J b~

• m .J I 3 L^*“ (■” 0j.*J ' I" i *n V»h" ( .j .* > 1

O^"1 L 3 V*

• i?t_, Of 5^' i^a^- ur

(25)

28

Tabari concludes this discussion by stating that these are two well-known

readings (based upon) two approved pronunciations. Thus, which ever

the Reader prefers to recite is correct.
< i *j n^.# ? t laJ 1 b^ b 5 i i—***£*$ £~*j h—xJ V. ^i" * (2 6)

>aaO"’4*"' I<||<|» J—(2z* is*" ., kx..^ J?) I ..< |»

2<_>» 'i/i j L’ -u 5j >xJ 1 ui) u <»
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The simile in al-Tabari’s book

Al-Tabari talks about figurative expression and what is included

therein, such as simile and metaphor, by referring to similar statements

in Arabic speech. We have seen that al-Tabari uses a simple and very

easy to understand explanation of the similes of the Qur’an. He did

not go into detail as to its particulars and divisions and explain-the

similes, as we see him explaining the simile in this verse:

(<X>« dt? t kj-''"6'} ' * U-ft ^9 d (27)

30

He says:

*«* Cz* a) d b3 I a. d a***-. (28)

liU O ^d** J 4-1p 4-U I (_yd^ j JL*-d»- 4JJ 1 J_>^J j

^J>^a4 IS* dl i U«Ma* 1 «J 4i* 1 I 4a»—taLaP 4a ^*4 4—d ^j.P

u_ci dp jl. >Xm> d^^9 ' <<l^'‘ *iif' 4 *-U Ip Cz*

4 «JL* Ip 4. 4$”^, «J I t jls ^9 >-1* I hJ^aJ I

31 „
• 4-*Jb

But we have seen occasionally that al-Tabari explains the verses

containing similes in more detail than we are accustomed to see him

doing, as when he explains this verse:

^2^1? dw4-d (a/*dy. Jtdf? 6 I lad*^ 4j-^“—l ^ia>
in terms of rhetoric.
He mentions the thing being compared, the thing with which the other

is compared and the basis of the comparison. He says:

^4i jl? da<uj l JW 4a* i?"* d ■■*■«* J ^^9 i 4^-P^aLa ( 4-A—& i j ■ l**? (_*]

33 * i
4-^

Then he imagines that someone

comparison in this verse. He

had asked him about the basis of the

says:

jlft £_LL> 4-w-^ d j J-d> Jd qU’

(29)

(30)

(31)
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Cr* b-J u~£u ^t9 ^;*f b’ j

<J ^J..***,) 1 <M*^-A« £• 4^^*b<Qu b. ft JL>-t jJ d««J t dbC->^ d J *•» ** ' 1 *4 -T 1

Cw^r***^ O* 4u_^_> q-d-H jjt ^J-x* j L&a>l jf U.^.J5‘ I

' 3 Uaj b* > j Czs^3' t,j* j O^!J b

Al-Tabari answers this question as follows:
w

b jjp*-5*" j j«-v^ 4j£^yJ Lc 4JJ t ud$ t Ul* (32)

u>~A> *-‘^* J-^ c/ 5^-X’ JlSi l^jdu? L j

Cw-bb-fJI urjl/t *3Jp 4.b**~ M ♦ L^-U * Up

: Jt^sb

J U-*—*«J 4* (-Q-f b uS^ C/tf-bU*^ cZzAZ *"j (J”** QJ"^ * U& *Xs»t 

b* kS9 fTc^t '"& <-Z“ ' (J U-*2L*»« 1 q uD d J ^JL- «L ^/U b h>sd 1

q U=u_Ji 4u>^* ,J la • 1 2JJ U*J 1 JLs-t jljt Ijl

Then he mentions the second interpretation of the meaning of
7 — —
sayatin ', which reportedly means a "snake’s head", familiar among

Arabs. He supports this interpretation with this poet's verse:

i_s^pt Js>Uj»&n J-US* k-ib*t '-dU’-C J^-Up (33)
J-

The third interpretation of the word saytan is that of an "ugly 
35

plant" which was known among the Arabs as ru’us al-sayatin '.■-■ ,„—, —.... — ..... t ,

We have seen from his interpretation of the last verse that al-Tabari

did not differentiate between the tasbih and tamtil . Indeed, he 

called the simile "comparison"when he said:

* Oe-b b—fJ 1 uzJJ/t abU* b' j *

We have seen this intermingling of al -tasbih and al-tamtil in

philological books too, such as those of al-Farra’ and Abu cUbaida.

c —It occurs also in the works on rhetoric until the time of Abd a.l-Qahir

(34)
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&l-Gur§anT, who differentiates between them for the first time.

Al-Tabari supports his interpretation of the verses containing similes

in the Qur’an with instances drawn from Arab speech and their poetry

to show that this or that simile was well-known and familiar among

the Arabs when the Qur’an was revealed as we see him do with these

two verses:

(35)

36 ’tut j, fU< Udji oljf o_^

And:
37

fir*

He says:
(36)

(37)

1J1 ,.x

' (_TJ Cs>~ - z
J Vj b J .*« .<»»

lTJ U U1 15**

1«. IS*

* UfJ

* 1 xl Lj ''l/l J-ji-J 1 dSj-J d .«**■%- 1

* • J ell J j

But al-Tabari in most of his comments about the verses containing
v — — — c

similes quotes from Magaz al-Qur’an ' by Abu Ubaida and indeed,

cites the same verses of poetry as he says about the verse: 

kJ 1 (j31 .ilxw kS* *«/1 d-»J} O (J/* '"L? UZ-
39 d-*J k-j k j dU ^yuk.,.,1

He explains the simile as:

‘LU ^1 d-Jf -k-wL £sjl kf ^1 k&kl dji&j S-P ^1 j ^sjl 

d kj 1 d-* Lc" U«j d»>1 1 k 1 d-k ' L^*i 1 (J/* d-J ' . & k 1

L&J k ^k« ***-J 1 • ■» 9 ^^4-1 U—1 J d-«.jp d-6^1... ? d-3 1 dLx^ k*L I

* j j • kJ 1

(38)

(39)
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40

4>1« b 45 «n. i» / J ^\r' J <y

q y • LU jl US' ^1 QJ 3 4a-^ <j~_J 4^f eU JL

a Ar <_?* * l5^" * V»J \ ^jrfsu l2J I
IV A

l-Xfc) U * Ul 1 UJ J-*<• C/* O ** ■■

These two verses of poetry are the same verses in the Magaz al-Qur’an
— c

by Abu - Ubaida where he comments on the figurative features of this

verse:

j dJJ j *1 XJ 4-j 1 4^ <5—^“ * UJ 1 k ««■«.» (j, «U 1 q 1 ” (40)
41 J Xbf f

Then he mentions the two previous verses.

V *** W -Al-Zamahsari and his Book al-Kassaf

Al-Zamahsari's fame spread throughout the Islamic world because

of his book si-Kassaf . His interpretation of the Qur’an represents a

new style of assessment because of his explanation of the rhetoric and

syntax throughout his interpretation of the verses. He presents his

interpretation in the form of questions and answers.

We can learn many things from his interpretation, but the most

important things are the philological and rhetorical aspects of his book.

V "*The philology in al-Zamafrsari's interpretation

Al-Zamahsari mentions in his book the origin of language. He

believes in the theory which states that the language is a revelation of

Allah and it is " o* l-V>- ". (41)
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- c - “ -Abu Ali al-Farisi, ' the philologist, supports this theory.

Al-Zamahsari talks about this subject when he explains the verse:
42 . ‘U.MI jT (42)

He says:

lU cJS qI* • • *l*^^l*

fcXA 1 4<<1»£* ^****** Lj Vj<»<uh<J I

t 4<ip J I 55* <U—1 1 JLft> J 1 J5" I JLA J--*-

(43)

* <4^*- £-sUd ’ q*

M —Al-Zamahsari sees the effect of the different phonetics of a word on

the meaning. He sees the effect of the different tenses on the meaning

of the word. Sometimes the word in the verse is changed from one

tense to another for a philological reason as with this verse:

ca- uL J1 dbx~j Ibu. ^LyJl J—jf ^all JJl _« (44)

1 iiil 35* □_*».
He says:

cJ-9 • a JLx- U j dJ-uS U qj 1 <u5^jC’ -1.P q Is* (45)

c aJ 1 <3j^»kJ 1 alb ji 1 ~VyJ 1 Oj 1— 1 1—’ J l-'J 1

fij j f'-J* dw qJ- ..1 asJ 1 ' •^-1 1

’ IjwJt Jails’ J15 L5” all 3 __Jpt^saJ 1 jl i_Jb

0 dAj^^sJ 15* J 1 (?.,_■ 91 as

O j <j ^zb 1..<»<

V —
We see that al-Zamahsari, throughout his philological explanation of 

the words, is interested in argumentation. This point is recognised

clearly all through his book. He says about the verse:

Sj^»aa" jl L5* all j ax- a—««<» ^>a

1 J-jJ J- ■ 1 4La< Vft>< djJ»**Au9 ULa-V

da J 1 J du^~3 • CZ.«1.9

jj d^ 1 d^***«^ bX- uX*-**- da t?" d »-X-*a*J Vjf -?
47 . . . , „f

(46)

(47)

• dj—J ,^_ls

43 , J1 all «JtuJ1
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7
Al-Zamaljsari also explains the condition of the thing with which the 

other is compared and mentions the reason for the use of the definite

noun or the indefinite noun and its effect on the comparison as a whole,

as he says about the verse:
48 ’Uj U,u£ LjJ cJLJ Jjjl* (48)

LjLJI cJJ U c-15 OIZ (49)

48 C? J c/C cA-’'”* 3**“^ q--

He mentions as well the reason for the use of an indefinite noun with

the word sayyib in the verse:

50 ’L-Jl (50)

He says:

51 ’ JJU& jujut jJaJl *lr**s’* j’ (51)

and he explains the choice of an indefinite noun with the other words in

the previous verse (darkness, thunder, flash of lightning) saying: 

uxUJJp a^s • L-i a Ju& ci? L>- (52)

5 2 Jjj- j ut, j ‘L-^ u

He also gives the reason for the use of the definite noun in the case of

the word al-sama* in the previous verse, saying:

O"* C* C* i*~2?'* I>n<ii 1 b 6 <1^ I

jLU' d-!U-A QS" bu" 4 0^ ij-5^ 3^" C^ i5
-Jj <_S~ *i>- ur ‘Ui jGt

• \ j * LxJ i $ (.—1 c* v~~ lAJ 3*

(5 3)

Lastly, we can see in this part of al Zamahsari’s interpretation (theV

philology) that he exhausts the reader's mind to try to understand the 

meaning of the verse and he attributes many meanings to each word in

the Qur’an.
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His adducing in, support of his argument the speech of the Arabs

Al-Zamahsari supports his argument with the speech of the

Arabs and their poetry. He states that the style of the Qur’an conforms

with the style of speech of the Arabs. So the simile of the Qur’an

accords with the simile of Arabic speech. He says this about the

verse:

kjJ 1 Qp5L (54)

(55)

IjJ 15" la <jlsi * 1^-JLxJ I Ja*j>5" *
55 - QJ kiS_-_X=.

and also about the verse:
56 »- -

O* '““IZ5 (56)

— lj 1 «J 1 <a_xJ 1 Va o l^ds 1 j 1 _j J*-* Oj*

k <3 iXv. j Jw *"rf ’! >— ^3 1 15" bJ dJ

ic* .*« lll<-‘^" * I* ‘•b_5 1 kJ 1

But generally al-Zamahsari’s introduction in support of an argument of

examples of the speech of the Arabs and their poetry in order to explain

the philological meaning of the words of the verses is much less than

that of the philologists and other interpreters of the Qur’an, such as

al -Tabari.

His concentration upon the verses containing similes is concerned

with details of the nature of the simile and with the basis of the

comparison. So we can see the rhetorical approach is most common in

his interpretation of the Qur’an. Once in a while we see ai-Zamahsari
V

follow the method of the first philologists who heard the speech of the

Arabs from their mouths and maintained that what they heard helped them

to interpret the verses of the Qur’an, as we see in this verse:
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58 * JJ j * j Liz^' C/* t J^* J (5 8)

He says:

i JJap-'iM JlS Jh*-‘ j 0^5*^ 3-*-' J^f (59)

* ^L>J I ^S <jJb«,i8J (ilxia lajVs L. (jJL" t*2- 0U*Jti

He says also about the verse:

j-psJI dJt' tjf9 (60)

cJU ’ (61)

61 ’ b 1 • 1 .(<L 4fc*v <j ^9 /JJS' o

On the other hand he differs from the philologists in the scope of the

material he adduces in support of an argument. Most of the philologists

support their argument only by the pre-Islamic poets. They never

support their philological interpretation with the Muwalladin ' poets

(the poets of the Abbas id period) like Abu Tammam and al-Buhturi and

al-Mutanabbi whose poetry was not used by them as evidence. But

we see that al Zamahsari supports his argument with these poets,

especially with Abu Tammam. He explains his theory regarding

Abu Tammam’s poetry as follows:

o—*JJ i li «xpi« o o J (62)

<*-1p JJ jJ i * L-LJ ' JjJ? t vjjJ "J djjjJjw L» J-.Ls

” a; lib I j jj JJ J- Qj-w-JtXJ A— '

This point is seen clearly in his book. We can consider it as a special

feature of his philological interpretation of the Qur’an. Even al-Suyuti

refers in his book al-Muzhir to al-Zamahsari’s practice of supporting

his argument with citation from the poets of the Abbasid period, saying:

J- ^l*j j~*—Q j (63)
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uIaJ .: ^—{ ■ '■■«*.4,1 V. 4ud^ j IaU
63 - 11 .1 - • i_-j_*J 1 5y>

•J — v —

We see that one philologist Ibn Ginni agrees with al Zamahsari,

supporting his view, saying:
w64 (64)’-kUJ^ J

e >

But I do not agree with ai-Zama^sari on this point because the Arabic 

language in that late period (Abbasid period) was not so pure and true

Arabic as the pre-Islamic Arabic language. They were living with many

other nations at that time whose mother tongue was not Arabic (like the

Greeks and the Persians) and they were dealing with them. So their

Arabic language was not as pure as that of the pre-Islamic poets, who

lived in the desert and had not seen any other nations except Arabs.

Al-Zamahsari and the variant readings

Sometimes al-Zamhsari explains the philological differentiation

according to the variant readings of the word in the verse, which leads

to the different philological meanings of that word, as happens in the

case of the verse:
65

when he says:
1 U1 j q lj I Vs ct, jCJ t L * ”

* I j j L_^J I J— "id
w * a -5

£»* Vk-S) j VjJ) 1 * h—k—IS*

dJt J^jJI jju ' £-=r JkP' je—Js^ j

J-*d U &* J-=G J_*J ^^Is- ui—

(66)

66
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The rhetorical aspects of his book

Al-Zamahsari's hook is different from the other interpretations

of the Qur’an because the rhetorical aspect overshadows everything else.

His book is full of much that is concerned with rhetoric. In

ai-Zamahsari’s view, al- macani ' and al-bayan ’are the most

important sciences which the interpreter of the Qur’an should know.

He says:

J-^ jplxpJI eih (67)

67 Ua

C’ ***From this point of view he resembles the rhetoric expert Abd al-Qahir 

al-Gurgani'' who also mentions in his book Dala3il al-Icgaz that the 

interpreter of the Qur’an should have a proper command of rhetoric.

He says:

J=>UJ I U-t qI ^Lc. y Sole- q*

eU X

O J I ^i_*3 J $r-^—‘-s-’ J

(68)

We see also that al-Suyuti in his book al- Itqan • agrees with

al-Zamahsari and al-Gurgani on this point. He says:

O* J 1 a J_a ♦ » ♦ £. oJi j J ,y

uJj Oj. I*-. I j b>t£- i.9.i le a Is-^ja ^2^* <*J 'J aJ "S

6 9 * inI a

Al-Zamahsari has a good grasp of rhetoric, and everything relating to

(69)

rhetoric is very clear in his mind. We see for the first time this

separation between al—macani and al-bayan , the main subjects of

rhetoric. He interprets the verses of the Qur’an from his knowledge of

rhetoric in great detail.
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Al-Zamahsari and the simile

We see that al-Zamahsari in all his interpretations of the simile 

repeats what ^bd al-Qahir al-Gurgani says about it in his book ‘Asrar 

al-balaga and Dala’il al-Iegaz . The only difference between them is 

that al-Zamahsari does not differentiate between the simile and comparison
, V — —

We see him describe al-tasbih as Al-tamtil , as if he does not see

any difference between them in the verses of the Qur’an. The first 

70simile occurs in the verse: ' ~ ~ Ijb 

saying:

Im J 1 JJ AxAeO A kJ Vy (J—»*j •u- ur (71)

JW j

!• j U_fls U,« u»< t i w Vjkl 1 k I **

(jyLiip 4U t -? ^9 j 1 4u bi” aU t

(70)

71
• “ I J * b-J J J rijlp JJI

The reason he calls al-tasbih tamtil in my opinion, is that the

basis of the comparison in the verses of the Qur’an is mostly intellectual.

He considers the simile which is the basis of the comparison to be

intellectual as tamtil even if it is a compound simile or a part-to-

part simile . He says that the simile in the verse:

wXfrj big <&£"-? \ (72)

does not liken one to another (multiple simile) , but it is a compound

comparison :

1 qI qGjH * bXe- (73)

d-. d. ■*«' t5"w j k. ,ul Ol?

'—*-2s J >"3' J
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But I think that the main reason for his considering SI-tamtil and

al-tasbih as the same thing in his view (as in the case with all the 

other interpreters) is the philological meaning of the two terms. We

see that he says:

(3s-* % j ij—* J } J—' (jy* *•**.'

74 d 1 ■jw Lu J 1 3 J 3~j9 J id i- -* tt -*t^*
(74)

He divides the simile into two: a word to word and a compound simile,

saying:

• L-if o’’ <75>

Cz* <^~*£5 I"**- dr*.«< < j I^aJ 1 ^3 * Vs- 1 JtZ* l J—*a 1*5*

dJ * 1 11« I? 1 U»s>’ 3 Vm»«w ia. u Ip cy^"5" tiZZi i&.■»&(.l»*s. A?

•1a. JJ uljJl ’ftUJl & dldjjf UJl 2U-J1 JJU

_ZS^ lz^ 3 lz^ <<l 1 I/- O 1 • Ia. d.l.flj"* Vw <jJ 1

^Ls 1 JU>-lj IjLAt d^AAiiia J ^iS3-A^.

He adds, supporting his argument with a verse of the poetry of the Arabs:

76 (76)L^-. t j j L uJ 15" *^1 LJ 1 1» j

When al-Zamahsari interprets the verses containing the simile, he always

repeats that this simile is considered a word to word or a compound

simile. He is interested in analysing the particular aspects of the simile.

I think this interesting procedure is a result of his studies of

syntax and philology. Because this kind of study gives rise to a desire

for accuracy and for careful investigation of the particular aspects of the

simile. For example, he says about the verse:

_zs^—aaIxs’sILs 1<.«w.' 1 *" ^*— 3 ^Lz^s Cz9-^ (77)
77 *Js-£-*.j1£

MS* M-*—*- diz^M ‘Mz*-^ O* oMs dgytii 1 1 J-ft (78)
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3 1—' d.4i»‘l ulbajsjsj? 4JJ b f o-* 3b aJ

b^j J}^£t9 ^-JaJ ' 6 b..«.) ' j-^ ^j» J b>- Sj^du dJ b>-

o'J 3 LU-jk-J ' ^Ua3' d- Oj-fls O-ibxP _j' b^b?'_j-s-

dj VCst ' * 3~& J 6 b»*J b d^lp ^S buj ' d..-** JIAS bjJta 15*

e^jL j>un ^3 An (”2""^ (_«, Xl' O kJb-Oj ' j iaXxL>5*J ’ O=A

• d?b«J ' ( b^«3 ' ij^-  ̂ ^9 An t.»wi8.»OiP b^ t

Sometimes he compares the simile of the Qur’an to a simile from Arab

poetry, both have the same function explaining the superiority of the

Qur’an over the best Arabic poets and explaining their inability to 

imitate the style of the Qur’an. As we see when he interprets the verse:

79 j-i*? 3J b>~ <j-’ 3* ^axl

he criticizes Abu al-cAlaa al-Macarri for one of his verses 

him of trying to imitate the Qur’anic simile. He says: 

o33 J bj=J b jj^aaJ L 3*-?" £-*-5^ * Xl b-=- J bu>- * O. ^b->-*

: *3bd' >/ 3^ J * * * 3 } o' jj’JL 3t^' o>-frAr f^Lr ' dgU^:.)'

<■—$ 3 1q5* dj 3**^ 35b 3 *^1' b* 3'®-^*

>
d-><j.i j t.L.r 6 b>- d O bjJ' O'0 **1 3>~ '*’? d^"-5>3J j 3kJ ' a.,. ■■*,■

taXsJ b^—bb .A♦ bwdJ '.1^■■it.w.i» jj <> ' j bu j) b^J d.* "jh * 3-^ ^~>

dL« b UL, *^bj*~ An 3" bb £ dJ^? O~-J ' *“^ ' C5*^' d-U '

O* O^m”7” <O* b^'Mi.j.^'U.' b rfLu.ix'wJ ' ^9 ^*j f ^jdj?1 * J jn»^>- ' dhj^
X

J bb_?J b d.*... -t.tJ ' j ' ^9 3j-bJ ' O“ % f^""*** ' d-^»

dll I d^bdJ 1 JjJaH fjsunj t oby->- CtQb jJXJ \

.n.Mti \ d-jj iX*u <^X-> b as 3b3 '

(79)

(80)

Accusing

30 di'

I think that al-Zamahsari is not being just in his attack on one who says

a verse nearly in the same way as the simile of the Qur’an. And al~Macarri

does not mention that he aims to imitate the style of the Qur’an.
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The syntax in al-ZamahsarPs book

Sometimes we see al-Zamahsari analyse the verses in a

syntactical way in addition to his rhetorical analysis, as happens with

the verse:
riL*., la—i J 1—J j1C- / 4——Iff- ^^3—&> 1^ kJ If- la I

81

he says:

J IS" kJ^d-a J) —5^-s«-? <J^—mS" j*-* 1^*" f {J* **

J5" cXetuwl QS" O-L**U>J la^—-=- oJjJ ^jJL^aj

0^ V^-LzJ rt-Ip cJ 1. cLjJ^

tj kX*a« IS" t j >j-*- 3j5" * ^>J I ^Ix- Jf31 2 a W G»J 1 J-*-s

4&d- •) li«fX*.i*i»«, I ^***'*<■* (—?'****“**' lajj-k-kX”- I ^a"k<3a 41 M.J.1 <- „« i/k-n.j la 1^

kJ-?-C- J 1® J VkA**»«« jt-^—klff- l_C)j_^t-k- dJ s-2a jp ^a—<<->- kjA kJ

: aj\jj C* JV"*^

JQ2 ---- f’>*’ C/^~ OUJ f1~si C«« d?***

* di-«—C^-wta Iff- ^kuk^J i la^.««k.y~ kJ——J I 3

v rAl-Zamahsari deals with the syntax in his interpretation of the Qur*an.

He explains the syntactical aspects of the verses, and sometimes

mentions the different desinential inflection of the individual word.

He deals with the syntax of the Qur’an in a way which helps the 

interpretation of the Qur’an and clarifies its meaning. He says about

the verse:
>—1& ' "*"• 1 i"1"1*'1*l*-^ j*^**i/^ C/“ *"^ ' 0”**

( k-Lff- 4JL> —a 4.1a.’>• iJ la^S" £v~d 1*J*^ <L> 1—dAkCsJJ 1—X—wia J—aJ

j «j1«jS" 1*^-1 <j—-'is <_ls" jyb ,j-ei— J^5^“ j?

iiA^£> t kJ——a_U «xla-^sJ 4 kJ—A J b-Z^" O* J d“** { <y *

^-ift ’ jjta’ q* -U qjSL ji kjUjS* ^,-pLpt kin

* -J la^S" j*""d laJ-d Q—-a -VL-

(81)

(82)

(83)

(84)

84
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Al-Razi and his book a.l-Tafsir al-kabtr

We can recognise a particular style in al-Razi's interpretation

of the Qur’an, that is the ability of al-Razi to diversify the subject-

matter into many divisions, and he goes into explanatory details with

each division. He never leaves out anything (about each one) even if

it is far removed from the subject. So we see each verse in his book

is full of many parts, and each part has many sections.

A general view of ai-RazF's book

The general characteristic of al-Razi's book is the philosophical,

intellectual and logical style. But we should not be surprised at this

when we know that al-Razi was a philosopher, much influenced by the

introduction into Islam of the concepts and techniques employed in the

mental and physical studies of late Hellenism, so this kind of educational

interest might well dominate his interpretation of the Qur’an.

Most of the time he supports his view of the verses with the

statement of philosophers with saying:
85 -si-un j_*T ju eJtr (85)

He depends on philosophy and logic much more than on reporting from the

first interpreters, as we see when he explains this verse:

Oj d f O'* dll (8 6)

He digresses to show the meaning of the words error, guidance, faith

and belief in a philosophical way for about four pages. Then he

87remembers to give the philological meaning of each word in the verse.
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And also about this verse:

b Ls»tr«z I <J I di«< O~“- -?”£5

1 ell dS" 1 J~” Cz* ^4 b-p~^j>-t3 * bJ 1 d^ bd^. Cs uiLd dbx^

88 . <* •- <1 i

with much digression about what the philosophers have said about the

(87)

reasons for moving the winds, their origin, their development, and 

89their advantages.

The philology in al-Razi's book

Al-Razi, in his interpretation of the verses containing similes

comments on the philological meaning of the words of the verse, but he

does not go into detail in this part of his explanation, as we have been

accustomed to see him do. He explains this verse:

dJ V* dJ IS" e> j ^1 j Cz*^ ' Cz^ (88)

4-1p JdZ JJbd f>Jl j JJb ^LJl %

as:

bboJ 1 J <J l_j-iba] 1 y 1 (89)

Qb>y*5" djljJu? ^jljdoll ft'”*1"*"? J'-5 J ell j Jd” _J IjJUsd 1 j

* bi««d 1 L** 1 • J bu <JLmJ 1 ls<,l 1 t3""* J * * j 1 JL *•..<« J 4U b>”^.

tXbw? J lb bJ 1 ■» b *S 1 «jl<Z?.l 1 * (_]«* bbtP 1 1 1 lb

«jl no 11 IS bn»i nn >.7 «.*»«i. 1? hXbuC5 1 j—1* Id 1^* IS" 1 O 1 »jl<c 9

lj b jj- 1 j 1 jjjJ 1 $

But he occasionally mentions the different philological meanings of a

word and explains the rhetorical aspect according to this difference in

meaning, as he says about this verse:

92 otr L__; e«djr (90)
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He refers to what the philologists say about the meaning of "as though

they had not dwelt there", that one of these statements was:
93

fl-15- JU= Cl <y JV (91)

and the second statement was:

JU • UjuUj lAjJ-fcf JjUB’ (92)

94 owli cUL J~^> t* l^—-? 'j*5, Ad j

The other statement was:

JUL L^J ,1 otf'LpU lyJs, o(f ^jjt jir (93)

95 U~*J' Cz* ? er^*—“' d '

Then he explains the basis of the comparison under the auspices of

all these philological statements, saying: 

clL ,_5^ -bs Jb»5- J Ip- I (94)

^LaH
He adduces in support of his arguments these two verses:

X- ~ ILJI Jl Oe? cA (95)
96 * *

Uj jlpJ t j L* uLU LfXflsi 15*

In my opinion I prefer the first explanation or a statement to the verse

which was:

’ Jib lul fji/j Jl? (96)

because this meaning explains to us the exact meaning of the verse.

*The verse tells us what happened to the town of Su ayb after his folk

denied his belief. It was destroyed completely, by the Will of Allah,

as if they never lived in it for a long time before.
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We have seen that al-Razi seldom supports his explanation

with a verse of poetry or a quotation from the speech of Arabs, or

imparts words of wisdom uttered by them. In his philological

explanation of the words of the verses, al-Razi quotes from philologists 

like Farra’ and Abu sUbaida or quotes the statement of the other 

interpreters of the Qur’an without giving his opinion of what he quotes,

as he says about this verse:

b b~bl 1 d j <<1 j 9 1 |***^*^ btf^ bl ' J

cijiyi j uju’

b dl-lorf *4^ 1 bJ * b. bU 1 * bl 1

<a... *.^.1 1 b I J & b# J 1 (J 1 * bl 1 k_^_tav Q Ob bj b»-

?«11 ^lil1 j J—* *1/^^ J

*ida»xJ 1 fcX«mJ 1 JJ u—<JLS j b*£.) 1 1 Q Vs j

The rhetoric in al-Razi's book

We see al-Razi talk about the tamtil in the Qur’an and its

effect on the heart of the reader of the Qur’an, and why Allah employed

it in a great many verses in HIS BOOK. He says when he explains

this verse:
99

* Ijb x$yL~J <j,bJl JJb" ^~bu*

* 1 ubrj ‘tbjfe 1 b^jl J Vi» 'iM 1 q!’

XJJ> bb b 1 j ^l_?d b (^bsxJ 1 1. 1 1 V/ till J j dubj f^~9

V^n. U-9 *•) Qj2—^-LI b«. V b. 1 riLwbiA b jdjr1 b 1 tataS^tatataS

dJ J—* -•_}’*& Cz^ O 1 01 1 1 ijJ~' 6 (*-bit, SI

U-£b^ 1 01 >L/"— 1 *J 1 talS^Aij. b) *■ 1 'll 1 ^9 talS^w ^1

Ao Lb i b Qjto Ijl taiSlzL. bS* JjJLkJI £U>wJj j£ tall 1 taSj^aa^ 1

1 kill ta) IS* kiMi^wtaSta..,! ixl 1 ^taitaUUta. J in «O *" J .1 ta) l §

4~''^-' baC uil 1 j^\ 1 taJL^J », 1 d. A. ■»-/%.. jbj-^1 j-jta&i ^3

100 ’ • J tbLe< Jbta 2 cz^'

(97)

(98)

(99)

(100)
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Al-Razi defined the matal as:

j (J-i* j J _?r-Ad >■& J '

O 4-^J~'"-' } J-** <• JL^*^ d»/j-*3d I Lwxit Q^ilJ J»j-9 <j.» ■<* J <■*,«* J dk—m^*

' 4>^P' uA*? O* LA uAe

In this definition of the tamtll , &1-Razi agreed with al-Zamahsari,
V

but he added one stipulation that it must be:
’' l/'-’h o* ALA *A && c/*

He also did not differentiate between .al-tasbih and 'al-tamtil .

But the word al-tamtil was most frequent in his interpretation.

Al-Razi in his explanation of the rhetoric of the verses containing

similes says that the simile is divided into two: part-to-part simile

and compound simile as he says:

1 1 <w>il V* d L» d—« ** *"•} ..

qA t <«»i 1 b t ' U—fli Cj'j* * LA~ V—»«J t Q

o * LA^*^ dz^ 3 dz* (2/^ dL—s 1. •■!>] 1 b

Al-Razi is interested in secondary things and sections, so his

explanation of the verses containing similes has many divisions, as

he says of this verse:

!*• uAj iCxLj a. JsxlzJ*-G * L—J I dLJjjf * Idf Lj uJ t d 1 Jd* td I *

103 • • J

He says that the basis of the comparison in this verse might lie in five 

104elements, then he begins to explain each case in much detail.

Al-Razi concludes from the verses of the simile in the Qur’an

that the likeness of belief to light and the likeness of disbelief to

darkness were very much in evidence in the Qur’an. He explains the

reasons for that comparison saying:

4-^jJ } 6 j—^5* VjC AJ t ^3 4*JJaJ b J b d> Ar

d Xi8.»a,1 1 f 1 y b iJ b& b^—J ^bb fX9 ' dJ' dt<»9

(101)

(102)

(103)

(104)

(105)
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1 ^9 &•> b^-J 1 <>!»■<»»i9 ’“^ *—“' (^5^ O b»* J b** ' <-Uft j d^-*^*=J dJ }

J uS”" b^ <-tl I <M,b 4j* bxJ t b^ *"^ '""“"*b (_5^ <J—*-4**J I I iXp~j t

d5^J-«. 1 ^-bd>^J I t qJ> J bdd 1 d*JJaJ b jj£l!1 4-w-tit J^J

(^~9 t* ll wiS" ^fV— da.iLJsS.1 (J/* ^rJiiC-t _>sj 1 j ^*j b^-?d t <—*bt~t* f l~f* MjiJJ* aJ^_,

1• ^>.'^b l*_a JL?-> bxj a-^-9 j£3\ fJae-t QwdJl u—b

We see that when al-Razi talks about the advantages of comparison

in the Qur’an he talks in an intellectual way. He shows us the benefits

of comparison in the Qur’an by the likeness of the intellectual meaning

to the material meaning in order to let the reader know what it means and

understand it properly. He says:

ufj o j VaaJj ^.b<> u bj j b* ^9 i

b jS* J 1 Jb 5 J b^d ' J bfJLJL a*ojv»j t a. 15,,xJ I ^’bauJ I

J“3ii» I A&j I, * < I hd b I Q bd>d I t I ij/* 1» b.w

1 o 6 » # I | J>*=>1' J J-*^ J (5^ d^bx-J '

Al-Razi in his explanation of the basis of the comparison explains too

the magnificent and expert representation in the verses of simile by

linking each part of the material comparison to another of the same kind

as he says about the comparison in the verse:

1j-bd? Il bd*» dJ ts" j-kdjd b" jj-~b j- b^j i * 

bd I j 5^S31 j jj—9 j b jd I jj—9 *J I d > b*~• a.

|» l^*‘ **■£ .JU""*'*-U-* I I bdlw UX-' b->sJ b dS^wJ’d tLfrj-.—■ j

• j-baJ o'j/bd>-JI5* oij-siaJ I ^J&aJ I clb Qjihj f j-*ajdb

(106)

(107)

(108)

Then he digresses to show us the universality between the thing being

compared with the thing with which the other is compared. He explains
v V —

the likeness of the word al-sarar to the words Gimalatun Sufru in
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about twelve aspects of similarity between them. Al-Razi, in addition

to his interest in division, is interested also in the argumentation and

the reasons for every aspect of the meaning of the verse. For example

why Allah mentioned this one and not that one. Thus we see that he

asks himself, after he has explained this verse:

110 2 Jlydl o-jjt Ji.’

about the wisdom of mentioning the donkey among all other animals ,

such as camels, mules, etc. He answers himself by giving many

reasons for this choice and explains each one in detail, as he says:

j J-A-dt IammIL u-JLc-t j 1 jU-psH ^1*

<3j Vlpd 1 jj J uH j l*-?d I ^3 t jj t j U*J»cJ I ^3 till «J j

cJJ -i- 1 {Vid 1 I J_ft> jK3 ' Q-*

V?J J J-v~«'fj jta—^ J-*-3"- c/ >

Cz* J Js>Vil £ I j jbdj obill

4y.lrs.ll <u« Lt« J Q—* J 1 pjljJJl

The Syntax in al-Razi's book

Sometimes al-Razi explains the verse by a syntactical aspect

in addition to his interpretation of the rhetorical aspect. But this does

not apply to all the verses. We see that he says about this verse:

■j j n <

vAaC’Ip a. o<JL-d LuPi dJ 1 J—«

He divides the explanation into three parts: the first concerns the

syntax in the verse, and the second is about the rhetoric, and the third 
- 113

is about the variant readings of the word al-rih .

(109)

(110)

(111)
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Sometimes we see that al-Razi could not escape from his

thinking, and his complexity even when he is explaining the syntax

in the verse. He tries to philosophise about the syntax, as he says

about this verse:

LU-_~ /

♦ jI uJJ Jd* U^t^* u_*w '

He asks why Allah mentioned arsala ‘ in a past tense and followed it

by the word tutiru in a present tense. He gives the reason for that

by saying in a philosophic way:

*JjA- I* J J U*j J~*'s UJ aJ'J dU J /

JsdL JJL qUjJI 'J j UUj

JUj^' j ui <J-^ ^15* <;($" j **5^3

(J—*«$ UJ J Q Q~j Ij” uxd ’ J A*I». .K>J I ^*0^«J <UjJ. A»J 1 ""'/t

U^L g> (jU1 tjUj ^5- j J'

While we have seen that the philologists explained the same matter in

this verse by saying that this use was well-known and familiar among

the Arabs and they sometimes changed from a past tense to a present

tense in their speech, supporting their view with a verse of Arab poetry

or a statement of their speech in order to explain that this use was not

a new style in the Qur’an but that the Arabs had known it before its

revelation.

Lastly we can recognise clear signs in al-Razi's book that most

of his reports were taken from al-Zamahsari's book al-Kassaf .
V ....... ' - ■ •

Sometimes he quotes from al-Kassaf using the same sentences and the

v 116same phrases, mentioning al-Zamahsari by name , but at other timesV

he does not mention his name. He agrees with him in most cases, as

(112)

(113)
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we see in this interpretation of this verse:

117 'jj- J Mjj cllfc *-i «U_JI j\’ (114)

Al-Razi details the comparison in this verse and divides it into seven
v ** 118

parts. All his examples were taken from al-Zamahsari's book.V

Abu Hayyan and his book al-Bahr al-muhit

A general view of his book *

Abu Hayyan pays a great deal of attention to syntax when he«
interprets the Qur’an. His book is full of a great many matters relating

to syntax, but once we understand that Abu Hayyan was a syntactical

expert and had written several books on syntax, then this approach to

interpreting the Qur’an is less surprising.

Abu Hayyan refers to the importance of syntax in the introduction

of his book, where he states that every interpreter of the Qur’an must

read the book by Sibawaih , the "most famous book on syntax". He says:
tv

• A-J I ,J^>-

But although he devoted so much care and attention to syntax, we see

that he places philology above all the other sciences required to give

the best possible interpretation of the Qur’an. He says:

’’ O* u-.bS” jJadl* (116)

1 j >L*_9 j 1

In his opinion, the most important works on philology are al MuhassasV . > •
and al-Muhkam wa al-muhit by Ibn Sida , and ai-Sihah by. 0 • * • ■ •

* , r 121al-Gawhari .
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He considers syntax to be the second most important science essential

for the interpreter of the Qur’an, stating:

<s—Cz* J cz* fbtU ssM (117)

* • I fU q. ell 3 j

The third science needed by a commentator on the Qur’an, in

Abu Hayyan's view, is rhetoric. He says :

fix- till >1 ‘1^5- J Cz**^ JailH QjS" dJVJI (118)
123 oW*

Thus Abu Hayyan's approach differs greatly from that of ai-Zamahsarf, 

who believes that rhetoric is the most essential science for the interpreter 

of the Qur’an. ^2^

Abu Hayyan's method

Abu Hayyan follows a particular method from the beginning of

his book to the end. First of all he discusses the philological and

syntactical aspects of each word in a verse. If a word has more than

one philological meaning he mentions all of these, then begins to

interpret the verse as a whole, referring to the reason for its revelation,

if any such reason is known, or its relation to the previous verses.

He also refers to the different explanations given by previous

interpreters of the Qur’an. He gives a full syntactical and philological

exposition of every single word in the verse. Thereafter he briefly

mentions the rhetoric in the verse.

This is Abu Hayyan’s method in his book, a procedure which he

sets out in the introduction, where he says:

1*-^ 1 <—.LJJ1 jj u—bd-H 1 jla ^ylx (118)
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^Lp ^^Vp L cJUxj«sj (_5-^ d O* _? ijb^9 «*..i*..VJ

jl-J I _j I u-J b* t J <3^J^J5*waJ < —■>|I|4*O^«*J ltljS$ ^X-u) 4Uw^«^J

• j_s_jJ j <__baj>=J 1 CW**" L?^ '--—VVJ J125

The philology in Abu Hayyan's book

Abu Hayyan's interest in philology can be seen by his method

of dealing with each individual word in a verse. He tries to explain

fully the philological meaning, and states all that the philologists

have said about it. He explains the origin of each word and its

etymology. For example, with the verse:

bw dL. l.« .>• Vs I I t VJ^< * bd* Vw ijJ 1 <1 b~?sJ I -?

126 „ , . . f. ..

He explains the meaning of the word al-hasim saying:

** **» J"* Vs J .* Ql d dJ Vs VJ ^Jkrktk^d

' {j~t b O* ^""9"J ^>■*<<-^-1 t j5 ^JjS^>S*J I I.M I dkMI b ibj IS*

Then he goes on to the second word tadruhu saying:

a-j O <,iij*^* J Vs a O-u-kX* aJ Vs t »j b_sJ kJ>j o
127 „ (

• J Is j .—_&> X j

He quotes what all the philologists have said; not only al-Farra’ and 
_ c

Abu Ubaida for example, but also al-Mubarrid in his book al-Kamil.

He has, in fact, made use of all of them, as when he explains the

meaning of the word al-sarim in the verse:

(120)

(121)

(122)
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(123)
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1*^ t j 1*^1 1 \ 'sM <j Lt^J IS* d>& 1 J Vs

Cr**^5^ J } * ^-v? ^(“*"*'"7 d"?*^■«,>■’ Su9j^_x« ^j^.j,.) b dl«j ^y~*^

’ flz*^ uT-^ ftU^^

d^jJ QJ* J J Jj^u>s*J I £jJ^ ' C~j>- ^*-«aJ IS" 1 J 15 j

^J"*^ <J J * £f~*- ^Af*“' "S d-h^J J uJ^P jT^-*** Q* I

J*V^ y-*~^ J J * J ' J J ' JtAJ ' Cz* p/*^

J15 1 J_a eJ 1J j eJ 1 j q> 13-a j bf-J
w w

x* tj^n-w J < ti«j^** tj/* jty.*^ d£,l«-j>" * lz”^

(124)

129

The other point which leads us to conclude that Abu Hayyan was

interested in philology as well as syntax is his philological explanation

of even'the word tafsir *, He discusses its meaning and its origin

in the language, saying:

^jjl * bJU ,J iJL dU. j JUj j o-;' (J 15 t_x«iS31 j <L*IxLm»"^1 <L*JJ 1 ^5 (125)

1“*X. b*“ j bLtdXd < Vrf«<J b d^<»■<<i » d>. IS* y d^»*wX« Vi ., bl 1 d j 9

1 1 u «• oh j#jS* J '—'j^~ dl_*X ,^-Lc-

j-b—uZj I bdjjjt (jJ.,btL j j J b*J dd^iS" 1 J-*5

w
d^J>1 b»»-<.' d uZXZ^ 1 o»J—*—» j b <jy_xJ 1

Q * t cj-PsJ 1 dU* 4 uJ 1 1 ‘-U^J dj- ^.«b <_, 9,.<«S* du t$j? <. ,..A>«*S3 1 ^t_s»-lj

Abu Hayyan*s interest in Arabs* speech and their poetry

Abu Hayyan says that knowledge of the principles and rules of

syntax is not enough to appreciate the beauty and magnificence of the

Qur’an.

The interpreter must also study Arabic speech, poetry, style
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and mode of expression. The in-depth study of this will be a great

help in interpreting the verses of the Qur’an correctly and in

studying the different sciences involved. He says:

I O* 4 U>-j A-’t*

* uU J ,j-» j VsSh-M, "B j L^cbJL. ^JuiB I

aiiu [jucny laProbably the reason for his attention to Arabic speech

that the meaning of al-tafsir ‘ in his mind is:

Azj Lt. J A$ A 1 Vip* ' fc«UP (J|1. dsudJ 1
132 '•u.WdJl ja>l U* iJVi Jjl

Abu Hayyan supports his explanation with Arabic speech in order to

make it clear that this or that use was familiar and well-known among

the Arabs in the same way that the philologists did. He says about

the verse:

^33 L^_jj dbCi<4*5* (J-** B aU 1

j L>s» J Lxj aU 1 <* j Lu. li j^Afi L u*J I #jUjJ 1 (-_^_ad I ^B5* ls^ j>*1 *

1 t ^^jua QpLjB r A. L t ^JLp 4 «J LuB

I J-s'e-** Lo* 3**^ J jj* j** B j_=- (J?1p IB j B

I uj& j Lftj-j j JJLaB J^LB jj^-9 ljJ 15 B

• jx-UJ I J15 * L&j L»-«it I

<—.cJj-LJ t j U-L t$*

Abu Hayyan quotes all his examples of Arabic speech and their poems

from the philologists. Because he records what the philologists' said

about the meaning of the words in the verses, so he had also to report

their supporting arguments, using Arabic speech and poems in order to

prove that this meaning was familiar among the true Arabs. He says

about the following verse:

135 moJ <jB j»?sf
S S s? Vt

J ' Lw ' Vp^z>*« A L.BI V L U . hZ3ii< 1

<Xaha1 1 ' J L* j • -'La, xB ^Lu? B v.n.l p

(126)

(127)

(128)

(129)

(130)

(131)
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JLA Q 1 t.£i.l.3iW <3lSV>MI bp 1 b«jjb$

* ’-Lii. IS* pV«^<21 *^!(J Cj"* J b-^-^a^ ^9 CZ* 2

* Q>5^ £*-^ u-bj j (jjsj j O^X Lr**aJ J-*

• o-b b 1 QJ b*J t <J ts j

• jj>Ld 1 Jb

o* Cr*3^ Cz^

136 baba'll i.,.ibu dJJi *ty

JL< JLPeJ I <■?. O bw 0

:£.l/~' (j^** CT* J-*“t J J

balJL** d« be o^e

These verses of poetry have been quoted before in all the philologists’ 

books, for example ~ Mayanf al-Qur*an by al-Farra’ and ’ Ma'gaz 

al-Qur’an11 by Abu cUbaida. We see that Abu Hayyan suppQrts his 

explanation with the work of poets mentioned by philologists and

experts on syntax. He does not mention the poetry of the Muwalladin

poets as al-Zamahsari does. He declares himself against any

reference to al-Muwalladin poetry when he criticises al-Zamahsari

for mentioning the verse of one of them:

be I be bL- j-A aJ I u-bajt b bj b- LI (132)

He says:

1 aJ ^.’1 wU_=J I b I j ” (133)

Elsewhere in the book he states:

^5—J (jA5, (jr? (jjb ta^b" Ua j * b b I j (134)

* f ... I 1 ‘ O b^**Afc*w«>V t

Jj^ f <U^uA J d<JP qIS* q*
!w . t x 

* Q_PtlJ I QA AJ b-A LJ I bitf u5 j k—b~ J

So Abu Hayyan maintains that Abu Tammam’s poem was not evidence

to support the interpretation of the philology and syntax of the Qur’an.
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While we see that al-Zamahsari supports his thesis with Abu Tammara ’s*

poem and considers it as evidence in favour of his interpretation.

Abu Hayyan’s interest in readings .

Closely related to philology and syntax is readings . So

Abu Hayyan is interested in that too. He considers ’’readings" to be«

a science which the interpreter of the Qur’an should know, as he

states in the introduction of his book99 His knowledge of the Reader’s 

art helped him to explain the different meanings of the words. He

supports his theories about the meaning of a word with reference to

the different styles of readings and dialects of the Arab language.

Abu Hayyan details the differences between the various forms of

readings and the etymology of each one.

He explains the effects of the different forms of readings on

the meaning as happened with this verse:

* 1® jJj L»JaJ i d-A—X- l®£-t J* (135)

He mentions the different readings of the word qlc a , saying:

t_^S C—- Lj 9 C—-Lm uS* d J^g.9 C—j L^s® >1®®® (1 3 5)
C' L.^*3 L 1 j) I—1 * Ll La, f dUC- • d®-S J d®- J

\ j jLlH Lp Is US" <tAJ c L^J L j *L*a?

outQ*J 15* <h*-s Lj-LB ua>-L<£? J Is • j cc-Ll-H ,jjL&

• L——J 'O'*** LJ J t—u« C, Uj^—S d®>b®sj J <J® LaJ J d 15* J

v—S «J J^® OjS® d *» j 91I a ®Ld d.ij.1 d ^La®*» j <xLa—, Q—® di—a®*- dw y

JjLt: £*■?* ^La-s Z Ijs J Jca (^L& qjJc-s j j Ld* £-ls £~LUJ

i-^l • C—jj yS C—
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Abu Hayyan considers the Higaz language to be the most eloquent♦ .tm...—......

Arabic language. ...

The Rhetoric in Abu Hayyan’s book

As he says in the introduction of his book, rhetoric is one of

the most important sciences which the commentator on the Qur’an

should know. Abu Hayyan mentions the matter of rhetoric in his

interpretation of the verses after mentioning syntactical and philological

matters.

The simile in Abu Hayyan’s interpretation

Because of his interest in rhetoric he also refers to the use of

simile, al-tasbih' ‘ and ' al-tamtil' ns both of them form a part of

rhetoric.

(138

The first mention of the simile in Abu Hayyan’s book is in his 

142explanation of this verse* * Ijt* (137

He mentions the philological meaning of matal saying:

J J IS • (j—J*—J*'**"} J
• I t Jd" Qju I «jl£s ♦

J j ' C/3-O'* ’ Q-*<d jj

d A. J 1 "■■ ''**j JriF’ } Ui

jy~{—Lmmi ul 1 ^5 y, d~*2 '

143 »
• Oj> ~
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We can see from what he says about al-matal that he, like most

of the interpreters, does not differentiate between the 'tasbih and

‘tamtil . Both of them are equal in his mind. He agrees with al-Razi 

that it must be: * eA*-? <>• d/" (139)

The benefits of the simile in the opinion of Abu Hayyan are:

hlA O* lS* * ubp* 4^ la ujl (140)

U ^Ip uSlx-j jLatbJL <_bUJI (J_pJL

144 ♦ (JJLsJJ LL LU. p&! 1 j

In this exposition he reports what al-Zamahsari and al-Razi have said

on the same subject. We have seen that Abu Hayyan did not

concentrate on the thing being compared or the thing with which the

other is compared or the basis of the comparison, but explained the

simile in a very simplistic way as in this verse:

1 bbd d-*-*^ d“*^* La>jJL.>u ^1 q- JJ 1 d~*** (141)

he explained the simile as:

^.1 la t «-Lj J LbS* d**-^* c> ' -J bj*aJ 1 (1 42)

* l^la- 1̂^ > — .1 *..d 1 AS-Psb la kill □ ^j-a uJj laJ' 1 5 till *J

He supported his interpretation with this verse of poetry:

^3-*5* La k-U-^f ^Lp > j L*-i>11 d*bd (143)
146 * 1 Lmj^ L UP 1 tJ 1 xb 1 ( iJu la

This is all he has to say about the simile in this verse then he

transfers to another subject to give more detail about the syntactical

notes in this verse.

Abu Hayyan devoted all his attention to the desinential

inflection of verses containing similes rather than to what the simile
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is or the nature of the simile as the rhetoric people do. But as a

syntax man he concentrated on the question of syntax, thus we see

him here mentioning all the syntactical references which have been

made to the simile in this verse:

J tS* pJjU «J *A
fir' O J fl-*

147
' f-V"* o I

j J-xJ 1 S->5u^

(144)

He says:

»J 1 4 b i^J 1 J 1 i^ih Vuw I "V 1*3* L»eJ I I 4 t.iU.< wf 1—

(J JL j J Oi~^ I dJb-^sJ 1 lJ-u9 j • fj&j

4uxJ^j <3^ C!^*****^ '' Qj-maJI J5*

* ' O* J ft*t^ *j J f'r^

But sometimes we see that he explains the simile in the verse with

more detail, reporting from al-Zamahsari's book, as he says about

this verse:

t 5d«^ blt&hA I b** dU b y

149 ,
v ~ O^»

He re-wrote al-Zamahsari’s article about the simile in this verse
V

which was considered either a part-to-a part simile or a compound 
150

simile .

(145)

(146)

His views on the commentary and the commentators

Abu Hayyan considers al-Zamahsari to be the best of all the- w

commentators and thinks his interpretation of the Qur’an is the best

because it covers the most subjects, mostly supporting his arguments 

with Arabic speech, and it is the most well-known book among the 

people. He depended on al-Zamahsari’s book and each page of his

book has some reference to al-Zamahsari, even his introduction was not
V
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without a mention of him. He supports his ideas about the

commentator's need for a knowledge of eloquence and rhetoric in

order to explain the Qur^an by what al-Zamahsari says in theV
151

introduction of his book al-Kassaf. But in spite of his dependence

on al-Zamahsari's book we notice that sometimes he praises

al-Zamahsari and other times he criticises him. He says about him
V

that:

^9 jU elb j *15- U «*UI JA J U daiJ (147)
J be JJI Jl «bJ L-a, -6.UJ'ill

* Q S j JaatLi I J J j

Abu Hayyan also reports from al-Razi's interpretation and his opinion

about al-Razi does not differ from his opinion about al-Zamahsari.V

He says about al-Razi that he had collected different sciences in his

book, and his book is far from the science commentary. He also

says about al-Razi that he mentions things far removed from the meaning

of the Qur’an and Arab speech.

He says that what al-Razi says is like what the philosophers

say. He says about him:

I J-a 1II Jua j ’ (148)

Q* u^-sjl J k-^_sdl LAL Jj-td I J 1-flC aJJ I

j ' LSL- I I j J-Alj K LLJJJI Qua!

* ai d-Q L j J Qc dJJ L 1

Abu Hayyan does not like any explanation which the philosophers

mention with reference to the verses in the Qur’an. Although he does

not concentrate on matters of rhetoric in the verses, he rejects the

philosopher's views if they explain the rhetoric in the verse in a way
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which is far removed from Arab speech. For example, we see him

here replying to the philosophers about this verse:

(149)
154

tA*f

He mentions that it was said that the simile in this verse was part-

to- part This means that the likeness of the first wave is to the

ignorance of the disbelievers heart and the likeness of the second

wave is to the doubt of the disbeliever’s heart, and the likeness of

the cloud is to the idolatry of the disbeliever’s heart which prevents 

him from guidance. (Al-Razi mentioned this kind of comparison).

Abu Hayyan refuses this explanation of the simile because it is not

in agreement with Arab speech. He says:

J.? Ujc-^ du*> h> kJ J-1'’ I J (150)
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part three



CHAPTER ONE

THE QUR’ANIC SIMILE IN WORK OF THOSE WHO 

STUDY THE INIMITABLE STYLE OF THE QUR’AN

Al-Rummanfand his study of al-Nukat fT iegaz al-Qur’an

This study is found in the book "Talat rasa’il fi icgaz al-Qur’an

by al-Rummani and al-Ha^tabi and al-Gurgani. Al-Rummani studied 

rhetoric through his study of the inimitable style of the Qur’an. He

talks about the rhetoric of the Qur’an because he considers it to be one

of the seven proofs of the miraculous style of the Qur’an. He is the

first one to talk in detail about the rhetoric of the Qur’an.

He adds new comments about rhetoric and gives other full and

extensive explanations of such stylistic features as brevity, simile,

and metaphor. But throughout all his explanation of the subject of

rhetoriche does not go outside his main subject, which is the

inimitable style of the Qur’an. He gives only the relevant verses of the 

Qur’an to support each topic, explaining the wonderful rhetoric of these

verses. He means by rhetoric that it is the way to deliver the meaning

into the heart in beautiful words. He says:

* JaiU I O”**5*^ 1-gJ 1 J CxJ dS-jLJ 1* (1)

and it is divided into three layers.

”3 , *’** I •
(2)

J jt

He adds that the first layer is not possible of human achievement, this

is the rhetoric of the Qur’an and the other two layers are humanly possible

which are the rhetoric of the rhetorical specialists. He says:
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v) j -5*^^*** _J-*Jr-^ dA^Jr? ' ■* ^

* *<Jr Id I • LAJUI oe}Lf ,jdL. >-fj «iU J

(3)

The simile of the Qur'an in his view

He talks about the simile as a second kind of rhetoric. He

defines it as: 
5 J5* /

<y 1 vU>*f t^) t^lp UiUxJ (4)

He divides the simile into sensory simile and intellectual simile. He

calls the first one Atasbih haqiqaand the second one tasbih balaga.

Then he details the second one (the intellectual simile) and its forms of

beauty. He says that the first kind of it is:

a-** LpsJ I 4-Jlp £uib U Su— LpJ I dulc- L> * (3)

like the likeness of disbeliever’s deed to the mirage in this verse:

4* o \ * 1» U.U \ ">s-i iii O- (3)
6 *

He explains the basis of the comparison by saying:

q IfcJal qM * * * aJtiM d-^LxJ 1 uJb a-» L-x<*SL>-' jj" (7)

* I.<«i.,>sJ tj-lp ^d**^-*>* Ajj ^*d 4 U—fli JL-Xw 6 A. <)i« 1? j djilfr Ld^_j>- U—vt
7 • .* Ld I wU I I Up t 4j^h<iTUi dJ '

Then he mentions ail the verses containing simile which have this kind

of simile explaining the thing being compared and the thing with which the

other is compared and the basis of the comparison and mentions the

beauty of each verse. The verses which he mentions are these:

Ip ^~s 0?-^ ' (L. ul. a——.c 1 o L»^S* j*-^ LkP^ O« o~** (3)
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3
* * 1** OJU

He says that the basis of the comparison in it is:

• ijJ Ij 11" mi *J1 IjLw "jM JLC- tiJ ^t-yJ 1 j^yS Arf d„>.<«<ii 1 4 > «ma 1 1 1

And the verse:

q! u—JS31 JJL5" • • • tf-L. LsU <>Ljd ^JJl IJ
0 C—jJ-» j 1 ti—^JL> 4-J^ (J*-5^

He says about it:

G <5^ j jm1 C/* t?9 u5*

qUw^L kj jj!531 ell J5*j jl 4-JLp c-Uj>> cl—U1 dy el.*»;K.

11 ’ *cj-^ j J6 uA

and of the verse:

* l«J 1 1 4u-s?* iItihi V.S* *•/! * tjy*w <J *</ Cz* Ol?^ Cz- 3

4~*J Lw J_fi> la J a U £-L*jd

0)

(1 o)

(11)

(12)

He says: 

2JJJ1 d,J o- 1a-/ d^a"Wbui>?J 1 4 ^iftiK 1 t J’T?** fjyi 1 (13)

6 I JJ (.jjliwliAjfr wij J} * 1^ ^*****1/^ 4aiJ-j ^5^ J
13

* j fc-tl L&-4A 4 *JLt-P j

Then he mentions the second kind of the intellectual simile, which is:

4* 1* ^1 djbjJl r l- c^r

mentioning all the verses which have this kind of simile in his view.

Like this verse:

14 ’jib i.-ts' j~Jt Ufc ji/

He says about the basis of the simile in it:
15

(14)

(15)

• Sj^cJl ^lir, 'i/l Lx*Zj>-1 a#* (15)

And of the verse:
J UuL r* u~ ui t>=

LZ*3^' {fr L*' (17)
16

La
He says:

SJlaH <Lj *</' till J J I. b I 1 j (. '^-1 t uJJ
17 » * J^JLaJ t j»sjC ^2/* c_' _j aj kiil '

(1 3)
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and about the verse:

t ^9 VjMJ-pd Jj

and about the verse:

(20) j 8
t-ftrj) hT <1 Ojjj C.«.< Vx9 * V«muJ 1 11~ >8 1 1 «J V$

J *iM ^9 j-i 1—^ j Vsl jj <t1 5 '—»«* 1 b-* <-d i <3 Vrfj>sJ I !«.> 1

2 20 ’-^L: jUH <_«•( <i_i JJU5"

* <w»^LsU *^b *»"d i d bX« v ^9 V»-tn ■ kXS
Then he mentions other verses which have the third kind of

intellectual simile in his view, which is:

I.X^J b ^b*w b I jJ b ^b*w I*

The first verse he mentions in this category is:

2 ”ty>j j * U-J b^^c. 1l>- j *

He says:

I jj ^9 u5 b*»> <.?--«J 1 ^b-H dJ o ^9
23

' • 1? bx*t->4 uS y y b<J b £u# dii«aJ dJud '■ J1

Then he mentions the verse:
24 * «

ljbu.3 i^Jb-5*- JJ i

25 (27)the verse: '«yU- jly4 rt-'^"’ and the verse:

2 c^i.X: *11 3“*“" * Oj *1) ' Cji O* u->C ) 3J ) 3“* * 

Then he transfers his attention to the fourth kind, J y3 3 U rb-=“’*

’ l^—i yi J L ~»^.U mentioning the verses which fall Into

(19)
(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

this category,
27 *

such as the verse: * pbdb- $' (30)

the verse: 28
(31)

and the verse: 29
’♦JJb &j LiX' jj 1 4U* ksc<-w 1 (32)

He says about the first verse: (33)
30

J I q) 3) 3ajJ I JL9 j b^-~u9 SJLaJ

He gives the same kind of detail for the metaphor as he does with the

simile. He makes comparisons between them. He says that the words

in the simile still have their own philological meaning, but the words in
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the metaphor lead to meanings which differ from their own philological

meaning. Then he refers to all the verses of the Qur’an which contain

a metaphor.

Al-Baqillani and his book rgaz al-Qur’an

Al-Baqillani is another writer, who devoted a book to the subject

of the inimitable style of the Qur’an. The important thing for us in

these books is the rhetoric of the Qur’an. They talk about rhetoric

because they consider it to be one important aspect of the supernatural

character of the Qur’an.

Al-Baqillani thinks that the philologists and the syntactical

specialists should write about the miraculous style of the Qur’an. He

blames them for talking about the philological interpretation of the words

of the Qur’an and the explanation of the desinential inflection of the

words of the Qur’an. These subjects, in his view, are not as important 

31as the first one. His view about the rhetorical miraculous style of the

Qur’an is:
-X d" (34)

22 * .

Al-Baqillani does not think that the inimitability of the Qur’an is due to

its rhetoric. He maintains that rhetoric is a science which could be

learnt:

vJ 1 1 (j/* 4_i > (35)

of • d-J j

4l1 1 I ») 4^ t-itj 1 J ^ti X.< ) lu 1 O'* aJ

kt? • • • ieQLJ 1 ^9 0 JuJ I j aJ LwjJ i V—wLxiJ I J J

Vp Vi, I y V</b **^*^*j p J lJ? '^***^*^

23 ... t 1.13,1 1 O L-td 1 d«i.l5il 1 J O LaJ 1 (.7..^ 1 1 ^jC-bkdJ
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He says in another part of the book, after he has talked about the kind

of rhetoric found in the Qur’an:

1 J m U-A J _jd J Ia*-**'I duOJiJ _j ux j (36)

4 jla b 't*t< till u5* nj 1 j * m* J.& 4^ J *</ U-W«/ o^u. uJLS J O J

b^J J 1 J < i Un« 1 b l. ^.«Ui 1 ' J M....I 1 ' <J 1 J

• 4*1%. 4<bl« t mJ Q-*-»«wJ 1 M.>* O I"***. d 1 t «J J dJ ' 15* tijj u)

J b* <_|J nJ b 1 «* ^3—*wj t ^db I^aJ S b^pl 1 ♦ Q^SU (_5“d 1 J

3 •J b»a, m-J 1 Q-^pyd I j mJ ^UduJ J ^ylx j-b-J J

In this point he opposes al-Rummani's view who considers rhetoric as 

one aspect of the i/jjaz of the Qur’an. Al-Baqillani thinks that one 

could not appreciate the icgaz of the Qur’an unless he knows everything 

about the speech of the true Arabs in order to differentiate between the

excellence and the weaknesses of the speech. He says:
b^Alu*j j J ^bJJl m3^_a« ^aLl. u5 q!5* bti (37)

b '’"’"""b"’"*'- 3 J J duJ 1 dJ J j uXsJ J

1*5" l^JtJ J Vs’if’J M»l J.C' (Sj >13.1 J iJj hX5>“ V^taW J I

^max! J j b£ ‘,b^ j 'Af^’3 1 **3 ' Cj-^' bS*j *-**J J J— b^j3 ' 1

3 • <., J bJ J b3 J I. ii>J J

Then he mentions the speech of the Prophet Muhammad and His followers*

in order to explain the difference between their speech and the speech of

the Qur’an. He says afterwards that anyone who reads this speech would

easily recognise that this is the language of human beings. He says: 

o L?dJ J ^rb-. jj—J b*J 1 *r-J u-'-J’ On J~^' oU jj—.’ (38)

^^■■11.* 1 I i pb* VsLi.«M fall 1 taX<PsJ t u)

3 6 ’ • iLaj- q 1ji) 1 Jo j 1 j _^ioJ 1 j 1 j —Jo] I j

Then he talks about the oldest collection of complete ancient Arabic

Qasidas. He explains the difference between their style and the style

of the Qur’an, and maintains that they could not reach the standard of
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the Qur’an's style. He mentions most Islamic poets as well, such as

al-Buhturi, Abu Nuwas, Ibn al-Rumi . . . etc. in order to say:

37
1/ U ♦ ♦ ♦ j Jjdz—

4-JJa- £»Up 4-J jSjJt 4-J1 jt *•{
(39)

However, I find that it is very difficult for the student who wants to

study al~Baqillani's book to deduce from all these various collections 

of speech and a large number of poets a clear idea about the rhetorically 

miraculous style of the Qur’an. He takes some ideas from al-Rummani,

although he does not mention him by name. For example, when he

introduces the simile, he says:

f ** «*”' I*t (40)

This is exactly what al-Rummani says about it. Then he mentions 14

verses containing similes from the Qur’an without any comment or

analysis of them.

I think he is far removed from pure Qur’anic studies such as

al-Rummani's study and what one would imagine from the title of his

book. We can consider his book as a literary study because he mentions

a lot of poets and speech under the pretext of making a comparison

between them and the Qur’an. On the subject of rhetoric he gives more

evidence from the speech of the Arabs and their poets than from the Qur’an.
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The simile of .the Qur’an in his view

Al-Baqillani denies that the inimitable style of the Qur’an

could be due to the similes in it. He thinks that it could be learnt.

He gives an example of this, the poetry of Ibn al-Muc'tazz. He says:

In1.1 CZ* Lj Ifr 4J » i 1 1 Cj* L LJkS 1 (41)

^u>, I 1 UL-w I y 6 tiL-Lc- J L*-*« ^9 a^>j L?sJ 1

' J !• wLA ^9 ^2<i.i« i >JJ I A i dJ I Jtd 1 r -. 1 1

$ df'dLJ Cz* d oS" «-wJ I i_2z* L <jJ

* o.? V^-' '< J I ^«<.LnC

He does not think that one kind of rhetoric could account for the

inimitability of the Qur’an. The simile is not the only miracle in the 

Qur’an nor is any other kind of rhetoric. He says:

jL>sP^M d-k, ikX} La L 4 djb Q 1 ’ (J- L Q f (42)

d c/ ' J~* J t Qd a* L J-A

iiAtt 1^.-1 j 3*&J I ^*j 1 j dj,j < mi 11 jj I ji tfU.ni t ■■. d

41

^***9 C

L^.iumi 'U.40

He thinks that any verse containing a simile is a miracle for the

connection between its words and the organization and the union between

the sentences, not for the particular simile in it. He says:

L^>«J^u> L^ds? VsJ L&j L?*sc^ (-^®’ '■^ o <iijj-w. <3 ’•) L^*9 ' V5/I Uti’ (43)

• 4,. 1 LftjLssfcl ^53 J J C-3 J , j *jt lj L__vJ t •

I do agree with him on this point, because I think that the miraculous 

style of the Qur’an is not due to one particular kind of rhetoric, but there 

are many causes which collectively make up the inimitability of the Qur’an.

But in spite of his saying that the i^gaz of the Qur’an is not due 

to the use of simile, he considers the cunning metaphors to be the 

miracle of the Qur’an. He says:
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Q"** 1*-** Af (jy C*"2" ^""*"“ <jj 'i/l ^s ■. tj t-^" 11 (44)

<3» i^rT- o^U' o* J^ j^Ub- JJ J

42 * . 1 j^i» | jU-L JQ-fc j I jl>4j

He considers it to be the miracle of the Qur’an because it could not

be learnt as he says:

4j u5 j j 4 iX>- Jru *il !• L>.^.,l» (J5* ^9 j <0j *ih (45)

‘Vf *jj? <y CLz-k’-'i J ^JLxJ t*

i .■.-^^ >b <* uL^-t 4jJj i.kt.itiw j >c j aI&Jc j (jj.’Ciurf *• J*)

43 * **■? jV>sC''ih Q>®3 v-d jjt
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CHAPTER TWO

THE QUR’ANIC SIMILE IN WORKS OF 

RHETORIC AND LITERARY EXPERTS

Ibn Abi Awn and his .book al-Tasbihat

Originally his book was written about the famous pre-Islamic

and Islamic poems, but he begins his book with the simile in the

Qur’an and makes it an introduction to his book, calling it

* J-?"J* He does not detail the simile

of the Qur’anic verses, but gives a general view, the division of the

comparison in the Qur’an into two kinds; the simile of form as he calls

O ** O-Dioji I l_7*vw« 'J1 4.« x* 1<«»9

Crj-' J “ * J-*" ) j* ” j<e ' uX>-^

and the simile of action,
MM £
!♦< h i 1 rtii ' 5 J dLwi. «n,t y

|*"V^ J”** 5 Lw«*-W 4 d* * V»

* O J”** J) Lc- l*~” >*^**.. .

Perhaps in this introduction he encourages other people who followed

him to explain the comparison in the Qur’an in more detail such as

Ibn Naqiya al-Bagdadi, who wrote a special book about the comparison
W M. — M» .w —

of the Qur’an in his book al-Guman fi tasbihat al-Qur’an. We shall

examine his book in detail later.

(46)

it:

(47)

(48)
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Al-Gafri? and his two books al-'Hatyawan and aj-Bayan wa al-tabyin

M —
Al-Gahiz says more about rhetorical matters in his book al-

Haiyawan than in his other book al-Bayan wa al-tabyin. Perhaps
V _

al-Gahiz can be considered to be the first person who interprets

31-magaz in the Qur’an as something which is the opposite of fact .

This meaning is very close to what the late rhetorical specialists mean
V

by it. So we can consider al-Gahiz as the first Arabic writer who

interprets figurative expression and the metaphor as rhetorical devices.

V M. — CHe does not mean by al-magaz what Abu Ubaida means by it, namely 

- — vthe explanation of the words of the Qur’an. Al-Gahiz means by it 

something which is the opposite of fact. We see him in many places

of his two books mention figurative expression and metaphor. These

references are considered to be the first rhetorical matters which have

been recorded in the history of Arabic criticism. The first reference to
V Mt

rhetoric by al-Gahiz in his book al-Haiyawan is when he says:
.. ...... fl 11.............. »■—

tj-aH qI' Jus- J^> j J5^t 5-^* (49)

J VU JLS j Jp aljS j * Lib J\>*^

1—J.} dU tjjfj JJu>eU 3 JLj cil^w 3

J-?” $ J L J-,~» j Uu>-^ L—fcj U

-La ” JL* LjI*

Then he goes on with details, adding some other verses of the Qur’an

and some verses of the Arabic poems which have the same subject. Then 

, 47
he says: ’-ju. <, (so)

The simile in al-Gabig's books

48He talks about the simile in its conventional meaning. But he
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considers a,l-tamtil and, al-tasbih as one thing, as the philologists

did. He comments about the verse: 49 » \j a „ <* * , v
f (51)

5 0 ♦ J—J ' kill 3 j 'i ^e- ^£> q>-*****- U 4»1J I J15 ji j (52)
V ««•

Al-Gahiz is aware of imaginary simile, which is one type of simile.

This kind of the simile is found in this verse:

O-XsL-iJ' I ‘Lh’""'" * (53)

Al-Gahiz says:

i/J-*? J Ja5 VIU--1 ^U' o'

<jJLcG/-'T^ i j j o^XpC-aIJ' Qt* ?" ' f* *^' Cr"*”5"

L*^ L uJU 5 J—*-'' ft—***■?“ <*■*—Jt

£**-?" <-11* j ov^”*^ j 0*1? ^l*X> XU' u5 I*

(54)

52
XJ» <J >U>- . JLfr

Most of the interpreters mention this interpretation of the verse, such 

as al-Tabari, ai-Zamahsari, Ibn Hayyan, al-Razi. Ibn-Qutaiba, on the

other hand, interprets the saytan as a kind of snake. Al-Gahiz mentions

some verses containing simile also like this verse:

O* Qo^-k’^—X' jaJ-wwIs be b' dbec' 3JI l_w <Je'^j * (55)

j ' uXp-' 4»j^3 j dljL«jp bJLt jJ j I
53 I_Jf3

replying to the heretical people, who say about this verse that the thing 

being compared is not in agreement or conformity with the thing with

which the other is compared. They say:

• • • f^S3' 'Jla jjS’dJt ' o5 J^*j' '3-a o'*

c-X*->“ o' o 3J' b oU j 3 dX.iia. ^33 bL-.i o* J b*’ U.-AAW

S?5 '*“$'■}* Xjj5 O' £* * £■*»’ J) Ob—& Uwi O ' J b_ft I J ^J« J A-Xp-

^X*U' b I o* j fc^; .? 'A? ' ^^bbp- o* <—1Sj' < *■■, ^Xi« to > a..'*-•■'?*■«

(56)

5 4 J-'
Al-Gahiz replies to them that they misunderstand these verses because

they are not aware of the different literary expressions of Arabic speech.
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He explains to them the agreement and the similarity between the

thing being compared and the thing with which the other is compared.

He says:

j j j 4r*-A; Jj

k—J531 aJJp j 1-..153 L LfJ 11-> j L^JLe- <uc?>p- * a-

i^y* 1—^J 4A utS J A^ASj dij *»> J 'JIpJ t (J/* bp- (jJ^" A * "'ft-1 (2/* O Jpj 1

O l ,.,Ki b 1. ^^>-9 g,, ' Jp^A b^dp* J-X,< b^J 4 0^ J A* JL*

C12? t?* rtf..*.<:! S^Ja-psJ I • b-i "'sd Jj-*9 o '*■*■*■?”S J id j tjdsd «ju*^

ctJ 1 JbJu £b*d I 2 j-0 u—aj IJI in-JX! 1 j ^j-pJ 1 L^fjJp

5 5 » 1 j wUp 4-^1p- U <djXd j ui-_p idle- tj-a« j

(57)

These few rhetorical references are not sufficient to be regarded as a 

special method, but al-feahiz opened the door to others who follow him, 

like Ibn Qutaiba, who benefited from these notices.

Abu Hilala_l-c Askari and his book al-gina catain

The writing about the rhetoric of the Qur’an became clarified 

with Abu Hilal al-cAskari, although he did not write a special book 

about it. In his book al-Sina catain, however, he says that rhetoric 

must be studied and known because it is the way to understand the

rhetoric of the Qur’an.

He considers the study of rhetoric to be the second step after

knowing the unity of Allah. He says:

—. 4^ll2 J-p- «dJ b 1 JLMw JaApd b 6 ^bxull b ,Jp-i * * ’ (58)

56 ♦ ♦ ♦ b*C aLP i^_b5* jlpspl du oP-baiH 2a^pu» 5 ' .-b-

We see that rhetoric, in Abu HilalJs view, still has a religious aim.

A knowledge of rhetoric leads to an understanding of the miraculous style
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of the Qur’an. He says:

as* bail 1 j ^Ic. JJi-t I jl q( LuJLft aS j" (59)

j i t.ft_< 1 ILj 1 {‘j'Mi.z*- \^y* dU A*<xs* !• ai^..^* (J/* t^) Vs’sf'b a«JmP

57
• ♦ • uLKlJ I jUaZjs-'iM J 6 JuJ \ 0. a. dJL>vX U j

Abu Hilal divides his book into ten chapters and studies the subject

of rhetoric in it. He supports his explanation mainly with verses from

the Qur’an, and sometimes with the speech of the Arabs or with the

speech of the Prophet Muhammad and His followers or with the verses

of poets.

The simile in his book

He studies the simile in detail. He benefits from previous

studies of the subject, especially that of al-Rummani from whom he takes

the division of the simile and the same evidentiary verses. He defines

the simile as:

*-*'V Au»I StaL jJ*^ I—jJL I JLS*t qL ujLsrjJ I * (60)

58 * . jf i.J J • A. I—*

which does not differ much from what the late rhetoric specialists say 

about it. He divides the simile into four parts exactly as al-Rummani didp9

I do not mention his evidentiary verses because he transferred

them from al-Rummani's work, using the very same words, and he also

transferred his comments about these verses to show the connection

between the thing being compared and the thing with which the other is

compared and the basis of the comparison. But he adds another division

of the simile. He divides the basis of the simile into its form, colour,

beauty, movement and meaning. He says:
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* 'I ' ^^‘.*"***'' uS"^ (p^X-2 ^S tjJLJ <-! JLa^ 4m»i hi.i.l I (61)

(Jj^** a Mj ' J J*^" J J--* ‘Ll?’*5’ * (jT*^

J->- j jp JJt JjSS* Luu>- j bjJ *tFxJU a^,,^:. Lj-U j "^uaU

* OJ^* eA~ o-e-fc* 4>* J opUl

Then he gives examples only from the Arab poets.

v - _ _ _ - v_ „

Al-Sarif a 1-Radi and his book Talfrig al-bayan fi magazat al-Qur?an

V «* —

Al-Sarif al-Radi's book is considered to be the first book on

rhetoric which is written to explain the figurative expression (magaz)

in the Qur’an.

This subject is not dealt with throughout the book like all those

before him, nor does he devote a special chapter to the subject as Ibn 

Qutaiba did. Although this book has the same title as Abu cUbaida's 

book magaz al-Qur'an , each differs from the other. Abu Ubaida

means by magaz how words are used and the explanation and the

interpretation of the verses of the Qur’an (as we saw when we discussed 
61 v -

his book) while al-Sarif means by magaz its rhetorical meaning, by which 

he means the opposite of fact (haqiqa). The only thing which is the same

with both of them is that they follow the same arrangement of the suras in

the Qur’an.

It is clear that the word magaz means metaphor in al-Sarif1 s view.

He repeats the word metaphor in each verse which has magaz. Usually

he says after he mentions the verse that this is a metaphor. Sometimes

he even mentions that the verse has allusion or simile or shortness. He

considers them as a part of metaphor, as is the case with this verse:
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• Um~*M 4—Ol? O'* Lhl I ••’J ttiLkJ ^4 lb.J t j C*» f J

He says about the brevity in it:

J L~/ 2 _ JLl ) j - jO 1 • 2jIjCL~ J-b*5 <JO-^ *J Lo^t 1 ) Jua j *

Vs-?- !• ;■ < mi- ) ) L3.WJ uJJ-j-3 111 i*«j t <*-*•V>*w^ )
63 ,

V -m

Although one might imagine from the title that ai-Sarif wrote his book

to explain all the magazat in the Qur’an, in fact he explains only the 

metaphor in the Qur’an. He explains it very well and in detail. In

spite of the fact that metaphor is not my subject, I want to show that

he analyses the metaphor clearly and I think that there is no other later

rhetoric expert who analyses the metaphor in the Qur’an better than

al-Sarif does. For example he analyses philologically the correct

use of the word tahwi instead of using another word which gives the

same meaning like tahinnu in this verse:
O* 2 uJLst

VS* 1 Jj>JjJ 1 2xJi_>- j dutftj”

* ) till wIm d U-fs ^3 1 dU%«? ^3 4..xJ Lm«J ) b—4m U ) *

( 4m Lp*«mmm> dJ_*-9 ^y9 L* a «Jm Li) I iJO* 4m«9 L>5mmm J L?

^LpjM) mImJm 4m LSu ^yS ^J2« O* <—S*S^m Qt?'* ) O |» 'fr*:?

• 4jAX—< L-fJ 1

I think that the main cause for his writing his book is to explain the

metaphor only in the Qur’an. But he sometimes confuses the issue by 

mentioning other types of rhetoric, because at that early time the study

of the rhetoric of the Qur’an had not yet become established and its

subjects were confused in the rhetorical expert's view.

(62)

(63)

(64)

(65)

With regard to the simile, throughout his book he mentions five

verses only as they contain simile and metaphor at the same time. So

he explains the metaphor in these verses and he leaves the simile
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without mentioning anything about it. Otherwise, his book is not

free from philological explanation. Usually he mentions the

philological meaning and the etymology of the words in the verses

which he quotes. For example, he explains the philological meaning

of the word mihadan in the verse:
67

' J'-t-* ' J-*-?' (66)

He says:

*■*" V1*-' ' o' J*** J-f-d' j j (67)

i<b„1 I gr*"' ' I

' U' 1 6 iX^« j JUo« * '-*3w I JL^»d I j *Q~ ' <g*—*“* J-2^~

rtOOtJ Lx^Oo* j a» uaJ U~3m

After all we see that al-Sarif represents a special kind of study of 

the magaz in the Qur’an. His aim differs from the aim of other literary

experts who came before him like al-Gahiz and Ibn Qutaiba.

We discussed earlier that al-Gahiz and his pupil Ibn Qutaiba

wrote about the magaz in the Qur’an in order to defend the Qur’an by

explaining the magaz in it as a reply to those who ask many questions

about some difficult verses in the Qur’an, as they do not understand the

Arabic figurative expression (magaz) in the Qur’an. But the aim of 

al-Sarif s study of the magaz is to show and to explain the beauty and

the magnificence which the magaz adds to the verses of the Qur’an.

Ishaq ,b. Ibrahim b. Sulai man .b, Wahb and his book

al-Burhan fi wuguh al-bayan

Another unknown author, like Ibn Abi cAwn, who lived at the 

beginning of the fourth century (After Hegira). The rhetoric specialists

ignored his book and did not mention anything about it although he talked
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about some rhetorical subjects, such as simile, metaphor, allusion,

diversion, exaggeration, ... etc. Perhaps the reason for their

ignoring this book is the dullness of its style and the fact that it is

full of scholastic theology and logic.

The simile in his book

He talks about it very briefly. He considers it to be the

highest type of speech of the Arabs. He divides it into two kinds:

material simile and spiritual simile. He gives as an example of the 

first type, the verse: 69 •

and gives as an example of the second type the explanation of the

basis of the simile in some verses of the Qur*an without mentioning 
70

them. He supports his explanation of these two kinds of simile

with reference to the speech of the Arabs also.

(68)

V ~ — — <7
Ibn Rasiq al-Qayrawani and his book a I- Umda

cHe devotes a chapter to rhetoric in his book al- Umda.

mentioning mainly what is said about it in al-Gahiz's book al-Bayan

wa al-tabyin.

The simile in his book

He also devotes a chapter to the simile, which is taken from

al-Rummani in most cases. He supports his explanation with verses

of pre-Islamic and later poems. He defines the simile as:

71 f* j (69)
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Then he mentions its type as al-Rummani did, but his evidentiary

verses are not from the Qur’an but from the poets.

Lastly he mentions that the Qur’an has a great deal of verses

containing simile, but he mentions only four verses without any comment

on them. He says:

jU- Jjb. dbj j LxC (70)

* 1* b—d \ dh»i.«i <1 O- ’’d bs^. dJ^-S I

♦ .tXZ* J1/^" ft"* j QjJaJ 15° oi& I JI dJjp j a a* V>- I J

He also explains the verse:

as all the others explained it.

Ibn Sinan al-Hafagi and his book Sirr al-Fagafra

The similarity between Ibn Sinan al-Hafagi and Abu Hilal
V

al-cAskari is very strong. Both of them believe that the study of 

rhetoric has two aims, a religious aim, which is the main one, and a

literary aim. Both of them believe that the study of rhetoric leads to 

an understanding of the icgaz of the Qur’an. But the thing which is 

noticeable in Ibn Sinan is that he uses the word 'al-Rasaha instead of

rhetoric throughout his comments in the book.

The simile in his book

He talks briefly about the simile, influenced by al-Rummani1 s

treatise. He says that the beauty of the simile is either to explain the

meaning of the thing being compared, which is not clear enough, in

comparison with some other thing, or to liken one thing with another
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which is greater and more serious in order to exaggerate in describing

it. He gives examples of the first one from some verses of the Qur’an

without any comment. He says:

^bc cJJ J jjj b«j* (72)

A* CX/ 1 <J bu*^* Cz- J”4* (-*'•' j • • ♦ (VXuA.,

dbJjjl • b5" b-’ jJ 1 SLbPsJ 1 JJL» bjl* be <J_^5 j • • ♦ obcb I

U*.« VC? * 1 ««*.i 1 I <J V# l_*w/ j 1 *U»b. du JaL_>-b * b .«i.1 1 £JT*

b&jb-^t/ a 1 lj-b^>- Cz? J-* <J”?* J _ZC’ b&jJ 15" 2
73 -IjU-f jL^Jt j-r

And as an example of the second kind he mentions the verse:

■puw .iUiJI J/ (73)

74 «he says: * . sJJbJI U> d-u: aI/ (74)

He talks about the verse: djfe" L-jJJo . U>f , J rJ>c 2v^4 be I* (75)

which most of the rhetoric specialists mention and comment upon.

Ibn Sinan, like al-Gahiz, imagines someone asking about this

verse. The "heads of devils" were not to be seen, so how did Allah

liken the crop of that tree with it? He answers them:

U-A 1 1 bs? b b» .«<>.{ 1 ^j.? b3 i_5^ 1 Us a* u-
vi-A b.w 3 <7 »w 15" t~*j 1 1 j,,.11 ..11» 15" 1 1...^—1^ 1 1 o 1

d .!..«<« 1 1 b—mJ 1 b5" 1 ^bb ^7^

75 - . • f• 1 dU
Then he adds:

1 b ^9 »iyJ b g.i.9.11 (_5^ a-xJ b«J 1 Cz* b^* b_AA*J 1

(75)

(77)

We do not see Ibn Sinan adding any new comments about the simile of

the Qur’an in his book.
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Ibn Naqiya al-Bagdadi and his book

al-Guman fi tasblhat a 1-Qur’an

v —
Al-Sarif al-Radi is considered to be the first person to devote

a book to the metaphor in the Qur’an, so Ibn Naqiya is considered to

be the first to devote a book to the simile in the Qur’an. He declares

this fact himself when he says at the end of his book:

(78)

We shall discuss this book in detail as it is very close to our subject.

We saw before that Ibn Abi cAwn devoted a book to the simile

in poetry (al-Tasbihat) and he talks in the introduction about the

similes of the Qur’an, which he calls " “ (79)

so perhaps Ibn Naqiya saw this book (because both of them lived in 

Baghdad) and its introduction reminded him of the subject of Qur’anic

simile. Or perhaps his wish to show what wonderful similes the

Qur’an has encouraged him to write this book.

Whatever the cause of his writing the book, Ibn Naqiya talks

in the first pages about the merit of the simile. He says:

dJLN 1-j I (80)

dnhu. «i I I I O j VJ i_Ui5s U i»

* d->-3 <LL-«2uj 1 Q

Then he adds an explanation of the nature of the simile.

(81)
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Then he mentions the particles of simile like kaf, kaTanna, matal 

v - 78and sabih. These are the only rhetorical references which Xbn

Naqiya mentions in his book but the rest of the book contains

philology, syntax, and a good collection of Arabic poems and prose

about the subject of simile.

His method

After he has mentioned the verse which contains the simile

and briefly interpreted it, he goes on to explain the philological

meaning of the word. Most of the time he mentions the desinential

inflection of the words and some syntactical feature of the verse.

Then he mentions a poem which has the same meaning or the same type 

of simile. And he goes from one poet to another until he covers nearly

all the poems which have the same simile as that verse. When he

quotes these poems he explains how the poet employed this form of

simile and how some of them are very good and others not so good.

But none of them can reach the standard of the style of the similes of 

the Qur’an in its beautiful perfect pictures of nature and the eloquent

brevity of phrase.

His interpretation of the verse:
79 .

’ LcLL h- Jo uP (82)

explains his method in the book very well. First he begins to explain

the philological meaning of the words in the verse. He says about the

first word da’ b :
j Ljij j j tjtj *_.t x i_j • J Ui_. 6 SxjJsJ \ j ••_.1 jlH ” (83)
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{J* Up* J 1? 6 &* >J If" f^_Lc- (<^/*?*if <_5' * ' d^T * ' O

^{f^** *" ,*1^'^ [ *^J «J Vs>t* ijj I i^j taJ J 1^ 5

Then he transfers to the syntactical explanation of the word. He says:

uJjlLp c>f * IJ*?*u—tuS** uJVS3l CT^* )* (84)

L.z ***
«Z«Z • **^"^*”>' ’Ay

After he has explained the philological and syntactical meaning of

the first word he moves to the second word which is a,l Fircawn .

He says;

4-^/ «slH 4.t.j.» _/*y cj-* 4JI VfrO uC’V.wI • J' tj*~*'* 5 (85)

<5 l'-*,**hl ' 4—J dZ* J~" J *—trf dbJ t

’ * Jd»L jf q!5* J-p

Then he explains the philological difference between the two words

al and ashab in the language. He says:

l_—«jJL J 'ill <jl J Q-- JjyiH -» (86)

• fL*J I >,-.1 U J jJuJJ ^9 i_-Lp#*s? *^15* Lup-awd L, f j

Then he goes on to explain the simile, saying:

Ui. J (^S ^A -a.il 1 J LpsJ 4.J-.Iaa.n..l 1 OJ

<_5^ J iJ ’"■'■ng <jSLJ jj 4-dlp 4D I t ^Lc-

(87)

(■?" ( yd dll UX»>lj. lw u5d jj \ Aj'liP ^jjbc- ^-A^ ^">-*‘

After that he mentions the poem which has the same phrase of simile, 

ka da?b by I mn?ual-Qays emphasising again that the speech of

Allah is greatest and more eloquent, clear and beautiful than Imru~u

al-Qays’s poem, he says:

j 4«-«J J-p aU 1 Jul?  ̂ U-ft Jail j* (88)
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I O* lil* "-d*

J>** O* o~j ' J r**J a*p J~r-*/ * '✓ 1
' jXL ^tjlt’f L^jU-j 

/ * 1 z

Then he starts to explain the similes in these verses of poetry.'"' Part

of his method in the book also is that when be mentions the simile in

a verse he mentions also all the other verses of the Qur’an which have

the same simile, in order not to repeat his explanation in more than one

place in the book and not to repeat his evidence from a great deal of 

81Arabic poetry. The examples for that are very clear in the book.

This is the method he usually follows with each verse of

simile. So we can consider the book as a philological, syntactical,

rhetorical, exegetical and literary book at the same time.

His explanation of the simile

The outstanding thing in his book is his explanation of the

comparison in the verses of the Qur’an. He connects each aspect of

the similes. He always gives causes for the use of simile by the Arabs

(as the Qur’an was revealed in accordance with their speech) and

discusses why they likened this thing to that thing and why Allah uses

the same simile for them, as is the case with this verse:
82

Vm> j I bf * I*- j (89)

He takes several pages to explain the value of water to the Arabs by

mentioning a large number of their poems. He refers to the fact that
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the Arabs knew the worth of water and got very anxious to obtain it

when they were thirsty, and were rarely able to find it. Sometimes

they found brackish water after spending days in reaching it. So

Allah describes this condition of worry in the Last Day. The

disbelievers will appeal for water but they will be given boiling

water muhl instead. He says:

^9 4 Jj-. «SJ I * Id I U j t ^9 ulS j

%n J, M <) L (t I liflfcl I til

<la ^^5*j a p ui J w j a* j L j j
dj9^L J d^_^ad I LLxs*" I *D* ' 4j L*-wI 6 4j*Jr*

1 ' JP&" 6 ' Jj

(90)

83

s' C * O & j? *

t—X» udJ tt'z oJL^d I J"-* *** * ^d '

* 0L" aXilc- Ulk 4—.S’

**^ a

Ibn Naqiya says that Allah uses this simile in order to frighten the

Arabs about the punishment of the Last Day because they knew only 

too well this kind of worry as they suffered from it in their everyday

lives. He says:

dJD 1 6 11 D-d I 4 Dd I a J-fls 4lZ? c_^' I?* 'd-5 (91)

Li q* u-j-x- L .jJji j Ld_, Jjj u5 jj IjjjJ I 15* j 6 L,Jj Lc

i^yjd bft.1 J 4 uJ I i——» I I tjx* Dk- d.U I

1-PwJ U.—.drf J) V# I uV»^ 6 J jb. _pp^-f

Then he adds:

J'j pjt» j dJLsJ I jp—’t eJJ LSj 9 UI I JLA i—d j* (92)

j (_5^ V» J I pd P t/d* o *■<■»...» L.1. uu

» j jjj I j j—xsd I » dp I j * Lud L
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Another example is his interpretation of this verse:

85 "SJU>- (j*/: (93)

v w -He explains that Allah likened al-sarar to the camel u gimalatun"

because the camel represented a great thing in the Arabs’ mind.

They were very admiring of its patience with regard to suffering 

thirst and. its tolerance of the very difficult life of the desert. So 

Allah likened the sparks ^sarar” to the camel in order to intensify it

and to exaggerate the frightening aspect of the fire of hell. He says:

jjae-f J-ejIS* Ul; (94)

I think that Ibn Naqiya gives the very best explanation of the

use of simile in the Qur’an and the similes of the Arabs. We discussed 

the others earlier (the philologists and the commentators) and have seen 

that they did not give this amount of detail of argumentation. For

example they said that Allah likened this thing to that thing because

the Arabs do the same and they mention the poem which has the same

simile to prove that. But we see that Ibn Naqiya gives details of the

reasons why Allah addresses this simile to the Arabs, not only because

they use the same simile in their speech but also because this simile

has another meaning to the Arabs such as frightening them or

encouraging them to believe in Allah ... etc.

The reason for his supporting his explanation with a great deal of poetry

I think that he mentions a lot of pre-Islamic and Islamic poetry
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in his book for two reasons:

1. He mentions pre-Islamic poetry to prove that the Qur’an was

revealed in complete accordance with the speech of the Arabs and

especially with their custom of using similes.

2. He mentions Islamic poetry in order to show how much the Arabs

were affected by the Qur’an after its revelation and to show their 

attempts to imitate it in this kind of rhetoric (the simile), but they

could not attain to its rhetorical style. This gives evidence of the

inimitable style of the Qur’an as he says after mentioning a lot of

poetry containing similes which the poets use with nearly the same

meaning as this verse:

juif dJ j q* o—(95)

He says:

!• J iX-LV t iX > 1 1 ifljll «!•>», ta) <■■■ ifij dU V?

dlxL U J5 dJ 35" J ♦ dJ Q-JLxtJ 1 J dd ■ _* ddfr dJ "V uH 1 t da

88 '• Uts-lj *U , ljt«i JL K }

This book is between the commentators' books and the

philologists1 books

In his book Ibn Naqiya strikes a balance between the method of

the commentators and the method of the philologists. He starts his

explanation of the verse by quoting what was said about it in the

commentators’ books, especially al-Tabari. He is very interested in 

al-Tabari’s book and most of his interpretation is taken from him. He

always uses this phrase: “It was said in the tafsir”. But the tafsir
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(97) 

(9 8)

he means is al-Tabari's lafsir. As he says when he explains this 

89verse:

90 ****!»
* eiL 1 JwJ j <Lb53 1 1« ^^Lp u_ip-_rfsJ 1 ’ 1 *

But occasionally he mentions his own interpretation of the verse, 

then he adds what was said about it by interpreters like al-Tabari.

When he goes on to explain the philological meaning of the

words he mentions the statements of philologists, like Abu cUbaida

and al-Farra’ about these words. As he says when he explains the

word durriy in the verse: 91 * j Lfjfe’’ (99)

£*
djj Vt<O 4 <• «“ ♦ tall 1 ^1 1 1 ■ Xtaiil 6 <? 'i/l J 4j b *«/l talta tai-taj 1 • 1 taltaP f <^J tall 1 (100)

• La* UtaM-f ^jil 1 ^UcuxJ 1 1 j • 1/J 1 J15 j • d^bua.

f&* <fj K Mr 4V
. J O* # (Jj " ** J J J*«A 3*b (J^l?

9 (jP ' (J-* * b-taJ 1

He is affected by the philologists also in that he refers to a great

number of verses of Arabic poetry and their speech throughout his

philological explanations. He is interested in giving evidence from

Arabic poems for each word or each simile in the verses in the Qur’an

as they do and by using their method as discussed earlier.

There is another similarity between this book and the method

employed in the books of the commentators and philologists, Ibn Naqiya 

arranges his book about the Suras and verses of the Qur’an according

to the arrangement of the Qur’an itself, and this method was followed

by the commentators and the philologists as well.
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The simile and the variant readings in Ibn Naqiya's view

He gives a good explanation of this subject, namely that the

comparison in the verse differs according to the difference of the

readings of the word. He gives evidence from Arabic poetry to

support each reading and to support the meaning of each of them, as

happens with the simile of this verse:

dJ l*-^- 1 15" j 1 (1 0 1 )

First he gives the two different meanings of the first reading, which

was read as al-qasr which is mentioned by the commentators. He

supports each interpretation with Arabic poetry in order to say that

each meaning was used by the Arabs. He says:

j 6 0*a9 • (J-J j * 1 0*aaJ t

d-3-b»- — Q jL* — ^LsL"
✓ 1/

dL. *5 1 t 0.«. »b.^» 1 IiaJ I d». f ^.tfS.9.1 !• ’

uli j * I 0. dais- t» jJJj j (, JL>- <•' OI 0?UaJ 0.

• J 1^ 1*5" 6 0 l-^* ^0JL> L^J 0*..-.. 1 U \

O* 5 A** O* u—f-lJ 1 0* j-A. 0t- icJ u3^« j
94 ’^JJl 0. U 0-*^.

(102)

Then he mentions another reading of the word

read by adding the vowel point to the letter (s)

He supports this reading by Arabic poetry also,

simile in this case to be a good simile as well.
x X **»;> ■■ _ jUJI _ ’j^sx

jtA cjv-

al-qasr which was

and its different meaning.

and he considers the

. He says:

1—^—' ' * J (103)
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dJ 3 j-*.t q 6 a.M -Z., j-fb j * Qw k3 (j Ltc^ l_^ t$* ♦

95 f

* * * O b**J ' d> 0^3^* 6 j kd' «-x»5j

He does not stop at mentioning the different meanings of each reading

but sometimes he also mentions the desinential inflection of the word

in each reading and dismisses some aspects of the morphology. This

is seen clearly with this verse:

*JLaa/ I Cj tjJJ klZ* |*^t^**^ * (104)

He says:
t • J wi-M/t t^-9 O* (105)

<J—*-9^ (‘j j) ^jic- djf3 j J-*® jf-ir9 ^7—^-' o*
97

• jJ>- J CT^5 ' UJJj J Ai*aJJ O

A general view about the book

This book is rightly considered a veritable literary

encyclopedia as it contains a good collection of Arabic poetry. It

shows the wide knowledge of Ibn Naqiya about the Arabic language,

philology, syntax, interpretation, variant readings, literature, history

and poetry.

This book, in my view, is very important to everybody who 

wants to study the simile of the Qur’an from any aspect of the subject.

It satisfies everyone who studies the simile either from the philological

aspect or from the syntactical aspect or from that of the variant readings

of the phrases of simile. It also contains a great deal of pre-Islamic

poetry and poems by those who were not truly Old Arabic (muwalladin).
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He discussed in the book how the pre-Islamic poets

employed this style of simile in their poems, and how the Qur’an

was revealed in the same style and with the same use of the simile

as that known among the Arabs. Then he goes on to discuss how

the Islamic poets quote from Qur’anic similes in their poems. In

addition, he sometimes refers to the statements of the Prophet

Muhammad and His followers which are spoken in the same style of

simile or with the same phrases.

cAbd al-Qahir al-Gurgani and his two books

Asrar al-balaga and Dala’il al-l^gaz

c —Abd Al-Qahir is considered to be a famous man in the history

of Arabic rhetoric. He fixed its basis and established its rules and

its principles. But unfortunately most of his evidence is taken from

Arabic poems and he only very occasionally supports his explanation

with the verses of the Qur’an.

But in spite of that we have to study his two books for their

value and their great importance in Arabic rhetoric.

His book Asrar al-balaga

He studies in this book the subjects which were later called
£
Ilm al-bayan (exposition). It involves the figurative expressions,

metaphor, simile, comparison . . . etc. He talks about the metaphor

and simile in detail. He was the first one to establish the rules of

these subjects in any detail.
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Although there were many others who came before him and

studied these subjects, none of them gave any details of the niceties

of the subjects and they did not analyse them as he did. He talks

about the metaphor and divides it into two kinds: good metaphor and 
98

bad metaphor. He also talks about the psychological impression of

metaphor and how the metaphor creates pleasure for the listener. Then 

99he gives a detailed explanation of the various types of metaphor.

After that he passes to the subject of the simile. The most

important thing in his explanation of this subject is that he divides

it into simile and comparison. He considers the simile as general 

100and the comparison as particular. He says that each comparison is

a simile but not each simile is a comparison. He differentiates

between them in that the simile is straightforward and does not need

explaining, such as the similarity between a cheek and a rose and

between black hair and dark night.

But the comparison is not so direct. It needs some explaining

to be understandable, like the comparison of a proof in its clarity and 

101appearance to the sun. Then he talks about the compound simile,

the basis of this simile being intellectual and extracted from many

things which are collected together. For example, with this verse:

1 j t ,2,*. JJ I (106)

He says that the basis of the comparison in this verse is an intellectual

one, namely exclusion from the benefit of carrying a valuable thing with

tiredness and difficulty in carrying it. He says:

’* (107)
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103

j-n....i.m.i 'J j 1m *^/ .^J^A-xJ 1 _/•“' <Jj^.<m j

<J <jJ 1 J * ty*" tS^ ^1~*J *" * *"“ 1 LS"^ ' J 1»*» j 1 {»■«■*■«

>r* * d^>- X J dUxlf* JjUijj X< C’^'** dx5J>" 1m a1 ^j,»«u, LJ 6 j.^».<»««w Aj.lp

•^jAj««j 1 t_^-«a_A- t *pJ j C-l! t •UiS 4^%*-w j 2c^»u j^*t ^^aZju 1*5*

His analysis of the comparison in this verse is quite different from

all previous study of the simile. He explains how this verse mentions

a special function of the donkey, which is carrying, and a special

value of the thing which is carried by him. This special value is a 

Scriptural one. He talks about this verse in many pages of his bookk^

He talks also about the successive similes which contain many

sentences, like this verse:

!<• *^1 cl1*j a. JajjL>-Vj * ImmJ 1 f * 1*5* l~c uJ 1 riVj-pd 1 (Jd* !•— 1 (l 0 8)

lo^alaA O'^"5 3 ^** '* ) 1—1 kJ 1 J1 J> 1

t^j»^5* 1 i.Lx1_AVxli.ljl—^> 1*^In^jil'tf' ;‘}9j ‘■^ 1® i*’j'’1

105
He mentions that this verse contains ten sentences but each one

connects to another one and it looks like one sentence. The basis of

the comparison in this verse is taken from the whole sentence without

any separation between the different parts, and if any of the sentences

is omitted from its place the meaning of the comparison will break down.

He adds that the comparison in this verse does not intend to liken life

to water, but to liken the state of life in its beauty, delight and

freshness and then what it will be at the end (on the Last Day) to the 

fresh plant which then withers and becomes frail. He says:

q!5* (jl j j • cJLsi 1J1 <4^1 <j o_a cL'l* (109)

Q* till o <jli 2 kL3“lj JL*J>- Lfjt$* Lf-rfUX;
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43Ua-*CmJ * d <3 tala?**^ ^«A-<*W rtXrffC? i-J** I

c_5-'>‘ jJ=x-i jSa^Z ^ _/*\} u^-^. ta^_~a_x^ J-*2^ o^*- j** <>*

(jj_i<jL eD J J—£7^* c_3 Cr* 2»jl>-I_j lL->- Lfj-» oJjlp- jJ ^bf 

106

We see that he considers the simile in this verse to be a comparison

because the basis of the simile is an intellectual one and it arises

from the connection between more than one sentence, which differs

from the clear, ordinary simile. He says:

j 1 ^-*3 (_5-sSf•** (110)

<i !■» ' dJ (P-0-5*5^ ^A Lhd 1 <Ui^ihu" 11 "* **^

JA? O 1 "*d*-.***1^' O lS"*-5” Jr^ 3 j t ^^0 t
1 07

’• j^\ «Upi Jl S^GJt e-’fcf U^. LUp 
He adds that whenever there is distance between the thing being

compared and the thing with which the other is compared, the simile

will become more wonderful, and more melodious to the mind. He says:

(jj ta t UP-tajJ t CP cpta^u^fxJ J «J I I uSLfe j (ill)

I j tap c-jVf j »tpt 1 <pc-jta" juif

108 „ -f „ \n » - f• i—^9 > d.j, } I cP •JLs’arf '

This analysis of the compound simile is a new style of studying the

simile which al-Gurgani discovered.

Then he talks about al-tasbih al-qarib and al-tasbih al-garib

and al-tasbih al-maglub and the rules of each. Then he talks about

the differences between metaphor and comparison. He talks about

exaggeration in the simile. But all his evidence for these subjects

is taken from Arabic poems.
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His second book Dala’il al~Ipgaz

He wrote this book to show the rhetoric of the Qur’an. He

does not relate the rhetorically inimitable style of the Qur’an to the

meaning of the words or to the comparison between the words of the

Qur’an and the words of the Arabs or to the rhyme of Qur’anic verses.

Nor does he relate the miraculous style of the Qur’an to the metaphors 

which it contains (as al-Baqillani did) because not all the verses of the 

Qur’an contain metaphor as he says. He does not consider the garib

words either. But he considers the adequacy of the meaning of

individual words and the composition of sentences (al-nazm) which

help to achieve the desired meaning in their beauty and strength. This

would happen with the help of the syntax in its general meaning. He

considers that syntax is very important in his theory of nazm. He says:

(112)

Then he adds:

He gives an example for this explanation in this verse of the Qur’an:
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He sees that the beauty of the words in this verse lies not in the

meaning of the words alone but in their construction and connection

with other words which give the desired meaning in a beautiful way.

He says:

I ft I uSlftj j 111 VJ 1 } ArfjliJh OJ'V

• j I* Q-GaJ I O'
He thinks that the important thing to achieve appreciation of this

degree of rhetoric is the listener’s sense and his familiarity with the 

speech of the Arabs. H

In this book he studies some subjects of rhetoric like figurative

expression, metaphor, allusion and simile, in order to emphasise that

the beauty of these verses is not due to the lexical meanings or to the

content but to the extra meaning in the construction of the phrases

which only the perceptive reader sees. As he says:

j Js-.*.J G53 I y oj bsusJ 1 a JL& 1 (116)
A

jj-* g* o* j '

114 ,

So he mentions these rhetorical subjects only to
J1 jJ GJ*^ G GJ '-} 
upport his main

subject (the theory of nazm) which he discovered.

V» v -
However, we see al-Gurgani in this book give valuable

comments on what he has seen of Arabic rhetoric but he does not

direct study to the rhetoric of the inimitability of the Qur’an. He
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seldom supports his theory with verses from the Qur’an. He

deliberately avoids looking at the Qur’an as he says:

6 j a j-Sh ajj-** JJSLsdL

<—(j, 1 in«!>'■««< I 6 (_5^ ' I O

115

He just wants to facilitate the method of this kind of study firstly

by detailed and long exposure to the speech of the Arabs and their

poems in a critical spirit. He compares some Arabic poets who

mention one subject. So he gives most of his attention to the aspect

of Arab literature and to a critical study in order to achieve the

understanding of the rhetoric of the supernatural character of the Qur’an

(117)
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DISCUSSION

After discussing the simile in the Qur’an mainly from its

philological and other aspects from the work of men who studied this

kind of Qur’anic science, we can now establish certain specific 

philological characteristics of the simile in the Qur’an which are

as follows:

1. The great ability of the Qur’an to choose the exact word, which

describes the perfect nature-picture of the simile in a wonderful way.

This we find in every simile of the Qur’an. For example, we see how 

Allah prefers the word bunyan to the word ha’ it or gidar in this

verse:

The first word suggests the meaning of a strong union and connection,

whereas the other two words do not create these associations in the mind.

2. The similes of the Qur’an derive their material from nature, its

plants, animals and minerals. An example of a simile taken from

plants is: “green crops devoured (by cattle)11, “old shrivelled palm- 

leaf”, hollow trunks of palm-trees"; one taken from animals: ass,

dog, spider; and one taken from minerals: blocks of wood, carded

wool, mountains. The Qur’an does not pay any attention to the value

of the thing with which the other is compared. The Qur’an is only

concerned with making clear in the mind of the reader the connection

between the thing being compared and the thing with which the other is

compared.

3. The simile in the Qur’an is not an extra element which is added

to the sentence but is an integral part without which the meaning of the
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sentence is not complete. The meaning of the sentence depends

upon the simile in order to be clear.

4. The Qur’anic simile describes a picture until it becomes quite clear 

to the reader, as we see in this verse:

J UpJ I J (2)

The Qur’an is not satisfied with describing the mountain in the Last

Judgement as being like "wool" but it describes it also as "carded"

in order to convey more precisely the state of the mountains on that Day.

5. All the similes of the Qur’an are taken from the life of the Arab

in the desert. They are taken from their everyday life, their

imagination and their beliefs; they describe their desires and their

suffering. So all the similes would be familiar to the Arabs.

6. When Allah wants to describe the believers and praise them and

describe the paradise which they will go to after their lifetime on earth,

He describes the thing with which the other is compared as something 

precious, as when He describes to them what they will see in paradise 

as being like beautiful girls with wide, lovely eyes .(Q56 f 22-23). Allah likens 

them in beauty to hidden pearls on one occasion and to the jacinth and 

the coral-stone another time.(Q.55,57-58). But in describing the disbelievers 

Allah likens them to the lower things of creation, like spiders, donkeys,

cattle and dogs.

7. The thing being compared in the simile of the Qur’an might be one

thing but it is likened to two or more things in order to fix the idea in

the mind of the reader and to make it perfectly clear. For instance:

the description of the perplexity of the hypocrite in the Cow Sura (v. 17).

This perplexity is likened to the perplexity of one who walks at night and
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kindles a fire to light his way but suddenly this light goes off and

leaves him in complete darkness where he cannot see anything.

It is also likened to the perplexity of one who walks under a heavy

rainstorm accompanied by darkness, thunder and flashes of lightning.

They put their fingers in their ears because of the thunder-claps for

fear of death.

The aim of the simile in the Qur’an

One aim of the simile in the Qur’an is to arouse emotions in

order to evoke desire or fear. Therefore the hypocrites and disbelievers

have an ample share of the similes of the Qur’an. The simile

describes their inner life and their psychology very clearly and

describes the effect of the Prophet asking them to believe in Allah and

how they replied to this invitation disdainfully and reluctantly.

The Qur’an's aim in the use of simile is not only for effect, but

also for representation and depiction. We see this when Allah wants

to show His ability to bring the Hour of Judgement in the quickest way

that can be imagined. He resorts to describing it as a twinkling of the 

eye, (Q.16,77), and when Allah describes the weakness of the people 

on the Day of Resurrection in a hurry to receive their punishment He sees

their image in terms of thickly-scattered moths, when he says: "A day 

wherein mankind will be as thickly-scattered moths." (Q.101,4).

So we see that clarity and directness are the main aims of the

simile in the Qur^an, achieved by using nature-pictures to make less

tangible concepts more familiar and clearer. This would happen when
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immaterial things, which are not easily understandable, are likened

to other material things which are familiar in Arab life and available

in their surroundings.

So we see that when Allah wants to describe spiritual concepts

like the Day of Resurrection, angels, paradise or hell He likens them

to things which are perceptible through the senses. The desert and

what it contains by way of water, plants, animals, and mountains are

the only things perceptible through the senses to the Arabs, therefore

the Qur’anic simile is rich in these words.

The best study of the Qur’anic simile in my view

In fact it is very difficult to choose which kind of study is

more intensive and more comprehensive than others in its study of

the simile in the Qur’an, because each type of study specialised in

one aspect of the simile in the Qur’an, explaining these verses as

they do the other verses.

The philologists studied the philological meaning of the words 

in the Qur’anic simile and how the Arab used these words. They are

also interested in explaining that this kind of simile or that one was

familiar and very well-known to the Arab, as we have seen in the

chapter on philologists.

The commentators differ in their interests in studying each

aspect of the Qur’an. We discussed Tabari's method and how he

explains the simile simply, concentrating only on the uninterrupted

chain of authorities on which a tradition is based in the verses
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containing simile, as he does with all others. Zamahsari

concentrates on explaining the simile in detail, giving all the

various types, as he is considered to be a rhetorical expert more

than anything else. Another commentator, like Razi, who is a

philosopher, concentrates on the philolosophic subject-matter in the

verses containing simile. The last one we discussed in this group is

Abu Hayyan, who concentrated on the syntactical aspects of the

verses containing simile. So each one concentrates only on one

aspect of the Qur’anic simile, the aspect which he is interested in

studying.

In the chapter on the literary and rhetorical works we discussed

how these writers were interested in studying the simile as a form of

rhetoric, not in relation to the Qur’anic simile as such (except for 

those who study the inimitability of the Qur’an according to its 

rhetoric). They divide the simile into many sections and define each

section, sometimes mentioning a verse of the Qur’an which is in

accordance with their-definition without concentrating on the verse

itself. Each of these writers (philologists, commentators, rhetorical 

experts) considers that the type of study which he is interested in is the 

important thing to study, in the Qur’an, as we have seen in the

introduction to their books. Therefore, each work gives us one way

of looking at the similes of the Qur’an, and their efforts should not be

discounted because each part of this study is very important in 

understanding the simile of the Qur’an as a whole. I think that all

these studies together help to give us a more complete idea about the

Qur’anic simile.
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We cannot say that the philologists' study is not perfect 

because it discusses only one aspect of the Qur’anic simile 

(Linguistics). This judgement is not right in my view because this 

group's sphere of interest is Linguistics or linguistics and syntax,

not rhetoric or literature.

Nor can we expect any one from the commentators' group to 

give us a complete study of the Qur’anic simile in all its aspects,

because each of them is interested more in one aspect of the Qur’an

and studies the Qur’anic simile in the same way as he studies the rest 

of the verses of the Qur’an.

However, there is one writer whose book examines almost all

aspects of the simile in the Qur’an. That is Ibn Naqiya al-Bagdadi 

in his book al-Guman fi tasbihat al-Qur’an . He is the first person 

to devote a book solely to studying all the Qur’anic similes, bringing

together all the studies which preceded his: the philological,

syntactical, commentary, literary and rhetorical works, and adding a 

new study of the Qur’anic simile which consists of explaining the

connection between the similes in the Qur’an and the way of life of

the Arabs.

He is considered to be the first person to study this aspect of

the Qur’anic simile. He tries to relate each simile in the Qur’an back

to its connection with Arab life in the desert and their customs,

describing how the Qur’an takes the thing with which the other is

compared from their everyday life.
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There is another aspect of his study of the Qur’anic simile,

namely his reference to a great deal of poetry. He categorises each

poem in accordance with the verse containing simile in the Qur’an.

I think he mentions a large number of pre-Islamic poems and late

poetry in his book for two reasons:

1. He quotes from a great deal of pre-Islamic poetry to show that 

the Qur’an was revealed in accordance with the speech of the Arabs

and their customs in the use of simile.

2. He mentions a lot of poetry by the late poets (Islamic poetry) 

to show how the poets were affected by the Qur’anic simile and tried

to imitate it. But they did not succeed in reaching the standard of

the style of the Qur’anic simile in its perfect nature-picture and the

brevity of the phrases, which proves that the style of the Qur’an is

inimitable.

I think that this book is very important and useful to everybody

who wants to study the simile of the Qur’an from all viewpoints, whether

it be philology, syntax, the different readings of some words,

commentary or the literary angle. In addition he mentions history, trad it

ions and various stories throughout his book and quotes statements

by the Prophet Muhammad and his followers to support his interpretation

of the verses. It satisfies every student's need. From the

philological point of view we have seen that the writer explains every

difficult word in the verses philologically, and he occasionally mentions 

statements by philologists like Abu '’Ubaida and Farra’, among many 

others. He usually mentions the morphology of some words in the

verses. He does not neglect syntax in his interpretation. He
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frequently mentions the syntactical aspects. As regards rhetoric,

he mentions rhetorical material only in the first two pages of his

book where he explains the grace of the simile and how this arises

from its simplicity. He also mentions the particles of the simile.

Only these remarks are considered to be rhetorical.

We can regard this book as mediating between the methods of

the commentators, the philologists and the literary experts. The

author favours the commentators who interpret the meaning of the 
4

simile in a very simple way without complication of any detail,

confining themselves only to mentioning the thing being compared and

the thing with which the other is compared and the basis of the comparison

He follows the philologists in quoting a verse of poetry in order

to support his interpretation of a word or a simile in the Qur’an to show

that this word or this kind of simile was familiar to the Arabs. He

also mentions the Arabicized words in the Qur’an and the foreign

vocabulary. He follows the literary people in explaining the

connection between the Qur’anic simile and the Arab environment.

Although he is the first writer who mentions this aspect of the simile,

this kind of study is nowadays considered to be a literary aspect as we

have seen in recent studies. The book shows us the writer’s profound

knowledge of most of the sciences of the Arabic language, like philology,

morphology, syntax, commentary, different readings, literature, history,

stories and a good collection of Arabic poetry. But the book is not

without its shortcomings in my view. The writer digresses and he

moves from one subject to another without any reason and sometimes
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strays far away from the main subject.

Sometimes he states that he will not digress from the subject

and then we see him disobey himself and divert from the main subject.

We see this when he quotes this verse:
5 '••• o- ‘US' u-dt 2UJi U’ (3)

Afterwards he explains the philological aspects of this verse and

quotes a great deal of the poetry of simile which is the same kind as

this verse, taking up about 17 pages. He says:

6 CL.U.J j J*’**'1 3 <!*»»1 t j <3j t-Mwtew 'iM 1 ukS j (4)

Then he says: 6 ”... • UJ I • U- b ell J

and then he goes on in another 18 pages to mention other Arabic

poetry which has the same simile again.

There are two very long digressions in the book: one of them 
7

with the verse: jU JjU. Aj J / (5)

when he mentions the condition of the moon which occurs in 28 mansions.

Then he returns to Arabic poetry which uses the moon as a simile. This

explanation takes up pages 184-215 in his book.

Another long digression is when he quotes this verse:

He mentions the names of plants and how the Arabs use the description

of plants and trees to describe people and how they called themselves

after the names of plants. This explanation takes up pages 276-300

in his book.
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Footnotes to Discussion

1. Q. 61, 4.

2. Q.101, 5.

3. See p.160.

4. Ibn Naqiya Passim.

5. Q.10, 25.

6. Ibn Naqiya, see pp.58-86

7. Q.36, 38.

8. Q.48, 29.
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APPENDIX

Translations of the Arabic quotes and the Qur’anic 

verses in the thesis in numerical order

Introduction

(1) The simile has a high rank in Arab speech; it is indicative, in their 

view, of intelligence and skilfulness. The more beautiful a simile 

is, the more knowledgeable about poetry the user of that simile

would be considered. And, the more able to convey the meaning that user is 

the more clever he would be considered.

(2) Makes the meaning clearer and confirms it. This is well agreed 

upon by all Arabs and non-Arabs, and none of them has dispensed 

with it;

(3) It has a magical effect in bringing differing things together to an 

extent that reduces distances between different things that are as 

far apart as east and west; it also presents abstract meanings as 

if they were persons viewed or monuments erected; it makes the 

dumb speak and brings out eloquence even from the non-Arab; it 

shows life in the mineral kingdom; And, it presents the opposites, 

e.g. life and death or fire and water.

(4) The likeness of those who choose other patrons than Allah is as the 

likeness of the spider when she taketh unto herself a house, and lo’. 

the frailest of all houses is the spider’s house, if they but knew.

(Q.29,41)

(^) Al-sibh, al-sabah, and al-sabih are al-matal. Two things resemble each 

other; they are alike, i.e. each resembles the other.

(6) Al-Matal and Al-Sabah are equivalent in meaning; one says: this is

mitluh and ma tai uh , just as one says: this is sibhuh and sabahuh .
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(7) Stating that one of two things can replace the other either 

sensorily or intellectually.

(8) The simile is to state that one of two things replaces the other 

(using techniques of comparison), (i.e. on the way of likening), 

whether in actuality they replace each other or not.

(9) The simile is to attribute a meaning or characteristic of one of 

two things to the other.

(10) The Qur’an has been revealed in seven versions; each of them 

is sufficient (to get the message across) and aim-satisfying.

(11) And they will feel remorse within them, when they see the doom

(Q.10,55)

(12) Allah is the Light of the heavens and the earth. The similitude 

of His light is as a niche wherein is a lamp. The lamp is in a 

glass.

(Q. 24, 35)

(13) Then We inspired Moses, saying; Smite the sea with thy staff. 

And it parted, and each part was as a mountain vast.

(Q. 26,63)
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Part One

(1) "That it comprises sounds by which all peoples express their 

desires. " "As for the declension and root-meaning (of the 

Arabic word for language), it is of the form fuela from the verb 

lagawtu, i.e. I spoke. It was originally lugwa, as in kura (a 

ball), quia (a wooden toy) and tuba (a collection)". "In 

al-Muhkam the plural is given as lugat and lugun, and its 

relative adjective as lugawi, not lagawi. " Al-Azhari said,

"the word luga is one of the incomplete words, and was originally 

lugwa, derived from (the verb) laga meaning to speak. Al-laga 

means a young camel uncounted in blood-wit of the like because 

of their small size. "The word al-lagw means speech. You say, 

‘this is the language they speak'. With reference to birds forms 

of the word mean singing" .

(2) "The word lagw has two meanings, one indicating something 

unconsidered, and the other indicating pronunciation of a thing.

As for the first, it refers to young camels unconsidered in blood-wit. 
The poet al-cAbdi said:

Or a hundred, then their young make a throng and a hundred 

comprises a huge herd.

There is a verb laga, yalgu, lagwan, pertaining to unconsidered 

oaths. The noun al-laga also connotes the same. God, may He 

be blessed and exalted, said, "God will not take you to task for 

a slip in your oaths", i.e. with something you do not confirm in 

your hearts. The word laga comes in the Prophetic Tradition, 

"Anyone saying (as much as) 'hush' at the Friday prayer has 

spoken (vanities)". The second meaning is that of pronouncing 

something. The derivation of the word luga is said to come from 

this meaning, to pronounce (lahiga)".

(3) Ibn al-Haflib said in his Muhtasar , "language comprises any' V »
sound given a meaning". A.l-Asnawi said in his Commentary on

w
Minhafl al-Usul, "Speech is a term indicating sounds carrying •»

meaning".
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(4) “This is a matter requiring a good deal of thought. Most 

historians of language consider, however, that language 

originated in consensus and agreement, rather than in revelation 

and inspiration" .

(5) “The Arabic language was inspired. This is shown by the 

words of God, may His praise be glorious, "and He taught Adam 
all the names". IbncAbbas used to say, "He taught him all 

the names, that is the names whereby people of all nations 

make things understandable., like a riding beast, earth, a plain, 

a mountain, a camel, a donkey, and so on".

(6) The consensus among scholars to resort to the nation’s language 

for sorting out their differences and agreements, as well as 

resorting to their poetic heritage. Had language been established 

by an arbitrary convention this would not have been the case.

(7) The Arabs derive words from words, e.g. ginn is derived from 

igtinan. "g“ and "n" always indicate covering, e.g. the Arabs 

armour, unna. Aqannahu al-lail. and ganin, i.e. embryo. 

Also ins is from zuhur (appearance): anastuhu meaning

absartuhu (I saw him). This is how the Arabs speak.

(8) This is also based on the above, namely that language is 

inspiration. He who has inspired us with the knowledge that 
igtinan means ‘al-sitr also inspired us with the knowledge that 

jfinn is derived from it. We cannot invent new words, nor can 

we say other than what they said. We cannot engage in 

analogical derivations they have not done because in this is the 

corruption of language and the negation of its truths.

(9) God, may He be praised, taught Adam the names of all creatures 

in all languages which Adam and his children spoke: Arabic, 

Persian, Syriac, Hebrew, Greek, etc. .Then when Adam’s 

children scattered in the earth, each of them stuck with one of 

these languages which then prevailed over all others (distancing 

him from them). Knowledge of this faded with time.
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(10) As if two or three or more scholars would meet desiring to explain and 

clarify matters known. They would give each of these a 

description and a name to signify it and distinguish it from others.

(11) This is not decisive evidence as it is possible to interpret it as 

giving Adam the authority (to name the animals). This power is 

unquestionably from God, may He be praised, therefore, if this 

is possible, and not improbable, then the alternative cannot be 

used as an argument.

(12) Others believe that the origin of all languages is in natural sounds, 

such as the wailing of wind, the rumbling of thunder, the trickling 

of water, the braying of the donkey, the crowing of the crow, the 

neighing of the horse, the whinnying of the deer and such things 

from which languages later developed. This, to me, is an 

accepted view and a tenable opinion.

(13) And, a fire, as it were the end of a (tiny thin long) stick, the light

of which is raised with night by the blows of the strong (winter) wind.

(14) Al-sibh, al-sabah, and al-sabih al-matal. Two things resemble 

each other: they are alike, i.e. each resembles the other.
V

I likened it to him, and I likened him to it. Sabbaha: equating 

between one thing and another.

(15) In language, resemblance, similarity and likeness are equivalent;

mitl and ma tai are respectively equivalent to sibh and sabah .

(16) (One uses the word) sabbaha (which means he likened, to describe 

the action of somebody) if he equated one thing with another (in 

some way). One says: asbahtu Mr. X, and sabahtuh (to mean 

we resembled each other). One says: the two things ta sabah a , 

and istabaha to mean that they resemble each other, And, in

the Qur’an the verse states that “and it is given to them in 

resemblance (mutasabihan)1'. However, resemblance here is not 

in the sense of confusion but in being equated (in some way or 

another).
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(17) Al-sabah: a very prickly tree which looks like the samura.

Al-musabbah: yellowish form of nissiyy. Al-sabah: a grain

taken for medicine.

Al-sabhan: a kind of plant, like al-tamam, called al-sahban.

(18) Al-s ibh, and al-sabah: brass which becomes yellow when it is 

dyed (polished).

(19) Al-sabah: precious metal which resembles gold.

(20) When it has been treated this way, it resembled gold in colour.

M

(21) Al-Matal and Al-Sabah are equivalent in meaning; one says: this 

is mitluh and mataluh , just as one says: this is sibhuh and

J sabahuh., (to mean that one thing is similar to, and a similitude 

of, another). And, one says: ‘tamattala bihi. just as one says:

tasabbaha bihi. (to mean that one has endeavoured to look similar 

to another). And, maj^ala one thing with another means he equated 

(in some way) one thing with another, or considered them to be 

equal in some way or another .

(22) The word mitl ' is an equating word.

(23) A.l-haqiqa comes from haqqa, i.e. becomes an obligation. Its
M )) it It

derivation is from crafted and precision. In reference to cloth 

weaving, it means well knit. Al-haqiqa is literal speech in its 

proper place without any kind of similes or figurative language.

(24) It is derived from gaza, yaguzu the past of which is gaza, i.e. 

pass by. This is its origin. Yaguzu also means permissible, 

unobstructed, unprevented.

(25) This means that literal speech is straightforward and unobjectionable 

It may be possible to use other than literal speech if it expresses 

similar meaning, but this would have similes and figurative usages 

not present in the first.
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(26) Al-haqiqa (the truth) is what is established in usage as it was 

originated in language. Al-magaz is the opposite of that.

(27) Al-haqiqa is the opposite of al-magaz. Haqqaqahu tahqiqan, 

i.e. endorsed it. Al-muhaqqaq speech is that which is serious.

(28) Gawaza fi Kalamihi mgans speaking figuratively, and figurative 

speech is not (literal) truth.

(29) A1-haqiqa constitutes most of speech and most of the Qur’anic 

verses and Arab poetry.

(30) Know that most of language is magaz (figurative) not haqiqa 

(literal). The same is true of most verbs, e.g. summer has come 

and winter is defeated.

(31) This language is mostly magaz, and rarely is it haqiqa.

(32) Language contains haqiqa and magaz.

(33) There is no ma§az in Arabic.

(34) He who denies al-magaz in Arabic denies a necessity and spoils 

the beauty of the Arabs1 language. They say "the shoulder of the 

road" although the road has no shoulder, and "the wing of travel" 

although travel has no wing. These are all magazat.

(35) This is like saying somebody’s gift is muz nun wakif , which is 

a simile, meaning his generosity is abundant. This is similar to 

God, glory to Him, saying "sanasimuhu eala al-fcurtum"f which is 

a metaphor,

(36) Al-magaz is used for three meanings: elaboration, emphasis, and 

likeness. A.1-haqiqa occurs in the absence of these.
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(37) As for classifying simile under al-magaz this is because the 

two likes are approximately and by convention alike, not 

literally.

(38) Overt simile does not change the use of words. In saying, for 

example, Zaid is like a lion, and this news is known to everybody 

like the sun, one does not change the meaning of any word. If 

this were not the case then every tasbih in the world would be a 

magaz. This is impossible because tasbih is one of the 

meanings (in language) and has particles which indicate it. If 

the object of likeness is overtly stated speech becomes haqiqa, 

as is the case in most speech.

(39) Al-muhaqqiqun say that tasbih is a kind of haqiqa. Al-ZinganT 

said in Al-Mieyar: aLtasbih is not a magaz because it is one of 

the meanings (of language) and has words indicating it. It does 

not change the meaning of words from their objects, but it prepares 

the ground for istieara and tamtil because it is like a base to

them and they are like branches to it. According to the grammarians, 

what falls of it into the sphere of magaz is what is regarded as 

istieara (i.e. me ta phor).

(40) The Saih cIzz al-Din took a middle position: if it were with

a letter then it is haqiqa, but with its omission then it is magaz, 

as omission occurs in al-magaz.

(41) Poetry is the register of the Arabs. In it they recorded their 

genealogy and recounted their achievements and from it is learnt 

the (Arabic) language. It is their reference in understanding the 

Qur’an, the sayings of the Prophet, prayer and peace upon him, 

and the sayings of his followers and their followers.

(42) Al- As ma”7 never interpreted any poetry if it reflected anything in 

the Qur’an.
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(43) He did not speak about *asafat and a^afafc because the Qur’an 

has "rihuncasif. " He did not speak about God resurrecting the 

dead, nor about sahatahu and ashatahu because some read 

"favushitkum11 , nor about salaka al-tariq and aslakahu because 

the Qur’an has "ma salakkum. fi sagar," nor about fralada ila 

al- ardi and ahlada . nor about kanantu al-hadi£ and aknantuhu 

because the revealed verse has "baidun maknun" and "wama
.......... A .................................. " ........ 1

takinnu suduruhum. "

(44) He had so much scruple that he never interpreted anything from 

the Qur’an, or even from th?ordinary language that, had an 

equivalent or derivation in the Qur’an. This applied also to the 

Hadij; (the Prophet’s speech) by way of caution (i.e. showing 

respect for the Prophet).

V *

(45) The Arabs in the Gahiliyya lived according to the heritage inherited 

from their fathers regarding their languages, culture, religious 

practices and sacrifices. But the advent of Islam altered many 

states, changed religions, stopped practices, and transported 

language expressions with some additions of new rules and 

conditions so that what was last overlaid what came first, e.g. 

Islam mentions al-mu’min, al-muslim, alkafir. and al-munafig 

(the believer, the Moslem, the heretic, and the hypocrite).

(46) The Arabs derived a 1-mu’min from aman and iman (safety and 

belief), which is believing. To this the sarica added conditions 

and descriptions according to which the mu’min qualified as mu2 min. 

They also knew that kufr means only: to cover, to hide.

(47) As the likeness of vegetation after rain, whereof the growth is 

pleasing to the husbandman.

(QJ57,2O)

(48) The sower of the land is called kafir because when he sows the 

seeds in the earth he covers them.
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(49) The origin of kufr is the covering of a thing. Ai-kafir is so

called because heresy (kufr) has covered his heart. The Arabs 

call the sower kafir because he covers the sown seeds with the 

tilled earth.

(50) God, great be His praise, said "Upon us (resteth) the putting 

together thereof and the reading thereof” meaning collecting and 

reading it (the Qur’an). He further said ’’And when We read it, 

follow thou the reading” meaning if We formed something of it 

and gave it to you, then take it, embrace it, and do as it says.

(51) O ye who believe*. Render not vain your almsgiving by reproach 

and injury, like him who spendeth his wealth only to be seen of 

men and believeth not in Allah and the Last Day. His likeness is 

as the likeness of a rock whereon is dust of earth, a rainstorm 

smiteth it, leaving it smooth and bare.

And the likeness of those who spend their wealth in search of 

Allah's pleasure, and for the strengthening of their souls, is as 

the likeness of a garden on a height .. .

(0^2, 264-265)

(52) Al-safwan is plural, the singular of which is safwanah. al-pafat. 

AL=.g.aJfe, in the plural, is smooth stones. £&ldsix, and said (of 

earth and heads): that which has no growth.

Sirubwatin. rubwa: a rise in the land above the wadi.

(53) Would any of you like to have a garden of Palm-trees and vines, 

with rivers flowing underneath it, with all kinds of fruit for him 

therein; and oid age hath stricken him and he hath feeble off-spring 

and a fiery whirlwind striketh it and it is (all) consumed by fire.

(Q.2, 26 6)

(54) Al-,jcsar: wind that excites clouds. It is said also, that which 

has fire in it. Al-Zaggag said: it is the wind which starts from the 

earth like a column towards the sky.
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(55) Al~'icsar: violent wind which starts in the earth and rises like 

a fiery column towards the sky.

(56) Such is their likeness in the Torah and their likeness in the 

Gospel - like as sown corn that sendeth forth its shoot and 

strengtheneth it and riseth firm upon its stalk, delighting the 

sowers - that He may enrage the disbelievers with (the sight of) 

them.

(Q.48, 29)

(57) -Ahracra sata*ahu: produced offspring. . Of plants, astaJ a~. 

and mustiJ mean producing plantlets. azarahu. sawahu . i.e. 

became like the parent (plant). Istacdaz, craluga: became thick.

Istawa cala sucrihi: straightened on its stems. Al-sag is also 

the trunk of a tree.

(5 8) Abu CUbaida was the first to speak of magaz. by which he did not 

mean the converse of haqiqa but that which expresses the meaning 

of verse.

(59) The Qur’an was revealed in a clear Arabic tongue. Therefore, 

neither the fathers who heard its revelation nor those who came 

after them needed to inquire about its meaning because they spoke 

the same Arabic tongue. Their knowledge of it enabled them to 

understand it without needing to ask about its meanings, nor 

about its grammar, or the gist of it. The QuPan has what the 

Arabic language has of rare words, grammar, and inflection.

(60) Or like a rainstorm from the sky, wherein is darkness, thunder and 

the flash of lightning. They thrust their fingers in their ears by 

reason of the thunder-claps, for fear of death.

(Q.2, 19)

(61) Sayyib: rain, similar to' sayyid. It is from ?aba . vasubu. i.e. 
to make rain, cf. cA.lqama b. ^Abd.a: . . . sabat ... tasubu.
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(62) AbucUbaida was asked in the court of al-Fadl b. al-Rabieabout 

His saying, glory to Him, its crop is like the heads of devils, 

since threat and warning are done with what is known while this 

(image) is unknown. AbucUbaida answered that God, glory to 

Him, spoke to the Arabs the way they spoke themselves, and he 

quoted Imru’u al-Qays describing a threat of an unknown beast 

having teeth like the fangs of a qul. They all admired his answer 

He continued: when I returned to Ba§ra I wrote this book which I 

called Al-magaz.

(63) It is an allusion and simile.

(64) Drinking even as the camel drinketh.

(Q.56, 55)

(65) Al-him, the singular ahyam (of sand and cattle): their thirst is 

never quenched no matter how much they drink.

(66) Allah hath sealed their hearing and their hearts, and on their 

eyes there is a covering.

(Q.2, 7)

(67) The Accusative has terminated. As predicate, the word becomes 

Nominative: gasawatun, as if the comparison stated: (upon) 

their eyes (is) a covering.

(68) And if a wave enshroudeth them like awnings, they cry unto Allah, 

making their faith pure for Him only.

(Q.31, 32)

(69) The singular is zilla, from the intensity of the blackness of 

abundant and massive water.
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(70) Of them is (a kind) that goeth upon its belly.

(Q.24, 45)

(71) This is a simile because walking is not done with the belly but 

with feet. Mixing between what has feet and what has not is 

permissible in a similar way to saying "I ate bread and milk".

One does not say "I ate milk" but "I ate bread".

(72) And Allah it is who sendeth the winds and they raise a cloud; 

then We lead it unto a dead land and revive therewith the earth 

after its death. Such is the Resurrection.

(Q.35, 9)

(73) Fatutir. i.e. collects, brings and produces. The Arabs may 

replace fasugriahu (we drove it) with fanasucruhu (we shall drive 

it), along the lines of replacing fa.^aIna for naf Mu, as the poet 

has said: "... taru ... dafanu" in place of yatiru and yadfinu.

Al-nusur: the infinitive of al-nasir. The poet al-A^a said:

. • • al-nasir.

(74) Do you.not see that the language of the Tamlmiyyin in leaving ma 

without grammatical regimen may be imitated as that of the Higaziyyin 

This is because each of the two peoples has. their own standards of 

usage which may be imitated. You cannot refute either of these

two languages with the other because neither has any privileges 

over the other. Have you not heard the saying of the Prophet, 

prayer and peace be upon him, that "the Qur’an was revealed to me 

in seven versions, all of which are adequate and sufficient".

(75) And of what has had different interpretations which imams 

interpreted in their own languages resulting in two or more meanings 

he said, wa gad^w^la hgrdin gadirin was interpreted in three ways: 

some said "purposefully", some said "preventively", and others said 

"angrily and spitefully" .
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(76) From amongst the language experts, the first to write about this, 
i.e. about the meanings of Qur’an, was Abu c Ubaida Ma'mar 

Ibn-al -Mutanna followed by Qutrub b. -ai-Mustanir, then 

ckl-Ahfas. And from amongst the Kufivytn (i.e. the people'of

a 1-Kufa) was al-Klsa’i followed by al-Farra’.

(77) The reason behind writing a 1-Fhrra”s book about the meanings
c(of Qur’an) was that Umar (bn Bukairwas a friend of his and was 

accompanying (as an advisor) al-Hasan (bn Sahl. So, he ('Umar 

Ibn-Bukair) wrote to al-Farra’ saying: Sometimes Amir (prince) 

al-Hasan Ibn Sahl asks me about something in the Qur’an and I 

might not find a readily available answer. So, (it will be highly 

appreciated) if you can compile or write a book for me to which I 

can refer. Accordingly, al-Farra’ asked his friends to gather so 

that he might dictate them a book about the (meanings) of Qur’an.

(78) The likeness of those who disbelieve (in relation to the messenger) 

is as the likeness of one who calleth unto that which heareth 

naught except a sho.^t and cry.

(Q.2, 171)

(79) He attributed the similitude to the unbelievers, whom he likened 

to the shepherd, not to the sheep. The meaning, and God knows 

best, is that the unbelievers are like the animals whose understanding 

of what the shepherd tells them does not go beyond (hearing) his 

voice. They would not understand whether he bids them feed or 

drink. This is how the unbelievers react to the Qur’an and to

the Prophet‘s warning. Al-tasbih is conjoined to the shepherd,

but the reference is to the herd, on the pattern of "he fears you 
u a

hawfa al- asad like the fright of the lion , meaning as he fears a 

lion, since it is the lion which is known to be frightening.

(80) As they were frightened asses, fleeing from a lion?

(Q.74, 50-51)

(81) Al-Qaswara is said to be the hunters. Al-Kalbiyy said, it is the 

lion.
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(82) Such is their likeness in the Torah and their likeness in the 

Gospel - like as sown corn that sendeth forth its shoot and 

strengtheneth it and riseth firm upon its stalk.

(Q.48, 29)

(83) They are exemplified in the Bible as well as in the Qur’an,

and, it is said, also in the old and new Testaments. They are like 

plants producing sat’ahu and sa^uhu (plantlets): like wheat 

ears each grain of which produces ten, eight, and seven (of itself) 

the one strengthens the other. Hence His saying azarahu. 

meaning helped and strengthened him. 'Istagla^a: strengthened.

A single grain would not rise on its stalk. This is a proverb God, 

glory and praise to Him, mentioned to the prophet, prayer and 

peace upon him, who started out alone then He strengthened him 

with followers as He strengthened the grain with what grows from it.

(84) Or like a rainstorm from the sky, wherein is darkness, thunder 

and the flash of lightning.

(Q.2, 19)

(85) He likened darkness to their infidelity: the lightning, in the

light of which they walk trusting to faith, and thunder to the 

frightening threat mentioned in the Qur’an.

(86) Lo'. the likeness of Jesus with Allah is as the likeness of Adam.

(Q.3, 59)

(87) That is, he has no father and no mother. He is, therefore, more 

wondrous than Jesus. Then He said haiagahu (created him), but 

this does not relate adjectivally to Adam, as relations exist 

between indefinite nouns only. He created him from earth. The 

example is related in order to expand upon the similitude of Adam. 

The sentences are independent.

(88) The likeness of those who are entrusted with the Law of Moses, 

yet apply it not, is as the likeness of the ass carrying books.

(Q.62, 5)
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(89) Al- asfar: books of religious knowledge. He carries them not 

knowing their contents. Yafomul (to carry) may be related to ass, 

making the sentence similar in meaning to saying: like an ass 

carrying books. This is because what has “al " may be related 

adjectivally like saying: I shall not pass except bi al-ragul 

yaqulu jflalik (by the man saying that). This is equivalent to 

saying: bi al-ladi vaaulu jalik (by the one who says that).

(90) Their likeness is as the likeness of one who kindleth fire.

(Q.2, 17)

(91) The similitude is quoted in comparing the action not the men 

as such, this being a similitude of falseness. He said: they 

are like one who lights a fire. He did not say those who light

a fire. Had the simile referred to the men it would have been in 

the plural, like saying: “(they are) like bolstered wood", referring 

to their values and bodies; also like saying: “(they are) like 

empty palm trees", using the plural because he meant the men.

(92) He created man of clay like the potters.

(Q.55, 14)

(93) Al-salsal is mud mixed with sand making it porous, like 

earthenware. Salla and salsal similar to sarra and sarsara. 

i.e. the squeaking of a door. The Arabs repeat al-lam in the 

geminate forms, e.g. they say karkartu al-ragula instead of 

karartuhu (passed by him), and kabkabtuhu instead of kababtuhu.

(94) Al-sal^al: unglazed mud. All dry mud and earthenware is said 

to salla. salilan.

(95) Al-Ahfas said that every thing that gives sound is salsal, except
€

mud. Ibn Abbas interprets the word salpal as al-sal , i.e. 

the water that falls on the earth causing it to crack and as it 

(the water) dries, the earth has a sound; (If, for example, you 
rub some dry sand, it will sound]. This is the salsal .
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(96) There serve them youths of everlasting youth, whom, when thou 

seest, thou wouldst take for scattered pearls.

(Q.76, 19)

(97) Muhalladun: beautified and decorated, also said is mugarratun 

(i.e. wearing earrings);

Muhalladun: of permanent youth, never growing old. This is 

the more probable meaning, as the Arabs call the mature man with 

permanent black hair muhallad. It is also used of the man who
V

has grown all his teeth, as well as of youths who have permanent 

teeth.

(98) The similitude of His light is as a niche wherein is a lamp. The 

lamp is in a glass. The glass is as it were a shining star.

(Q.24, 35)

(99) Durr? and durriyy, with and without hamz, is from dara^a of 

planets when they fall like the stones with which the devil is 

stoned. In the tafsir, however, it is one of the planets Mercury, 

Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, or Mars. The Arabs may call the larger 

planets whose name they do not know al-darariyy, without hamz.

(100) And thereon ye will drink of boiling water, drinking even as the 

camel drinketh.

(Q.56, 54-55)

(101) Al-him are the camels afflicted with a disease making their thirst 

unquenchable. The singular is ahyam and the feminine haima3. 

Some Arabs say ha3im and the feminine ha3ima, the plurai being 

him. This is similar to ca3it and cit, also ha3il ht 1. The 11 u" 

was left out in him so that the " i11 does not become “n" .

(102) The day when they came forth from the graves in haste, as racing 

to a goal.

(Q.70, 43)
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(103) Al-A'mas and Asim have read: To na$b they hurry towards.

In this the word nasb means something erected. However,

Zaid bn Tabit has read it like this: To nusub they hurry up.

In this case nusub will mean gods, the gods they worshipped 

instead of Allah. Both are correct and the plural form is Jansab .

(104) Comparison is so common; it is an endless chapter.

(105) It will not be an exaggeration to say that it (comparison) is the 

most frequent device in their speech.

(106) Arabs use comparison in four different ways. They have the 

exaggerated comparison, the correct comparison, the convergent 

comparison and the divergent comparison. The last is not 

easily understandable and it might need interpretation. This is 

the least polished.

(107) The glass is as it were a shining star.

(Q.24, 35)

(108) Like unto hidden pearls. (Q,56, 23)

(109) Al-maknun means the well-guarded; one says kanantu something 

to mean that he has securely maintained it. * However, to say

aknantu something will mean that you have hidden it. An 

example of the latter is in the verse: 11 Or, in your hearts, you 

have hidden (aknantum) something” .

(110) Its crop is as it were the heads of devils.

(Q.37, 65)

(111) One of the ignorant heretics has objected to this verse; it 

likens the absent to the present. We have never seen satans1 

heads (the word by word translation of ru3us al-sayatin ), he 

argues. Accordingly, how can we use them in such a comparison.
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(112) However, about those who object, Allah (mighty and sublime be

He) said: "Nay, but they denied that, the knowledge whereof 

they could not compass, and whereof the interpretation (in events) 

has not yet come unto them".

(113) One interpretation is that, there is an ugly looking kind of tree 

called ‘Al-astan1 has a fruit called ru*us al-sayatin . This kind 

of tree is the one that al-Nabiga refers to in his saying: "its 

(nice) black lower parts do not harmoniously fit in with ‘Al-astan1."

(114) It is of more immediate appeal; Allah has drawn, in the hearts of 

people, a disgusting picture of satans and this is more eloquent 

than concrete view. Then, He (Allah) likened the tree to what is 

disgusting to everybody.

(115) Scholars of language have asserted that every rebel, whether he

is a human-being or jinn, is called saytan , and that when we say 

tasaytan we will mean that he has sinned and been wicked. An 

example of this is in the verse "devils of humankind and jinn". 

Another example is that of Al-ragiz when he says: I have seen 

her swallowing a snake; one satan has married another.

(116) The likeness of those who are entrusted with the Law of Moses, 

yet apply it not, is as the likeness of the ass carrying books.

(Q.62, 5)

(117) This verse: "The likeness of those who are entrusted with the

Law of Moses, yet apply it not, is as the likeness of the ass 

carrying books" explains clearly how they have feigned blindness 

to see the truth of Torah and how they have not obeyed its orders 

and gone beyond its limits, to the extent that they were just like

a donkey carrying books about the content of which he knows nothing

(118) Poetry writers who know no more about good poetry than camels.

It is a pity that a camel will never care what he carries, nor will 

he worry at what he carries.
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(119) From among the wonderful similes, from among the correct 

similes, the admired, the good, the extremely exaggerating.

(120) And know that comparison has limits; things can be similar in 

some aspects, but differ in others. However, a comparison is 

understood in its context. If one likens face to sun, it will 

mean that they are similar in brightness and elegance, not in 

being able to burn or in size.

(121) (Pure) as they were hidden eggs (of the ostrich).

(Q.37, 49)

(12 2) And Arabs liken women to an ostrich egg to mean they are similar 

in purity and beauty of colour. An example of this is found in 
this verse of poetry byal-Raci; "in her clothes she looks as if 

she were a white ostrich making a shield of her feathers around 

her body to protect herself from cold."

(123) And Arabs liken a woman to sun, moon, branch, deer, wild cow, 

white cloud, pearl and egg. In each of these cases a particular 

aspect is meant.

(124) And thou seest the hills thou deemest solid flying with the flight 

of clouds.

(Q.27, 88)

(125) Because of her elegant easy moving (passing). Al-A^sa says in 

this verse of poetry: In her walking from her neighbour’s house to 

hers, she looks as if she were flying with the flight of clouds; no 

delay, no rush.

(126) The greatness of Qur’an can only be understood by those who have 

the deep insight, broad knowledge and understanding of Arabs’ 

ways of structuring their speech.

(127) Lo‘. it tnroweth up sparks like the castles, (or) as it might be 

camels of bright yellow hue.

(Q.77, 3 2-33)
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(128) Who reads this as al-qasr will mean hall of the well which 

Arabs living in desertsbuild. But who reads it as al-qa^ir 

will mean the date-palm trunks, i.e. the sparks are likened to 

the date-palm trunks in amount, and to the black camels in 

colour; Arabs call the black camels ^ufran as in this verse of 

poetry; From those I get my horse and my mount; the young are 

yellow like raisins. This means that they are black but they 

were called sufran because their black colour has a trace of 

yellow. This is similar to calling the white deer 'adm because 

their whiteness has a trace of darkness.

(129) Regarding figure of speech, misinterpretation is so common and 

interpreters have gone in different directions using different 

approaches in their interpretations.

(130) In Torah it is stated that "Allah (glorified and exalted be He) has 

blessed and purified the seventh day as on that day He had rest 

after he had completed his creation" . Essentially, to have a 

rest will imply that you have undergone something which caused 

you to get tired and because of that you have a rest. However, 

this can be expanded; al - istiraha which literally means having 

a rest, might also include being free of duty after you have been 

involved in it.

(131) The likeness of those who disbelieve (in relation to the messenger) 

is as the likeness of one who calleth unto that which heareth naught 

except a shout and cry.

(Q.2, 171)

(132) Some of the language scholars conceived the verse: "The likeness 

of those who disbelieve (in relation to the messenger) is as the 

likeness of one who calleth unto that which heareth naught except 

a shout and cry" as an inversion. Literally, the unbelievers in 

this verse are likened to the shepherd. But what is meant is to 

liken the unbelievers to the sheep shouted at by the shepherd.
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(133) For whoso ascribeth partners unto Allah, it is as if he had 

fallen from the sky.

(Q.22, 31)

(134) This is a simile given by Allah regarding those who do not

believe in Him to show how far from guidance they are and how great 

is their entire loss.

(135) One says that one thing is mUJu another and it is

just as saying one thing is sibhn another and it is sabahuhu .

In both cases what is meant is that one thing is similar to another 

and is its similitude. However, ma^al and mital might mean 

the appearance and description of something .. . When one says

maj^taltu something to you, what is meant will be that I have 

described that thing to you.

(136) Its crop is as it were the heads of devils.

(Q.37, 65)

(137) Al-§ayatin are ugly snakes with light weight bodies ... In this 

verse of poetry Al-rajiz says: "A head-covered woman (Ageer) who 

swears whenever I do, she looks as if she were saytan of 

‘al-ftamat , I imagine.'*

Al-hamat is a kind of tree. When Arabs look at an ugly scene 

they say it looks like saytan of al-hama^ to mean the snake that 

hides in this kind of tree.

(13 8) And (they) follow that which the devils falsely related against . ., 

(Q.2, 102)

(139) The devils did not bring it down. (Q.26, 210)

(140) If something is ugly it is likened to al-sayatin , e.g. one says 

that it looks as if it were the face of saytan or the head of saytan 

Of course, saytan cannot be seen but it is known to be the most 

ugly thing one would imagine, and if it were to be seen he would 

have looked extremely ugly.
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(141) See n. 47 in this part.

(142) By the word 1 al-kuffar he means the farmers whose

hiding of seeds when they sow them in soil is similar to the 

unbelievers' hiding of the truth or of the favours of Allah (might/ 

and sublime be He).

(143) Their works are as ashes which the wind bloweth hard upon a 

stormy day.

(Q.14, 18)

(144) He meant a day the wind of which is so stormy. However, the 

word wind was omitted from the last part of this verse because 

it was mentioned in the first part, and so it was understood to 

be meant.

(145) Arabs use a word in place of another. This happens if one word 

is a cause of, contiguous to, or similar to another. An example 

of this is to call the plant naw3 because the latter is a cause of 

the former as in Ruba's saying "And the anwa ''for which clouds 

are provision (i.e. provide with water) have become dry" by which 

he means that herbs have become dry.

Also rain is called sky because it falls down from the sky as in this 

saying: "we have been walking in sky until we got here", to mean 

that we have been coming while it was raining. This also can be 

seen in this verse of poetry: "When sky falls on some people's 

fields . we pasture it even if they were angry", which means 

when rain falls .. .

They also say that earth has smiled when the plant grows out of it. 

This is because the appearing of the plant out from earth is as 

nice as the appearing of the beautiful front-teeth which appear 

when somebody opens his mouth with a laugh. Also, the buds 

of date-palmswhen they come out are called the buds of laughing 

because they look like the nice-looking front-teeth in their 

whiteness. Also, one says: I have got the waterskin sweat from 

somebody, to mean that he caused me a lot of trouble and distress.
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The origin of this is that when one carries a waterskin he gets 

tired and his body gives off sweat and particularly through the 

forehead. Because of that, the waterskin sweat is used 

whenever one wants to express being so tired or distressed; 

people say: we have got the forehead sweat from Mr. X.

(146) If you ask somebody who objects to describing a wall he has seen 

and which was about to collapse, he will say nothing but it was 

so close to collapsing, or it was very near to collapsing, or it 

was at the edge of collapsing. Whatever he says, he has made 

the wall a subject, and I do not think that he can express such 

meaning without such words in any of the (non-Arabs’)

languages. Also, Arabs say: "In the fields of Mr. X there are trees 

which are shouting", to mean that the trees are so tall that their 

being tall is notable to whoever looks at these trees. The idea 

behind this comparison is that the trees make themselves visible 

just as the shouting person makes himself audible by shouting.

(147) The Qur’an has come in Arabic; its words, meanings, style's of succinct 

phrasing, and ways of elongation in wording. These are used to 

stress something, to allude to some meaning with the aim of making

it more understandable, and to exemplify things which are less 

graspable. If the Qur’an was so bare as to be equally understandable 

by both the ignorant and the knowledgeable, no body would have 

been preferred over the others, there would have been no trial, and 

skilfulness would have vanished. The deep-under-surface ideas 

are those which need skilfulness and competence to discern them.

But the easily discerned ideas associate with incompetence and 

laziness.

(148) Those who object to the use of magaz in the Qur’an have asserted 

that Qur’an has made untrue statements; the wall never wants and 

the community is never shattered as stated in the verse: "How many 

a community ... We (Allah) have shattered". Such objection is 

the strongest evidence for ignorance, bad insight, and inability to
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understand in those who have made it. If using ma§az is 

making untrue statements, and if associating an action with a 

non-animal is invalid, then all our speech is invalid. We say: 

herbs grow, the tree gets tall, the flower blooms, the mountain 

stands up, and the price went down. We also say: this action 

was taken by you. In effect, the action has not occurred; it is you 

who have caused it to occur. And the verse states that "as the 

matter intends (literal translation)", but the matter does not 

intend; it is someone who intends to do it. In another verse 

it is stated that "their commerce did not prosper (make profit)" , 

but commerce does not make profit; profit is made from it.

Still another verse states that "and they came with false blood on 

his shirt", but the blood was not false; it was used as an evidence 

to make false statements.

(149) Arabs have in their speech the figurative expressions which are 

ways of speaking. They have metaphor, simile, inversion, 

postponing, preceding, omission, repetition, concealing, 

declaring, insinuation, explicit mentioning, implicit mentioning, 

addressing the individual in the way of addressing the group, 

addressing the group in the way of addressing the individual, 

addressing the individual in the way of addressing the couple, 

giving the general to mean the special, and giving the special

to mean the general.

(150) With all this, the Qu?an was revealed. Accordingly, no translator 

can translate it (with all the connotations of its verses) to any 

language as has been done in translating the Bible from its native 

language to Greek and Ethiopic, and in translating the Torah and 

Al-Zabur and all Allah’s holy Books to Arabic. This is 

because all the non-Arab languages are not as rich in figurative 

expressions as Arabic.
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(151) To make things easy, he gave orders to let every people read 

(the Qur’an) in their own accent and in the way they were used 

to. For example, al-Huflftli (anybody from the tribe called 

Htyjail) pronounces the word hatta (which means until) as 

catta~ because it is easy for him to pronounce it this way.

And al-Asadi (anybody from the tribe called Asad) pronounces 

the words ti*ilmun and ti^lam and tiswaddu wuguh. and alam 

ichad ilavkum. And, al-Tamimi r (anybody from the tribe 

called 'Tamim ) pronounces al-hamza , but al-Qurasi 

(anybody from the tribe called Quraj s ) skips over it. One 

of another tribe might read the words qil and giql (which 

respectively mean ’was said' and 'was caused to vanish') by 

stressing the vowel al-kasr , and reads "our goods was back 

(ffuddatfr to us" by stressing the two vowels al-kasr and 

al-tfamma . Also, by somebody else, the expression "why

do not you trust us ( malaka la ta3manna )" might be read by 

suggesting the vowel 'u' while carefully doubling the 'h' 

sound . However, these are not easy to every tongue.

(152) If every group (tribe) was to give up the language they got used 

to throughout their life, they would have found that very difficult 

and a lot of problems would have been faced. And, even if this 

were to be achieved, it would have needed a lot of physical 

practice and giving up a lot of habits. Because of this, Allah 

meant to make things easy for people by giving them the 

opportunity to choose both between languages and between 

pronunciations.

(153) Every thing has an opposite which explains it; white is the 

opposite of black, death is the opposite of life, and day is the 

opposite of night.

(154) Ibn Sida said that al-ft idd and Al-dadid both mean the opposite

of something and the plural form is al-aftdad . Ibn al-A’rabi said 

that nidd means what is similar and d.iddmeans the opposite.
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(155) It is one of the Arabs' ways of naming to give the same name 

to the thing and its opposite, e.g. calling both the black and 

white frawri,

(156) This kind of word is the rare, subtle, wonderful kind in the 

Arabs' speech.

(157) Some people have denied that Arabs use the same word to mean 

the thing and its opposite. However, this is not right; those 

who asserted that Arabs called the sword muhannadan and the 

horse tarfan are those who asserted that Arabs used the same 

word to the thing and its opposite. About that we have written

a book in which we have explained their argument which we have 

proved to be wrong.

(15 8) Semantics of Words

(159) Know that in their speech they have different words for the 

different meanings, different words for the same meaning, and 

the same word for different meanings ... An example of the 

last, is that of using the word wagad^ to mean strong feeling, 

and also to mean that I have found something lost. There are 

many examples of this .

(160) If the same word is used for two opposite meanings, that word 

must have originally been associated with only one of those 

meanings, then the two meanings were confounded by way of 

expansion. An example of this is calling both day and night

sarfm because each of them is cut off from the other, i.e. each 

follows the other with no clear cut-off point. However, both 

originate in the same meaning, i.e. cutting.

(161) If the same word was given to two opposite meanings, it cannot 

be the case that Arabs have conceived both meanings to be 

equivalent. It is just that one meaning was associated with the 

word by one tribe, and the other meaning was associated with the
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word by another tribe. Then, the tribes heard each other 

and each of them borrowed the meaning of the other. For 

example, the word dawn was used by an Arab tribe to mean 

white, and it was also used by another tribe to mean black , 

then one group has taken from the other.

(162) This should not be intentional or original; it is the result of 

mixing up different languages, or it may be that a word was 

associated with a particular meaning and it was incidentally 

used to mean something else then it was used over and over 

again for the latter meaning to the extent that it became as if 

it were originally associated with it.

(163) It is used to mean both day and night. An example of using it 

to mean the day time is in this verse of poetry:

He kept all night saying it got dark until darkness vanished and 

the day light came.

An example of using it to mean night is in God's saying "it has 

become like al-sarim " to mean that it has burned and, as a 

result, became as black as night.

(164) The people of falsehood, lie fabrication and contempt for Arabs.

(165) The people of falsehood, lie fabrication and contempt for Arabs , 

think that Arabs have done this because of their lack of wisdom 

and eloquence and because of the frequently happening confusion 

in their conversation.

(166) A part of the Arabs' speech explains another and the beginning

of a sentence might link up with its end. However, to understand 

their speech, you have to consider it in its context. A word 

might have two opposite meanings but once it is used for one of 

those meanings, there should exist in the context, either before 

or after the word itself, what indicates the intended meaning for 

the word in that context. For example, in this verse of poetry: 

"Apart from death, every thing is trivial; however, everybody
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goes about hopefully", the word galal was used to mean 

trivial although it has another meaning (great) but the intended 

meaning was understood from what has been said before and 

following that word in the verse.

(167) Allah (mighty and sublime be He) said: "But those who knew 

that they would meet their Lord.. .He meant those who are 

sure about that. Allah did not at all mean to praise some people 

for their being sceptical about their return to Allah. Also, Allah 

said talking about Yunus: "And (mention) Dhu'n-Nun, when he 

went off in anger and deemed that Vfe had no power over him".

In this verse Allah meant that Yunus has hoped for this: no 

Muslim would think that Yunus was convinced that Allah had no 

power over him.

(16 8) These are they who purchase error at the price of guidance, so 

their commerce doth not prosper.

(Q.2, 16)

(169) One says I bought something to mean that I paid for it and got it; 

this is the common meaning. However, one can use the same 

word 'Istaraytu (which commonly means I bought as pointed out) 

to mean I sold something.

(170) Some interpreters said: This means that they sold guidance for 

(the trivial price of) misguidance. Some of the language experts 

assert that Arabs consider the preferring of something to another 

to be in the same rank as buying it. A poet says:

You preferred hair to the bald head, the pleated (i.e. problematic) 

route to the clear one, and the short life to the long one just as a 

Muslim buys when he converts to Christianity.

(171) The similitude of His light is as a niche wherein is a lamp.

(Q.24, 35)
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(172) She turns her beautiful eyes which are as nice as two lamps 

in two niches.

(173) (This lamp is) kindled from a blessed tree, an olive neither of 

the East nor of the West.

(Q.24, 35)

(174) An olive neither of the East nor of the West.

(175) This means that, it is not eastern and it is not western, but

it is both; The sun’s rays reach it during both sunrise and sunset 

and because of that, its oil will be of superior quality.

(176) Some interpreters say; Allah (mighty and sublime be He) has 

described a green tree blooming surrounded by other trees the 

shadow of which prevents s unrays reaching that tree during both 

sunrise and sunset.

(17 7) This interpretation refutes the earlier one; it asserts that the 

sunrays reach this tree during neither of those two times.

(17 8) Then a visitation came upon it while they slept, And in the 

morning it was as if plucked.

(Q.68, 19-20)

(179) Night is called al-sarim and day also is called al-sarim 

because each of them is chopped off from the other, i.e. each 

follows the other with no clear cut-off point.

(180) "It became like al-sarTm , i.e. it became as black as night. 

Zuhair said; As I called on him at night (al-sarim). I found him 

sitting down with his friends. By night here he meant before 

the day light appears.

(181) "Giving the same word to two opposite meanings"

(182) Al-sarim is the night and it is also the day; each of them is 

chopped off from the other.
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(183) It is one of the Arabs1 famous techniques.

(184) Al-sarim is the day because it has followed (was chopped off 

from) night. Al-sarim is also the night because it has followed 

(was chopped off from) the day time. However/ we do not 

consider this to be ‘pidd1.

(185) See n. 1271 in this part.

(186) Al-sufr are the black camels; you never see a black camel 

without a trace of yellow colour spreading over his body and 

that is why Arabs called the black camels' sufran. This is 

similar to their calling the deer adaman 'because their whiteness 

is confounded with darkness. An example of this is in this 

verse of poetry by Abu Ubaid:

From those I get my horse and my mount; they are sufran' in 

colour like raisins.

By sufran here he meant black. (cf. no. 128).

(187) Sufr means black. One says: that the camel is asfar if his 

body is black and his ears, nose, armpits and legs are yellow.

(188) .. • whom the devil hath prostrated by (his) touch.

(Q.2, 275)

(189) Al-habit is the sleeper and it is also used to mean who claps or
•v’ »

strikes his hands together. One also says that somebody 

^abata the mud to mean that he was encamped in mud. One 

also says that somebody habata the camel to mean that he hit*r '*
the camel. However, every thing you hit by hands is said to 

have been habit (i.e. have been hit).
V *

(190) Baddala something means that he has brought about some changes 

in. Tabdil something means making changes in it, and Istabdala 

something means he has replaced it by another. This means 

that, essentially, al-tabdil is to make the thing different from 

its initial state, but al-ibdal is to put something in place of 

another.
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(191) The necessary condition for al-badal is to put something in 

the place of another.

(192) One of the things that Arabs used to do is to use one letter in 

place of another. The word madahahu (which means praised 

him) can be written as madahahu- and the word rifall

which means a long tail can be written as rifann.

This is well known and many scientists (language experts) 

have written about it.

(193) The existence of al-ibdal (i.e. using one letter in place of 

another) does not imply that Arabs have meant, intentionally, 

to do that. It is the case that for a particular meaning a given 

word was used in the language of one tribe, and for the same 

meaning the language of another tribe has associated another 

word which was almost similar to the word used by the other 

except in one letter.

(194) The evidence for this is that, the same tribe did not pronounce

a word attaching al-hamza to it on one occasion and removing 

it on another. Also, the same tribe never use the letter 

al-sin' instead of the letter -al-sad , or change the letter lam 

(attached to words for specification) to the letter mim . Nor 

did they change the letter al-hamza ' at the beginning of a word 
to the letter cayn as in pronouncing the word an as can . None 

of these is found in the same tribe-language; one way is found 

in one tribe’s language and the other way is found in another 

tribe’s language.

(195) If the two letters are not so close as regards their point of 

articulation, using one instead of the other cannot be considered to 

be substitution as when one changes a letter of a word

pronounced in the mouth by a letter from a word pronounced in

the throat.
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(196) This is the sort of thing which happens rarely, when, for 

example, one uses the letter al-ya3 instead of the letter

al-lam just because he does not like doubling of sounds.

It is not regular. Examples of these are to be found in one's 

saying tasarraytu (i.e. pretended to be happy), tazannaytu 

(i.e. pretended to be indoubt), and tagas^aytu (i.e. followed 

up a certain story). Also, in the word asnatu the letter 'ta1 

was originally ya* but they changed it because they wanted 

a letter easier to pronounce.

(197) Then We inspired Moses, saying: Smite the sea with thy staff.

And it parted, and each part was as a mountain vast.

(Q.26, 63)

(198) Al-lam and al-ra3 (two letters) can be used instead of each 

other; Arabs say falaff or faraq to mean the morning.

(199) Which pelted them with stones of baked clay, And made them 

like green crops devoured (by cattle).

(Q.105, 4-5)

(200) Darbun siggil or darbun siggin means violent. Siggil and 

siggin are the same in meaning. An example of the use of this

word is in this verse of poetry by Ibn Muqbil:

His men strike the heads (probably of their enemies), from 

whatever direction they come, so bravely that their striking is 

strongly sigginan' . recommended by heroes.

Also, in this verse of poetry another example is found:

"Heavy striking which is so strong siggilan' in war.

(201) And coin for them the similitude of the life of the world as water 

which We send down from the sky, and the vegetation of the earth 

mingleth with it and then becometh dry twigs that the winds scatter

(Q.18, 46)
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(202) One says: The wind scattered cjarat' the ash. One also 

can say taflyuhu or tadrihi to mean it scatters. And, one 
says jftrwan or c^arian to mean scattering. Ibn Mascud 

and Ibn Abbas have read the sentence "the wind scatters it" 

as tadrihi al~rih .——--w—* ” .............

(203) Tadruhu al-rivah is derived from "darawtu and daravtu ; 

each of the two is used.

(204) Thus Allah coineth (the similitude of) the true and the false. 

Then, as for the foam, it passeth away as scum upon the banks 

while, as for that which is of use to mankind, it remaineth in 

the earth. Thus Allah coineth the similitudes.

(Q.13, 17)

(205) The word gufay was read by Ru’ba as guta* . Also one says 

The wind has scattered ;^atal or gafal the leaves. And one 

says: The falling leaves 'gate la or gafala ,
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Part Two

(1) The first thing in this connection is to consider the aspects 

which must be treated as primary and which must be dealt with 

before any others which point to the meanings that are contained 

in the verses of the Qur’an. Without knowledge of them, 

ambiguity arises for those not proficient in Arabic philology 

and for those who have not mastered the workings of various 

aspects of the natural spoken forms of language.

(2) O ye who believe I Render not vain your almsgiving by reproach 

and injury, like him who spendeth his wealth only to be seen of 

men and believeth not in Allah and the Last Day. His likeness is 

as the likeness of a rock whereon is dust of earth, a rainstorm 

smiteth it, leaving it smooth and bare.

(Q.2. 64)

(3) safwan: the word is both Singular and Plural, although some

regard it as Plural, stating that the Singular would be safwana. 

classinq it with: tamra, tamr .; nahla, nahl. Those who—— ——— g v

regard it as a Singular, give, as the Plural, sif/sufwan, sufiy and 

sifiy. cf. the following line of verse: 

the alighting of the birds upon the sufiy.

safwan: and safa - smooth stones, wabil: a heavy downpouring 

of rain; cf. the line of Imru'ual-Qays: sacatan .... wabil ....

The conjugation of the word is: wabal yabil wablan ...

said: used of stones, it means: solid, having no vegetation upon

it; used of a region, it would suggest a plantless region.

Used of the head, it would imply (total) baldness.

(4) And He it is Who sendeth the winds as tidings heralding His mercy 

till, when they bear a cloud heavy (with rain), We lead it to a 

dead land, and then cause water to descend thereon and thereby 

bring forth fruits of every kind. Thus bring We forth the dead.

(0,7, 57)
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(5) Nasr; gently blowing auspicious winds which scatter the 

clouds, driving them along.

(6) jjDn the day when the earth and the hills rockj and the hills

become a heap of running sand.

(Q.73, 14)

(7) (Grammatically), the word al-mahll (which means the thing 

being poured down) is an object in one’s saying "I poured down 

the sand, or I poured it down". This happens when one scratches 

the bottom of a pile of sand causing its top to pour down on its 

bottom. In this connection Arabs have two forms (i.e. two 

ways of deriving words); (for the sand, or any thing else, that 

undergoes such an action) they say mahil or mahvul just as 

they say makil or makyul (which both mean the thing being 

measured). Another example can be found

in this verse of poetry:

Your people have thought that you are a master, but the fact is 

that you are an ordinary ( magyun which could have been replaced 

by magin ) person.

(8) Say: Shall we cry, instead of unto Allah, unto that which neither 

profiteth us nor hurteth us, and shall we turn back after Allah hath 

guided us, like one bewildered whom the devils have infatuated

in the earth.

(Q.6, 71)

(9) _ Istahwathu: X; the root is hawa . yahwi.

Ha yaran: the adjectival form from hara , yahar, hTratan. hayranan 

^ayruratan, meaning to stray.The word is here diptote, as are all 

forms fa lan, where the feminine is fa6la.

(10) Those who swallow usury cannot rise up save as ne ariseth whom 

the devil hath prostrated by (his) touch.

(Q.2, 275)
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(11) riba: increase; IV arba yurbi irba’an, to excel another ; 

one says a thing raba if it overtops .

raba, yarbu rabwan, to 6X006(1,6X061, overtop, to increase 

beyond its former state.

rabiya is so called, since it overtops the surrounding land; 

a man is said to be fi riba of the tribe when he is conspicuous 

by his nobility.

arba. thus: to cause to increase; murbi: increasing the sum 

which was owed to him; the increase placed upon an original debt 

is the consideration for the extension in the time allowed for 

settling the debt beyond the original date when it should have 

been repaid.

(12) The day when they come forth from the graves in haste, as racing 

to a goal.

(Q.70, 43)

(13) In saving yufidun, al-lfad means going swiftly, as in the line:

... an ostrich. ♦. mifadan... in search of refuge.

He says: seeking a place of refuge, thus a 1-if ad means speed. 

Ru’ba said: they made us go cala awfad.

(14) In saying Ila, .nubbin vufidun, a I-if ad means going swiftly, as in 

the line: I shall describe an ostrich mifadan. ...

(15) vufiduna means they go swiftly. Ru’ba says: 

they made us go gala awfad.

(16) As they were frightened asses fleeing from a lionl

(Q.74, 5 0-51)

(17) It is correct to say in my view that the two renderings are well- 

known and both are correct in meaning. The reader would be 

correct in choosing either reading. Al-Farra’ maintains that the 

fatha and dam ma are commonly interchanged in the speech of the 

Arabs. He cites the line: Hold your donkey, it is mustanfir . . .
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(18) And of His portents are the ships, like banners on the sea,

(Q.42, 32)

(19) Al-gawari is the plural of gariya: they are the ships which 

sail the sea.

(20) Lo! it throweth up sparks like the castles, (Or) as it might 

be camels of bright yellow hue.

(Q,77, 32-33)

(21) She is like a Roman tower, built solidly with plaster, mortar 

and stone.

(22) A similitude of those who disbelieve in their Lord: Their works 

are as ashes which the wind bloweth hard upon a stormy day.

(Q.14, 18)

(23) The specialists have supplied different explanations for the Nom. 

of ma^alu: some of the scholars of Basra say this is as though 

God said, "and among the stories which We relate to you is the 

similitude...." He proceeds to interpret the verse on the pattern 

of "the likeness of Paradise is ..." which is of frequent occurrence 

Some of the Kufans said the likeness is actually made between the 

actions of the unbelievers and the ashes, but the Arabs give the 

noun greater priority, as being more familiar, then follow that

with mention of the predicate. The verse means then "The likeness 

of the actions of the unbelievers is as ashes.. ."

(24) And when thou seest them their figures please thee; and if they 

speak thou givest ear unto their speech. (They are) as though 

they were blocks of wood in striped cloaks.

(Q.6 3, 4)

(25) The Readers have disagreed as to the reading of h s b :

some read husub, as though arguing that that is the plural of the 

plural: hasaba - pi. hisab. pi. husub. as is done with:
w w w

~ pi. timar, pi. tumur

husub might also be explicable as a pi. of hasaba : husb/ Tjusub 

cf. aka ma : ukum/ukm
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(26) These are two well-known readings (based upon) two approved 

pronunciations. Thus, whichever the Reader prefers to recite 

is correct. Pronouncing the middle consonant with zero vowel in 

the plurals of words having the singular form fucula (pi. full) in 

nouns (names) is more frequent among the Arabs. For example,
* V

they render the plural of badana : as budn; aflama : as ,.

(27) The likeness of that which they spend in this life of the world

is as the likeness of a biting, icy wind which smiteth the harvest 

of a people who have wronged themselves, and devastateth it.

(Q.3, 117)

(28) The comparison is to what the infidel gives as alms to ingratiate 

himself and draw closer to God. He is a denier of the oneness 

of God and he is a disbeliever with regard to Muhammad (PBUH).

The giving of alms gains him nothing so long as he remains an 

infidel. The giving of alms is thus ephemeral and yields no 

benefits like the wind with hail-stones blighting the crops.

By hart he means the crops which a people had hoped to harvest 

and the benefit which would be yielded.

(29) Lo’. it is a tree that springeth in the heart of hell, Its crop 

is as it were the heads of devils.

(Q.37, 64-65)

(30) As if the fruit of this tree (meaning the zaqqum tree) with its 

ugliness and loathsomeness is as ugly as the heads of devils.

(31) If the question arose: what is the basis of the comparison between 

the fruit of this tree and the ugliness of the heads of devils when 

we have no knowledge of how ugly devils’ heads are? the answer 

is that we represent one thing in terms of another so that the term 

designated is defined by the designator when the designator shares 

similarity with the reality it represents and when we know that the 

designated term shares similarity with either or both of them. It is 

known that the people addressed by this verse are idolators who did 

not know what the zaqqum tree is or what devils’ heads are, and who 

had never seen one or other of them.
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(32) As to the zaqqum tree, God has described it by mentioning it 

to them and by explaining it till they understood what it was 

and what it looked like. He said:. ..

And thus their eyes were opened to it. As to the comparison 

of the fruit with the heads of devils, there are various 

interpretations. According to one, God compared the fruit 

of the tree with devils’ heads, along similar lines to the usage 

current among the people addressed by the verse, i.e. people 

accustomed to using 'like a devil' when they wished to 

exaggerate the ugliness of something.

(33) .... like a devil ...

(34) As to comparing its fruit with devils' heads.

(35) Already have W@ urged unto hell many of the jinn and humankind, 

having hearts wherewith they understand not, and having eyes 

wherewith they see not, and having ears wherewith they hear not. 

They are as the cattle-nay, but they are worse.

(Q.7, 179)

(36) Deaf, dumb, blind, therefore they have no sense.

(Q-2, 171)

(37) The Arabs say that of someone who refrains from the use of one of 

his limbs to suit the needs of the occasion. Along these lines, 

Miskin al-Darim/ says:

I become blind if my lady neighbour comes out and stay so until 

she is decently covered. I close my ears to what goes on 

between them .. .

He described himself in having given up sight and hearing as 

becoming blind and deaf. This is common in the speech and 

verse of the Arabs.
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(38) Those unto whom they pray beside Allah respond to them not 

at all, save as (is the response to) one who stretcheth forth

his hands toward water (asking) that it may come unto his mouth, 

and it will never reach it.

(Q.13, 14)

(39) The plea a person makes to gods does not yield any benefit to 

him and is as futile as someone extending his hands to the water 

without lifting it in a cup to his lips unless in making the plea 

he elevates himself towards God. The reference is to water 

and the person holding it. The Arabs refer to the person who 

strives for what he cannot get as someone who holds water.

Some of the Arabs said: ... I miss you, but you and I are like

the one who holds water and whose fingers do not quench his 

thirst. By this is meant that his hand holds nothing more than 

that of a person who holds water, because the person who holds 

water holds nothing (unless he raises the w’ater to his lips).

It is also said: What affection there was between me and her 

has become like someone who holds water in his hands.

(40) The person who extends his hands to hold the water in order to 

raise it to his lips will not achieve that and will not quench his 

thirst with his fingers.

(41) An inspiration from God.

(42) And He taught Adam all the names, (Q.2, 31)

(43) By ’all the names' is meant the names of things which had been 

named. If asked what the meaning is of 'His teaching of the 

names of things which had been named’, I would answer showing 

him the species He has created and teaching him that this is 

called a horse and this is called a camel and so on, teaching 

him their conditions and the religious and worldly benefits 

associated with them.
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(44) And Allah it is Who sendeth the winds and they raise a cloud; 

then We lead it unto a dead land and revive therewith the earth 

after its death. Such is the Resurrection.

(Q-35, 9)

(45) If you asked: Why is fa -tutiru in the present form regardless

of what comes before (arsala - past) and after it? I would answer 

that this is done in order to relate a condition in which the winds 

move the clouds. This evokes as present the magnificent image 

which points to the power of the Almight. This occurs with verbs 

which are used to distinguish and specify a condition which might 

astonish or concern the addressee. Ta’abbata Sarran said:

I have met gul tahwa (present verb as above).

(46) Then, even after that, your hearts were hardened and became as 

rocks, or worse than rocks, for hardness.

(Q.2, 74)

(47) Why is it said asadduqaswa while the verb from al-gaswa is used 
to derive afcal as the elative and the verb of wonder. To that I 

would reply, this is so because this form is more indicative and 

explanatory of the extreme degree of hardening. Another aspect 

of this phenomenon relates to the fact that the meaning of 'more 

hardened* is not intended. The intention is to attribute an 

extreme degree to 'hardening' as in: istaddat gaswat al-higara 

(the hardness of the stone increased) and gulubuhum asaddu 

gaswatan (their hearts have become even more hardened).

(48) He sendeth down water from the sky, so that valleys flow according 

to their measure, and the flood beareth (on its surface) swelling 

foam).

(Q.13, 17)

(49) If it is asked why awdiva is in the indefinite, I would answer that 

this is because the rain comes only from the bottom one valley to 

another. Some of these overflow while others do not.
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(50) Or like a rainstorm from the sky, wherein is darkness, thunder 

and the flash of lightning.

(Q.2, 19)

(51) Savvib is in the indefinite to relay the meaning of a type of hard 

torrential rain.

(52) These things are mentioned in the indefinite to relay that what 

is meant are 'types' of these things as in zulumat dagiya 

(darkness of the pitch-dark type) and racdun gas if (thunder of the 

booming type) and barqun hat if (lightning of the fleeting type).

(53) Al-sama3 (the heavens) is used in the definite to negate the idea 

that what comes from the heavens comes from one horizon among 

many, because every horizon and every layer is the heavens.

The meaning is 'heavy cloud' covering all the horizons of the 

heavens, as with sayyib. This is an exaggeration in construction, 

form and indefiniteness.

(54) See No. 10 in this part.

(55) Tahabbut a 1 -saytan is widely believed by the Arabs. They
¥ ....... J -

believe that a man is possessed by the devil and he is thus 

demented and deranged. Al-habt means striking unevenly as in 

habtual-aswa3(at random) which conforms with early Arab beliefs.V •

(56) See No. 16 in this part.

(5 7) There is nothing to see comparable to the fear of wild donkeys

and their galloping flight when scared by something. Therefore, 

most of the comparisons the Arabs made in describing camels 

and their endurance in walking, involved comparing them with 

donkeys and their galloping when approaching water or scenting 

a hunter.

(5 8) The likeness of those who disbelieve (in relation to the messenger) 

is as the likeness of one who calleth unto that which heareth naught 

except a short and cry.

(Q.2, 171)
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(59) Al-naciq is making sounds as in navaga al-mu3a^inu (the 

muezzin called); nacaqa a.1-raei bi l-da’n (the shepherd called 

his flock). Al-Ahtal said: fa-nciq ... (call your herd, oh 

Garir).

(60) See No. 18 in this part.

cr — —(61) Kal-a lam means like mountains. Al-3j£nsa’ said: 

ka-3annahucalamun fi ra1sihi naru the is like a flag with fire at its head).

(62) Although he was modern, they do not use him as sahid. He 

is an Arab philologist, so treat what he says as if he narrated.

The philologists say the evidence for this is al-hamasa. His- * «.
readers are convinced as they accept what he reports.

(63) In zamahsari's and other people’s discussions and writings, 

citations from the poetry of Abi Tammam occur and in the book 

a 1-Idah by al-Farisi as well. He maintained that citation is 

nearly repeating what has been reported from the Arabs. In 

doing so he has not violated Arabic conventions.

(64) One cites the poetry of the Muwalladin for discussion of meaning 

as one cites the poetry of the Arabs for discussion of sounds.

(65) And thereon ye will drink of boiling water, drinking even as the 

camel drinketh.

(Q.56, 54-55)

(66) S-r-b al-him. was read with the three vowels: the fatha and 

damma give us two infinitives while the kasra gives (meaning 

masrub) what is drunk by the him (camels) which suffer from 

al-hiyam, a disease of those who never quench their thirst no 

matter how much they drink (pi. ahyam, haima*).

Du al-rumma said: fa-a^bahat ka 1-haima1 (became like the camel 

with the disease of insatiable thirst). It is said that al-him 

means sands and it is argued that the plural al-haimam, with fatha
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on the ha’ (meaning sand which does not cohere) was derived 
on the basis of the form futful, as in safrab and sufoub. This 

was then lightened to conform to the plural of abyad.

(67) Those facts are only accessible to a person well-versed in two 
Qur’anic sciences, namely al-ma^ani and al-bayan.

(68) It occurs frequently that those who interpret the Qur’an 

without adequate knowledge confuse utterances that are used 

metamorphically and as similes. They go for the superficial 

and in doing so miss the meaning and the purpose, preventing 

themselves and their listeners from acquiring the noble art of 

rhetoric.

(69) Al-macani, al-bayan and al-badi^ are the three sciences subsumed 

by rhetoric. They are the most important tools of the interpreter 

of the Qur’an who must be aware of what the ’inimitability' of

the Qur’an involves. Without knowledge of these sciences, the 

task cannot be achieved.

(70) Their likeness is as the likeness of one who kindleth fire.

(Q.2, 17)

(71) When it came to their description, it was followed by a simile

to make it clearer and more complete. The use of similes by the 

Arabs and the invoking of analogies by scholars exercised a 

considerable influence on the bringing out of the subtleties of 

meaning and the uncovering of truths. The purpose was to make 

the person who visualises, a person who realises, and to make 

the person who surmises, a person who believes, and to make 

the person who is absent, a present witness. For some reason, 

God used similes profusely in the Qur’an and other holy Books. 

Similes also abounded in the speech of the Prophet of Allah (PBUH), 

as well as in the speech of other prophets and wise men.

(72) See No. 5 0 in this part.
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(73) There is a consensus among rhetoricians of al-bayan that all 

similes belong to the category of compound comparisons and 

not single comparisons. Comparison requires more than a 

one-to-one relationship and gives the masterly saying and the 

pure doctrine.

(74) The majal in the original speech of the Arabs means al-mijjf 

which is the analogue. It is said matal. mi£l and majjl, in 

the same way as sabah, sibh and sabih. The proverbial 

expression, (it is called), is one comparing what has given rise 

to it with what it is compared with.

(75) The Arabs take disparate things and compare them with their 

analogues, as Imru’u al-Qays did, and as we see in the Qur’an.

They compare how groups of things have come to be‘ associated 

with each other, thus becoming as one thing comparable to other 

similar things. God says: "And coin for them the similitude

of the life of the world as water which We send down from the sky” . 

What is meant here is the ephemeral nature of the good things of 

this life which is short-lived like all plants and vegetation. As 

to comparisons of persons with others not normally associated 

together that is not found.

(76) People are like but to houses which are dwelt in and then deserted, 

leaving them empty on the morrow.

(77) For whoso ascribeth partners unto Allah, it is as if he had fallen 

from the sky and the birds had snatched him or the wind had blown 

him to a far-off place.

(Q.22, 31)

(78) This simile may be of the compound or the divided type. If it is

a compound simile, God’s meaning would be: those who associate 

other gods with God, destroy themselves utterly. This is achieved 

by comparing the conditions of such idolators with that of one who 

has fallen from the heavens and been snatched and devoured by
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birds, or blown away by the wind only to fall in some faraway 

land. If the simile is of the divided type, then God would be 

comparing faith in its elevation with heaven, and would be 

comparing the temptations which override thinking with the 

snatching birds, with the devil who leads astray into the valley 

of error, with the wind which blows away things into the deep 

abysses of destruction.

(79) See No. 20, in this part.

(80) Gimalat is the plural of gimal or gimala the plural of gamal. The 

comparison is with palaces and then with camels to make the 

comparison clearer as we see in those who compare camels with 

al-afdan and al-magadil. Abu al-'jUa’said: ... red shining in 

the dark, radiating sparkles like a 1-ftiraf. The comparison is 

with al-^uraf (i.e. a tent of red leather) in greatness and redness.

In his insolence, he seems to intend to add to the Qur’anic simile, 

arrogantly carried away in his confusion, prefacing his verse with 

hamraJ. This is to introduce his addition and to draw attention to 

it, and to draw the attention of the listener to its position. He 

was blinded here and in the hereafter to God's plural in 

ka-annahu gimala tun sufr which is supposed to have the same 

status as his 'red house’. The comparison with the palace, which 

is the citadel, has two aspects: the greatness and elevation. The 

comparison with al-gimalat, which is hump, on the other hand,

has three aspects: the greatness, the elevation and the yellowness 

God preserve us from his delusion in using t^uraf and his insolent 

references to it.

(81) And as for ^d, they were destroyed by a fierce roaring wind, 

which He imposed on them for seven long nights and eight long 

days so that thou mightest have seen men lying overthrown, as 

they were hollow trunks of palm-trees.

(Q.69, 6-7).
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(82) It cannot be ruled out that al-husum is the plural of hasim 
as in suhud and qucud. It may also be an infinitive as in 

sukur and kufur. If it is plural, the meaning is ’put an end

to every goodness’ and 'eradicated every blessing' or ’continuous’ 

like the endless blowing of the wind which does not cease until 

it has finished them off. The point of the comparison is to 

relay consecutiveness and comparing it with the continuous 

cauterising of a wound until it closes up. If husum is an 

infinitive, on the other hand, it may be governed by its own verb, 

tahsum - husuman. meaning tasta*$il - istfsalan, or it can be 

an adjective, as in c^atu fousum. or it can be accusative of reason 

to indicate the nights have been intended to be eradicated. 
cAbd al-Aziz b. Zarara al-Kulabi said: ... acwamun husum . . . 

Al-Suddi reads it otherwise with fatfca on the ha*. This gives 

us a circumstantial expression of the wind being intended to be 

eradicating.

(83) See No. 21 in this part.

(84) Al-matal is used metaphorically to relay the quality of strengeness 

Acmaluhum is explained along the lines of su’al. sa3il (question- 

questioner), i.e. someone asks what they are compared with.

The answer would be 'what they did is like ashes'. The answer 

may also be the works of those who deny God. The meaning may 

also be the predicate for the subject, i.e. an adjective 

describing the works of those who disbelieve as 'ashes’.

Finally, the grammatical description of a'malihim may be a 

substantive standing for another substantive, i.e. in apposition 

to mitl al-ladina kafaru whose works are like ashes.

(85) The philosophers said ... the wise among the philosophers said ..

(86) And whomsoever it is Allah's will to guide, He .expandeth his 

bosom unto the surrender, and whosoever it is His will to send 

astray, He maketh his bosom close and narrow as if he were 

engaged in sheer ascent.

(Q,6, 126)
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(87) See No. 4 in this part.

(88) See No. 2 in this part.

(89) Al-safwag is a smooth stone. According to Abu cUbaid,

al-Asmaci maintains that a 1-safwan and al-safa and al-safwa 

are singular abbreviated noun. Some say that al -safwan is 

the plural of safwana. like margan of marcrana and sa^'dan of 

saMana. Al-wabil is torrential rain as in: wabalat al-sama. 

tabilu wablan, and ard mawbula (wet with torrential rain).

Al -salid means smooth and dry as in hagarun salid (smooth dry 
stone) andjjabalun salid (smooth shiny mountain); ardun salida 

meaning the land is barren like al-hagar a 1 -salid and salid al -zand

(90) Those who denied Shureyb became as though they had not dwelt 

there.

(Q.7, 92)

(91) It is said of a people who stayed in a place for a long time, 

gana al-qawm.

(92) Magna is the singular for the houses used by a people who stay

in a place for a long time. ... ganu fi -ha ...

(93) Al-Zaggag says of ka' an lam yugnu fi-ha: it is as if they did not 

live in it (mustagnin). It is said: gana ai-ragul - yagna, if he 

istagna, which is derived from al-gina, the opposite of poverty.

(94) ... God compares the condition of those disbelievers with the 

condition of someone who had never been in those places.

(95) As if there were nobody there. On the contrary, we were the 

dwellers of those places but we were annihilated.

(96) It is said of a people who stay in a place for a long time, 

gana al-qawm.
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(97) As for those who disbelieve, their deeds are as a mirage in a 

desert. The thirsty one supposeth it to be water till he cometh 

unto it and findeth it naught.

(Q,24, 39)

(98) Al-Azhari said that al-sarab is what appears to the eye in the 

open and in daylight in the desert. It seems to be flowing 

water and though it is not, it seems to be so to anyone who 

observes it from a distance. They said sarab al-ma* - yasrabu - 
saruban. if it flows, the facil is sarib. Al-qica, according to 

al-Farra’ on the other hand, is the plural of qag, like gar and 'gira. 

Al-gac is the flat surface of the land. Al-Zaggag said that 

al-zarnan. whose hamza may be lightened, means the very thirsty.

(99) See No. 70 in this part.

(100) What is intended by using comparisons is to affect the hearts 

which would otherwise be untouched if something were mentioned 

on its own. This is because the purpose of a figure of speech 

is to compare the hidden with the visible, the absent with the 

present, so as to enable the audience to know what something 

really is. It makes things extremely clear since sense and reason 

have come to the same point. It must be obvious that to make 

something attractive in order to influence someones belief, it is 

necessary to cite a comparison that will touch the heart, e.g. 

comparing faith with light. By the same token, the ugliness of 

unbelief is not impressed on the mind if it is merely mentioned.

The impression on the mind is more profound if unbelief is 

compared with darkness. If we wish to relay the notion of the 

fragility of something, we compare it with gossamer. This is 

more expressive than merely mentioning fragility. It is for this 

reason that God used comparison so profusely in the Qur’an and 

His other Books.
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(101) In the original speech of the Arabs, al-.m.ata,l, means mjtl or 

analogue. It is said maj^l, mijJL, majjl in the same way as 

sabah. sibh and sabih. It is said of a proverbial saying that 

it is a matal if it involves a comparison of something and it 

should contain some novel feature.

(102) It must have some novel aspect.

(103) Al-matal is of two types. In one, the comparison is between 

what is intended in the two, even if the comparison does not hold 

good in every detail between them. This is called a compound 

simile. The second type compares what is intended in both but 

the somparison holds for every detail in the two.

(104) The similitude of the life of the world is only as water which We 

send down from the sky/ then the earth’s growth of that which men 

and cattle eat mingleth with it.

(Q10, 25)

(105) The Book of God abounds in comparisons of faith with light and 

disbelief with darkness. The reasoning behind this is that light 

is the ideal means of guidance to the right and beneficial path 

and to the removal of doubt and the discovery of benefit in one's 

religion. God uses light because by its very nature it removes 

doubt, and compares faith with light which is the ideal means of 

guidance in worldly matters. Comparing disbelief with darkness, 

on the other hand, brings the image of the misguided who have lost 

the way that they should follow. This cannot be encapsulated in

a more effective way than with reference to darkness to show the 

reason for the deprivation. This is also theologically true: there 

is no sin more serious than disbelief. Hence the. comparison with 

darkness.

(106) Comparisons are intended to make meanings more understandable, 

more memorable and more vivid. This is because purely abstract 

meanings are beyond the senses the imagination and man's vision.
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If the equivalence of such meanings with what is tangible is 

mentioned, the senses, imagination and vision are reconciled, 

accepting the opposition. The result is that what is accessible 

to the mind coincides with what is accessible by the senses. 

Comprehension is total and the target is achieved.

(107) See No. 20 in this part.

(108) Beware that God compared the sparks with the greatness of a 

palace. He compared these with al-gimalat al-sufr in colour, 

multitude and consecutiveness and speed of movement. It is 

also said that the beginning of the sparks becomes gradually 

greater and thus becomes like a palace. The separate flying 

pieces make the comparison with al-gimalat al-sufr.

(109) The likeness of those who are entrusted with the Law of Moses, 

yet apply it not, is as the likeness of the ass carrying books.

(Q.62, 5)

(110) The use of the donkey in the context of carrying is clearer and 

more common than horses or mules or the like. This use can 

also be explained in terms of intending to relay the qualities of 

ignorance and stupidity which we commonly associate with 

donkeys. Other qualities such as lowness and baseness are 

also attributed to donkeys. The purpose of this comparison in 

the context, is to shame the people in question. The meaning 

here is that loading books on a donkey can be done all the more 

safely, easily and completely because the donkey is low and 

easy to ride and guide. Another meaning for this comparison 

relates to the consideration of sounds and their harmony as 

preconditions for good speech. The utterances asfar and himar 

are harmonious from the point of view of sound. No other animal 

names can fulfil this requirement.

(111) See No. 22 in this part.
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(112) See No. 44 in this part.

(113) This is because the act of sending is attributed to God and it 

is known that He does things by saying 'let it be' so that no 

time or fragment of time is needed. This is why He did not use 

the future. What happened had to happen, both quickly and 

thoroughly. He estimated sending at known times to specified 

places and this 'estimating' is like sending itself. When he 

attributed that act of arousing to the wind, which is done in a 

specified period of time, he says tutiru, treating it as an entity.

(114) See No. 5 0 in this part.

(115) Anyone who yearns to devote himself to the science of 

interpretation and to the investigation of its different aspects 

must peruse Sibawaih's book. It is the authority that is 

referred to and relied on in this regard.

(116) The interpretation of the Book of God may be approached from a 

number of angles: the first is the science of language with its 

nouns, verbs and particles.

(117) ... the second is a knowledge of the rules which govern the 

Arabic language from the standpoint of construction and use.

This is to be taken from the science of grammar.

(118) . .. the third aspect relates to better and more eloquent sounds 

and constructions. In this connection, we rely on the science 

of al-bayan and al-badic.

(119) I have spent a long time writing this book and I have attempted 

to classify and to include the best and most essential. I have 

surveyed the classifications that others have made and I have 

looked carefully at the proposals in their works. I have included 

what I thought graceful and have excluded what I though was 

strange. The result is what I have gleaned from the science of 

the Arabic language by looking at grammatical constructions, at the 

methods for composing poetry and prose, and at the art of oratory 

and verse.
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(120) And coin for them the similitude of the life of the world as 

water which We send down from the'sky, and the vegetation of 

the earth mingleth with it and then becometh dry twigs that the 

winds scatter.

(Q.18, 46)

(121) Al-hasim is that which is dry. According to al-Farra3 , its 

singular is hasima. According to al~Zaggag and Ibn Qutaiba, 

al-hasim is whatever has dried out after being wet, as in hasim 

al-muhtazir. The origin of al-hasim is crumbled dry plants.

(122) Abu ‘Ubaida said ^ara and a^ra two forms.

Ibn Kisan said that tadruhu is tagi3u bihi wa-tagjhab. Al-Aljfas 

said that .tadruhu is tarfacuhu.

(123) And in the morning it was as if plucked.

(Q.68, 20)

(124) Ibn Abbas said that kal-sarim is ka 1-ramad al-aswad. This is 

the meaning in the language of Huzaima from whom we also get 

the meaning ramla, known in the Yemen to be barren and with 

which their garden is compared. Al-Hassan said, sarama canha

a 1-hair is the same as gataca (cut off). Therefore, al-sarim means 

masrum. Al-Tawri said that ka l-sarim is ka I-subh (like the 

morning) in that it has become white like the harvested crops.

Murg said it means ka 1-ramla (like sand) which has receded from 

the rest of the sand and does not grow anything useful. Al-Ahfas 

said it is ka 1-subh (like the morning) which has separated from 

the night. Al-Mubarrid said it is ka 1-nahar, like the empty day.V
Samr said that al-sarim is al-lail (night) and a 1-nahar (day), the 

one separating from the other. Al-Farra3 and others said al-sarim 

refers to al-lail as their garden was blackened.

(125) Al-tafsir in the language is explicating and revealing according to 

Ibn Duraid. This is the origin of tafsira in the sense of the 

water examined by a physician. It is used as an infinitive derived
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on the taf^lla pattern, as in para ba -taqriba, karama-takrima . 

although the form which might have been expected to be used in 

a strong verb would be taffil form as in the Qur’anic expression 

'ahsanu tafsTral Another meaning of tafsir is unloading before 

releasing him in the paddock. Taclab said fasartu al-faras 

means unsaddling. This is a reference to the meaning of 

exposing or revealing: as if the reference is to uncover its back.

(126) Grammar alone is not sufficient for the knowledge of eloquent 

Arabic speech. One must also be aware of the speech of the 

Arabs and understand their customs thoroughly.

(127) ... explaining the utterances which are obscure to the hearer 

in a manner which clear to him by synonym or paraphrase or 

other semantic indications.

(128) Allah is the Light of the heavens and the earth. The similitude 

of His light is as a niche wherein is a lamp.

(Q. 24, 35)

(129) Al-riur in the speech of the Arabs is visible light. It is 

attributed to God metaphorically on the basis of two considerations: 

either as an active participle meaning munawwir (the one giving 

light to heaven and earth), or as a case of ellipsis, i.e. du nur 

(having light). It is also likely that nur is a form of praise as

in fulan samsu 1-bilad wa-nur alqaba’il wa-qamariha (sun of the 

country and the light and moon of the tribes). This is common 

in the speech of the Arabs and their poetry. The poet said: 

as if you were a sun and the kings were stars.

(130) See No. 12 in this part.

(131) Al-na^b is what a man erects, to which a man hastens. It might

be a flag, a building or an idol. It was very common for idols which 

were called al-ansab for this reason. Abu ?Amr said it is a net in 

which the prey is caught in hunting and to which the owner hastens 

lest the prey should escape. Mugahid said: nasb is a flag.
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According to Ibn Dura id, if nasb is read with jamma. it

means 'erected idols which were worshipped'. Al-Ahfas

said that nu§ub is the plural of nasab like rahn-ruhun: ansab

is then the plural of the plural. yufidun is yusricun.
_ c-According to Abu al- Aliya, it means they race to a certain 

distance. The poet said: .. . like the jinn yufadna from 

«abqctr.. Another poet illustrates the meaning of going swiftly: 

... I will describe an ostrich as mlfa^an ...

(132) O my neighbour, fate has been unkind to us,

come to me, I will share my troubles with you.

(133) His saying compared the poetry of al-Hamdani is unacceptable 

since the poetry of late writers is not acceptable evidence.

(134) As to what occurs in the poetry of Habib, it is not to be quoted. 

Abu Ali al-Farisi has been criticised for quoting Habib:

He who entertains wishes will remain weak . ..

How could he quote the poetry of a muwallad about whose errors 

in Arabic people have written chapters.

(135) See No. 97 in this part.

(136) Muslim bin Muharib reads bigicat with a ta3 mahtuta as the plural

of like dimat and qimat from dima and qima. Another reading 

he proposes uses the ta3 which is like the ha3 in pause. This 
probably points to the plural of g~ica and the pausal ha3 is a 

feature of the language of Tay, as when they say al-banah and 

al-ahawah. The author of al-Lawamih said: probably what was 

meant could be qi^ as in the other readings but emphasising the 

fatha gave rise to the alif as in muhranbaq li-yanbac. It may 

also be that he made it like safla and saclat, laila and lailat. 

Al-qica is singular, equivalent to al-qac, or is the plural of qac 

as in nar and nira. In this way, the reading of qi^t would be 

considered a sound plural capable of forming a broken plural like 

rigalat qurais and gimalat ■ - sufr.
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(137) See No. 70 in this part.

(13 8) Al-ma^al in the original speech of the Arabs has the same 

meaning as al-mi^l and al-majjl, in the same way as aahah 
and sibh and sabih, which is the analogue. Amjal is the 

plural of maj-al and mitl. According to al-Yazidi, al-amfral are 

al-asbah, and the origin of a 1-maj^al is al-wasf (description).

When it is said, hafla maXalu kada, this means that the 

description of this is the same as the description of something 

else in some respect. Al-matal is also a proverbial saying 

which is novel in some way. It has been said that al-ma^al 

gives a tangible and an intangible visible description which in 

some way subtly points to something similar, so that the mind 

perceives the equivalence with the counterpart.

(139) It must be novel in some respects.

(140) It affects the heart in a manner which is not attained by 

describing something by itself, the purpose of al-maXal being- 

to compare the hidden with the visible and the absent with the 

present so that they are seen as one and the same, making what 

can be sensed to conform with what is in the mind.

(141) See No. 109 in this part.

(142) He compared them with the description of a donkey carrying 

books, as it does not know that it is carrying: whether books

or stones, the donkey is aware only of the fatigue of the carrier.

(143) Their knowledge of poetry is as good as the knowledge of camels . .,

(144) And when thou seest them their figures please thee? and if they 

speak thou givest ear unto their speech. (They are) as though 

they were blocks of wood in striped cloaks. They deem every 

shout to be against them. They are the enemy.

(Q.6 3, 4)
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(145) They were compared to al-frusb (wood) for the strangeness 

of their understanding and the absence of faith from their 

hearts. He went further to indicate the uselessness of the 

wood by having it leaning on a wall. The comparative is 

either a new sentence or if a continuation refers back to "them" 

understood. The comparison is intended to describe them as 

cowards and as weak-willed. This is indicated by calaihim

as the second subject, showing them as considering any 

occurrence as an occurrence to them, thus relaying the notion 

of the cowardice and the terror in their hearts.

(146) See No. 77 in this part.

(147) He puts into the utterances of the Qur’an more than is there.

He ascribes to God what He has not said. He does this all 

the time in his interpretation. He reads too much into the 

Qur’anic utterance, ascribing things to God that He did not 

say and with no evidence from the utterance to lend weight 

to such a view.

(148) This man often cites philosophers who are at variance with 

Islamic theologians in the interpretation of the word of God 

which has been revealed in the language of the Arabs. The 

Arabs do not understand any of the concepts propounded by the 

philosophers. The interpretation of the philosophers is like 

riddles and puzzles. These men, nevertheless, are called 

‘men of wisdom' by this man. In fact, they are the most 

ignorant disbelievers of God and His prophets.

(149) Or as darkness on a vast, abysmal sea. There covereth him a 

wave, above which is a wave, above which is a cloud. Layer 

upon layer of darkness.

(Q.24, 40)

(150) Interpretation based on part-to-part comparison is like 

al-batinjyya interpretation. It is a deviation from the speech of

the Arabs.
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- Part Three

(1) Rhetoric is to reach the heart, by meaning, in the best of words.
I
1

(2) It comes in three ranks: the lowest, the highest, and in between.
j

(3) What is of the highest rank is inimitable; this is the rhetoric 

of Qur’an. However, what is of a lower rank is imitable, e.g. 

the rhetoric of eloquent people.

(4) Stating that one of two things can replace the other either sensorily 

or intellectually.

(5) Likening what can not be sensed to what can be sensed.

(6) As for those who disbelieve, their deeds are as a mirage in a 

desert. The thirsty one supposeth it to be water till he cometh 

unto it and findeth it naught.

(Q.24, 39)

(7) Both are similar in their being false illusions and in their being 

eagerly needed .. . The man who is parched with thirst is too 

keen to get it (water). However, having been let down, he 

(the unbeliever) will get his account whereby he will be led to 

hell where he will stay forever.

(8) A similitude of those who disbelieve in their Lord: Their works 

are as ashes which the wind bloweth hard upon a stormy day.

They have no control of aught that they have earned.

(Q.14, 18)

(9) The two things being compared are similar in their being 

destroyed, having no benefit, and in their being unable to realize.

(10) Recite unto them the tale of him to whom We gave Qur revelations, 

but he sloughed them off .. . Therefore his likeness is as the 

likeness of a dog; if thou attackest him he panteth with his tongue 

out,and if thou leavest him he panteth with his tongue out.

(Q.7, 175-176)
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(11) They are similar in their refusing to obey, and in their low 

status; the dog lolls out his tongue whether he is attacked 

to stop that or left alone, and so is the unbeliever, he will 

not faithfully obey, whether he is forced to do that or not.

(12) Those unto whom they pray beside Allah respond to them not 

at all, save as (is the response to) one who stretcheth forth

his hands toward water (asking) that it may come unto his mouth, 

and it will never reach it.

(Q.13, 14)

(13) They are similar in their being very much in need for benefit, 

and in their being in great sorrow for what they have not 

achieved. And, in this there is an order not to ask anybody 

except Allah (mighty and sublime be He) who has the power to 

make us achieve something or not, and who is totally fair.

(14) Likening what is not common to what is common.

(15) And when We shook the Mount above them as it were a covering.

(Q7, 171)

(16) They are similar in their being so high.

(17) Lo*. We let loose on them a raging wind on a day of constant 

calamity, sweeping men away as though they were uprooted trunks 

of palm-trees.

(Q.54, 19-20)

(18) The similarity is in that the wind has eroded and annihilated both 

of them (people and date-palm trunks); in this verse there is an 

evidence for the great power of Allah, and there is also an 

intimidation that such punishment might be under way soon.

(19) And when the heaven splitteth asunder and becometh rosy like 

red hide.

(Q.55, 37)
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(20) They are similar in their being red.

(21) Know that the life of this world is only play, and idle talk, 

and pageantry, and boasting among you, and rivalry in respect 

of wealth and children; as the likeness of vegetation after 

rain; whereof the growth is pleasing to the husbandman.

(Q.57, 20)

(22) "They are similar in their being the object of pride and admiration, 

and in their liability to change to the opposite."

(23) Likening what can not be intuitively realized to what can be.

(24) And a Garden whereof the breadth is as the breadth of the 

heavens and the earth.

(Q.57, 21) ’

(25) And in this there is a marvellous description which may arouse 

the desire to (get into) Paradise which is so beautifully described 

as spacious. The similarity here, between Paradise on one

side and heavens and earth on the other side, is in being spacious

(26) The likeness of those who are entrusted with the Law of Moses, 

yet apply it not, is as the likeness of the ass carrying books.

(Q.62, 5)

(27) . .. thou mightest have seen men lying overthrown, as they were 

hollow trunks of palm-trees.

(Q.69, 7)

(28) The likeness of those who choose other patrons than Allah is 

as the likeness of the spider.

(Q.29, 41)

(29) Likening what is weak as regards some characteristic to what 

is strong in that respect.
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(30) His are the ships displayed upon the sea, like banners.

(Q.55, 24)

(31) He created man of clay like the potter's.

(Q.55, 14)

(32) Count ye the slaking of a pilgrim's thirst and tendence of the 

Inviolable Place of Worship as (equal to the worth of him) who 

believeth in Allah ...

(Q.9, 19)

(33) This is a simile in which the weak regarding some characteristic 

has been likened to what is str'ong in that connection. They are 

similar in greatness though the mountains are greater.

(34) Wonderfully phrased, marvellously worded and extremely eloquent 

to an extent that shows the incompetence of humans to imitate.

(35) The Qur’an, with its inimitability and miraculousness , cannot be 

understood as we understand the rhetoric of poetry. This art 

(rhetoric) has nothing miraculous; one can have a command of

it by learning, practising and preparing as in writing poetry, 

designing rhetorical speeches, structuring epistles and in 

skilfully prepared prose. However, the loftiness of the style 

of the Qur’an has no peer to be imitated, nor could such be 

spontaneously produced, as the poet may arrive at a unique verse 

of poetry, find an appropriate word, or come out with an outstanding 

unique meaning.

(36) Some have asserted that the icqaz. of the Qur’an can be deduced 

from the areas we have written about; and that can be the proof 

for i6craz. However, we disagree with that assertion; such areas, 

if attended to, can be commanded by training and preparing for 

them. For example, if one learns how to write poetry, he will 

write poems. But training and preparation will not at all enable 

anybody to imitate the Qur’an in my view, in the sense in which 

we have stated that the icfraz is recognised.
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(37) Who has reached the top in his knowledge about the Arabic 

language and had a command of its ways and techniques, knows 

the limits of the skilful speaker and knows what is beyond 

ability; he realizes the icgaz of Qur’an as he differentiates 

between rhetorical speech, an epistle and poem, and as he 

differentiates between the good, the bad, the fluent, the 

eloquent, the unique, the skilful and the outstanding of poetry.

(38) You will realise the difference between the speech of the human 

beings and that of their lord (Allah), and you will see how the 

structuring of the speech of the Qur’an is.different from that of the 

humans’ speech. You will also realize the difference between 

the speech of an eloquent speaker and that of another, between 

the speech of one rhetorician and that of another, between the 

speech of one poet and that of another, and between all of those 

and the structuring of the speech of the Qur’an.

(39) Poetry writing is something that is possible and can be achieved . .. 

But the Qur’an's linguistic structuring is too high for anyone to 

think that he can imitate it, too superior for the human intellect

to fully understand it, and too unique for anyone to hope that he 

will attain its level or that he can seek it.

(40) A simile is to state that one of two things can replace the other 

either sensorily or intellectually.

(41) If we say that the Qur’anic similes are inimitable, we will be 

presented with what you are well acquainted with from the similes 

of the well known poetry. In the poetry of Ibn a.l-Mu^azz you 

can find the beautiful similes which are similar to magic. In 

this regard, he has his own peculiar style and he has arrived

at what was never arrived at by other poets. We have shown 

also that many aspects of rhetoric are amenable to be learned 

and that one of such aspects is not sufficient in the absence of 

the others.
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(42) We deny anyone to say that the inimitability is due to only 

one individual kind on its own apart from the others, as when 

somebody says: The oath by itself is miraculous, the simile is 

miraculous, the use of homonym is miraculous, and the use of 

synonym is on its own a miracle.

(43) If a verse containing a simile is claimed to be inimitable because 

of its phrasing and word structuring, I will not argue against 

such a claim. However, I cannot claim that its inimitability is 

due only to its inclusion of a simile.

(44) It is possible to say that the use of a cunning metaphor may show 

i^az as also literal expression since in both rhetoric is equally 

apparent.

(45) Each of the metaphor and bayan has what cannot be defined, 

estimated or achieved just by learning, and is too deep to be 

discerned just by preparation. And, what can be learned, 

grasped or achieved must not be considered to be inimitable.

(46) Similes of the creator (mighty and sublime be He).

(47) Examples of similes referring to form can be found in the verses: 

"And for the moon We have appointed mansions till she return 

like an old shrivelled palm-leaf" ,

"Its crop is as it were the heads of devils" ,

" (In beauty, they are) like the jacynth and the coral-stone", and 

"(Pure) as they were hidden eggs (of the ostrich)",

(48) Examples of similes referring to actions can be found in the verses: 

"And for those who disbelieve, their deeds are as a mirage in

the desert. The thirsty one supposes it to be water ..." ,

"The similitude of those who disbelieve in their Lord: Their 

works are as ashes which the wind blows hard upon a stormy day . .. 

From these there are so many in the Qur’an.
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(49) Other examples of figurative expressions and similes that 

include likening to eating can be found in the verse:

"LoJ Those who devour the wealth of orphans wrongfully .., 

and in the verse: ’’devouring illicit gain". This can still be 

said even if they used this money to drink alcoholics, wear 

clothes and ride animals (like horses) without spending a penny 

on food. About those people who eat the orphan's wealth,

Allah said: "They do but swallow fire into their bellies" , and 

in that there is another figurative expression.

(50) All these are different though all of them are figurative expressions

(51) Deaf, dumb and blind; and they return not.

(Q.2, 18)

(52) And about people who can actually hear, Allah said that: "(they) 

are deaf, dumb and blind; and they return not" (i.e. they will 

not return to what is right). This is just a comparison.

(53) Lo J it is a tree that springeth in the heart of hell, Its crop 

is as it were the heads of devils.

(Q.37, 64-65)

(54) This does not mean that people have seen a devil in any form.

It is just that as Allah has made it natural to all nations to feel 

disgusted from all forms of devil, dislike him and hate him, and 

as Allah has made it common to all tongues to liken the bad things 

to devil, He (Allah) used this natural attitude to intimidate, and 

discourage people to do what is not in accord with their nature 

and the human nature in general.

(55) Recite unto them the tale of him to whom We gave Our revelations, 

but he sloughed them off, so Satan overtook him and he became of 

those who lead astray. And had We willed We could have raised 

him by their means, but he clung to the earth and hallowed his own
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lust. Therefore his likeness is as the likeness of a dog; if 

thou attackest him he panteth with his tongue out, and if thou 

leavest him he panteth with his tongue out.

(Q.7, 175-176)

(56) The likening of what has been mentioned at the beginning (the 

rejector of Allah’s miracles) to the dog does not fit. If somebody 

is being given something which he rejects without saying anything, 

we cannot liken him to the dog who barks and runs away when

you attack him, and attacks you and barks when you leave him 

alone. Moreover, they argue, the word valhat_ (lolls out his 

tongue) in this verse does not fit; a dog lolls out his tongue as 

a result of being thirsty, feeling hot, or being tired, but barking 

results from something else.

(57) It is understandable to liken the person who shows desire for and 

keenness on the wonderful miracles and convincing proofs when 

he is presented with them, to the dog in his keenness and desires; 

a dog gives the effort from himself in every case. By the same 

token, it would be understandable to liken that person in his 

rejection of such miracles and proofs, after he has been interested 

in and eager for them, to the dog when he runs away after you 

have attacked him. The rejection of the important things must

be as strong as accepting them and equal in weight to the keenness 

for them. And, the dog, as he gets so tired from barking and 

coming forward and backward, lolls out his tongue as a result of 

becoming tired and thirsty.

(58) After knowing Allah (glorified be He), the most important science 

to be learned and promoted is the science of rhetoric whereby the 

inimitability of the Qur’an can be realized.

(59) We have known that if the human being neglects the science of 

rhetorics, he will not realize the inimitability of the Qur’an with 

what Allah has put into it from beautiful writing,

outstanding structuring, eloquent brief describing and 

beautiful conciseness.
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(60) The simile is to state that one of two things replaces the 

other, by the likening technique, (i.e. on the way of likening), 

whether in actuality they replace each other or not.

(61) And after all, in every speech the simile has different bases: 

e.g. one thing may be likened to another regarding form as in 

the verse: "And for the moon We have appointed mansions till 

she returns like an old shrivelled palm-leaf”,

One thing may be likened to another regarding colour and beauty 

as in the verse: "(In beauty, they are) like the jacynth and the 

coral-stone", and the verse: "(Pure) as they were hidden eggs 

(of the ostrich)”.

(62) And ask those of Our messenger whom We sent before thee:

Did We ever appoint gods to be worshipped beside the Beneficent?

(Q.43, 45)

(63) This speech is also metaphoric; what is meant, and it is only 

Allah who exactly knows, is 'ask the followers of the prophets 

sent before you, or look at their books and examine what they 

used to1.

(64) ... So incline some hearts of men that they may yearn toward them,

(Q.14, 37)

(65) And this is one of the good metaphors; essentially, al-hawi 

(the verb of which is tahwi ) is getting down from a higher to

a lower place. What is meant by using it here is to exaggerate 

the describing of hearts as filled with love towards the dwellers 

of that place. If Allah said tahinnu (which means to long for) 

instead of tahwi , the former would have not been as greater impact (in 

expressing the meaning) as the latter; you can describe somebody 

as longing for something while he is staying in his place, but to 

describe him as getting down from where he is to a lower place, 

this would imply his being disturbed (in some way or another).
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(66) Who made the earth a resting-place for you.

(Q.43, 10)

(67) Al-mihad and al-mahd are the same in meaning (where 

somebody rests). This is similar to al-.liras and al-fars 

(which both mean where one sleeps). However, the word 

al-mahd may have been used to mean the bed in which the

young boy is kept (baby cot) which converges in meaning to the 

meaning of al-firas . Also, the words mahada and vamhad 

(the name of which is mahdan ) are derivatives of al-mahd 

and they are used to mean putting the foot or the side m a 

certain position.

(68) (Pure) as they were hidden eggs (of the ostrich).

(Q-37, 49)

(69) Likening something to what is contiguous or similar to it.

(70) In the Qur’an there are many similes. Examples of these can 

be found in the verses:

"And for the moon We have appointed mansions till she return 

like an old shrivelled palm-leaf" ,

"As for those who disbelieve, their deeds are as a mirage in the 

desert. The thirsty one supposes it to be water till he comes 

unto it and finds it naught" ,

"And if a wave enshrouds them like awnings, ..." , and 

"As they were locusts spread abroad" .

(71) See No. 5 3 in this part.

(72) Examples from among what has appeared in the Qur’an in that 

connection can be found in the verses:

"As for those who disbelieve, their deeds are as a mirage in a 

desert . .," , "A similitude of those who disbelieve in their Lord: 

Their works are as ashes which the wind blows hard upon a 

stormy day ... ",
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"The similitude of the life of the world is only as water which 

We send down from the sky, then the earth's growth of that 

(which men and cattle eat) mingles with it ...",

"And when the heaven splits asunder and becomes rosy like 

red hide -", and "The likeness of those who are entrusted with 

the Laws of Moses (Tawrah), yet do not apply it, is as the likeness 

of the ass (donkey) carrying books" .

(73) See No. 30 in this part.

(74) He has likened the thing (being likened which is the ships) to 

what is greater (the thing being likened to which is the mountains) 

with the aim of exaggerating.

(75) See No. 53 in this part.

(76) The ugly picture of devils (satans) is so engraved in the hearts

of people that it has been become as if they were viewed. Using 

this picture in comparisons is similar to likening some face to 

the face of al-four ‘ (the beautiful companion/: haste women of 

heaven) in spite of the fact that we have never seen such faces 

either. And, the ugliness of the crop of al-zacrgum (a hell 

tree) is not as engraved in the people's hearts as the heads of 

devils and, accordingly, what it is likened to is clearer.

(77) Also, in using the heads of devils there is more exaggerating in 

describing the ugliness than in using the crop of al-zaqqum .

(78) Although our predecessors have written a lot of books on various 

areas of Qur’anic subjects, they have not devoted a book, or even 

a chapter, to this particular subject.

(79) Similes of the creator (mighty and sublime be He).

(80) Similes are a kind of rhetoric that has a particular appeal. In 

this chapter we are going to mention and explain what has appeared 

from this kind in the Qur’an, pointing out the source of beauty in it
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(81) A thing may be likened to another regarding form, appearance, 

movements, actions, colour, external characteristics, internal 

characteristics and nature; each of these has its own identity. 

However, one of them might have some dimensions in common 

with another. So, one can liken one substance to another,

a characteristic, i.e. accident to a substance, a substance 

to a characteristic, and one characteristic to another.

(82) Like Pharaoh's folk and those who were before them, they 

disbelieved Our revelations.

(Q.3, 11)

(83) Al-daJb means the habit (what one used to do), or perseverance. 

One says daab (to mean he persevered), vad3ub (to mean he 

perseveres), da3uban (to mean persevering), and he is da*ib 

doing something (to mean he is persevering in doing something), 

or he is doing it the way he used to. In this verse of poetry 

Haddas bn Zuhafr al-eAmiri says:
V

The persevering (al-daJb) continued until Hawazin drew back, 

and Salim and cAmir surrendered. (Hawazin, Salim and Amir 

are names of tribes).

(84) The vowel associated with the letter (k) in the word kadaab 

is al-rafc because (grammatically) it is a predicate to the 

subject (habar ibtida3). This is similar to the word halfak 

when one says Zaid halfak. The vowel associated with that 

word, initially, is al-rafc because it is also ha bar ibtida* , 

however, in effect the vowel associated with it is al-na$b * 

because of its position in the sentence, (i.e. its coming after 

the verb to be) .

(85) They are his al (followers) because they depended on him. 

Everybody m whom any group depends^whether in right or in wrong?

is leader and they are his al \
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(86) The difference between al - al' (people) and al-asfoab ' is that 

the people of somebody have a stronger connection with him 

than have his companions, such as travel companions or 

study-companions.

(87) The verse includes likening the state of affairs of the unbelievers, 

in their disbelief and rebellion against the prophet (peace be 

upon him) and denying the signs of Allah (mighty and sublime be 

He), to the state of affaixyof the Pharoah's people in their 

rebellion against Moses (peace be upon him) and their denial of 

the signs of Allah which Moses has brought.

(88) A literal equivalent of this simile is in a verse of poetry by

Imru’u al-Qays, though Allah’s saying is nobler, more eloquent, 

clearer, more clarifying, and better. Imru’u al-Qays says:

Standing on their mounts beside it, my friends are saying: do 

not get ruined by your grief , and be patient,

. My recovery is a tear, if I shed it. I wonder if an old encampment is a 

place for wailing. As you used to find from Um.-al-Jfuwairit 

(name) and Um-al-Rabab (name) at Ma^sal (name of some place).

(89) If they ask for showers, they will be showered with water like to 

molten lead which burneth the faces. Calamitous the drink and 

ill the resting placel

(Q.18, 30)

(90) In their poetry, Arabs have frequently described the wells

which they used along the barren desert routes and in the

remote areas. They have described it as amenable to change, 

stagnant, smelly and salty. They have also exaggerated dislike 

in likening it to whatever might show that it is not fresh, of a 

bad taste and ugly. This was to indicate the great dangers they 

undergo and the difficulties they face along the unexplored routes 

to get water. An example of this is in this verse of poetry by 

al-Hudaliwho says:
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As I reached the water, I found it as nasty as (some medicine) 

prepared for an extremely ill person.

So, I returned back thirsty leaving it untouched as if I had 

not found it.

(91) As they had drawn this water and greatly' suffered’ in drinking it and 

had great difficulty in getting it out, and as the Qur’an had come

in their own language and in accordance with what they were 

acquainted with, Allah . ' described (in the Qur’an) the 

punishment he has prepared for the wrong—doer in such a way that 

the description would be meaningful to them, (because it is 

drawn out of their own environment). In this way, the less 

valuable (water) is a reminder of the more valuable (obeying 

Allah), and the present (water) is a reminder of the absent (the 

punishment which the wrong-doer will get later on the Day of 

Judgement). •

(92) And as they were threatened with this water, their desires were 

aroused for the rivers, water, salsabil and tasnim of heavens.

This was to let them realize by themselves that what they are 

aroused to is much better than what they have described in their 

poetry as pure, clear, cold, and tasty.

(93) Lo’. it throweth up sparks like the castles, (Or) as it might be 

camels of bright yellow hue.

(Q.77, 32-33).

(94) As camels are patient and able to endure difficulties and carry

heavy loads, they were the best to Arabs’ hearts. Becuase 

of this Arabs have used camels frequently in their maxims 

and likened them to heavens (Paradises) ... Thus, Allah has 

likened the sparks of hell blazing fire to camels to show how 

great they are and to scare and intimidate people.

(95) Then, ever after that, your hearts were hardened and became as 

rocks, or worse than rocks, for hardness.

(Q2, 74)
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(96) Whoever concentrates on the mere literal meaning of the simile 

depending only on the words of the Qur’an, will not fully 

understand the meaning. For example, in the above verse when 

Allah says "and even worse in hardness", the literal meaning

of this saying is not enough to understand it; besides the 

literal meaning it has connotative evidence and justification 

for itself. And, all the Qur’anic meanings which poets and 

others imitate using their own words, will not at all attain the 

greatness and inimitability associated with the Qur’anic 

meanings as expressed in the Qur’an’s own words.

(97) The Day when We shall roll up the heavens as a recorder 

rolleth up a written scroll.

(Q.21, 104)

(98) It has been reported in the tafsir (interpretation) that the word
al-sigil means where books are kept. However, IbnCAbbas 

said that it means books which are folded to hide what they 

contain. It was also reported that it is a name of an angel.

(99) ... as it were a shining star.
(Q.24, 35)

(100) To Arabs, the word al-durriy "means strongly luminous (giving out 

strong light); it is a derivative of the word ai-durr (pearls). The 

pearls are so clear and because of this the strongly luminous thing 

is likened to the pearls as regards clearness. And, al-farra’ 

said; Arabs call the great planets for which they have no names
al-darari . And, Abu CUbaida said that the word al-durri3 is 

taken from the Arabs’ saying "the planet has dara’a *’ to mean 

that it has run from one position to another in the sky.

(101) See No. 93 in this part.
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(102) It was stated in the tafsTr (interpretation) that the word

al-qasr is the singular of al-qusur (which means palaces) .

It was also stated that it is plural qasra which means the thick trees

. . . Arabs liken camels to palaces to express the camel’s

physical perfection and beauty of its appearance as in this 
c

verse of poetry by Antarah:

My (female) camel stopped there, as if she were a palace, so that 

I could satisfy the needs of those who have been waiting for that. 

However, interpreting the word al-qasr to mean the thick trees 

is also a beautiful simile; this is equivalent to al-gada of 

which the singular is qudwa ; which means the thick piece of 

wood. And, Arabs liken fire, in its blazing and branching of 

flame, to trees as in this verse of poetry by al-cAbbasT :

Stoves that stayed all night blazing and widening the flame both 

eastward and westward are sending out trees of gold for us.

(103) Some have read the word al-qasr as al-qasar by adding the 

vowel point to the letter (s) in which case the plural of that word 

will be gas ara; (which means the camel necks), that is, (the 

sparks) are likened to the camel necks (in their being huge).

This is a beautiful simile; which Arabs use to describe fire as 

when they say: "the fire necks have emerged" .. .

(104) See No. 95 in this part.

(105) He who reads asaddu qaswatan , i.e. using rafc in the above 

verse, argues that hiya is understood, i.e. hiva asaddu.

However, reading this with nasb argues that it is genitive 

originally as if he said ka-asadda. But since this is elative it

has no 'i' in genitive and so ’a' is used but the position is genitive.

(106) See No. 26 in this part.

(107) The comparison is taken from the state of affairsof a donkey 

carrying the containers of knowledge (books) and the results of 

the human intellectual activity (books), but about their content
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he knows nothing and cannot even differentiate between them 

and any other load that has nothing to do with knowledge.

And, at the end of the day, the donkey gets nothing but to be 

burdened with his load and the effort to satisfy his

owners needs; it is just a matter of association between 

things (as the donkey is associated with loads' carrying).

(108) The similitude of the life of the world is only as water which 

We send down from the sky, then the earth's growth of that 

which men and cattle eat mingleth with it till, when the earth 

hath taken on her ornaments and is embellished, and her people 

deem that they are masters of her, Our commandment cometh by 

night or by day and We make it as reaped corn, as if it had not 

flourished yesterday.

(Q,10, 25)

(109) If you look at this verse, you will find that it contains ten 

separate sentences though they are so connected with each other 

that they look as if they were one sentence. However, this 

does not render us unable to understand the scene described by 

each individual sentence. Moreover, the comparison is derived 

from (all the sentences) in their totality without separating one 

sentence from another or one part (of the verse) from another to 

the extent that if you drop out any of these sentences, the 

significance of the simile will be broken.

(110) You have to realize that the real simile, which is better called 

comparison because of its going beyond the concrete explicit 

simile, is only obtained by a sentence, two sentences or more. 

And, the more intellectual the simile is, the more there will be

a need for the longer grammatical structure.

(111) If you examine the similes, you will find that the more the things 

being compared diverge, the more touching to hearts and the more 

satisfying and comforting to souls the simile is .
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(112) The only option open now is that (the inimitability of the Qur an) 

lies in its composition of sentences (al-nazm) and the harmonious 

connection of words together; we have proved that all the other 

options are irrelevant. If this is so and considering the fact 

that al-nazm is simply to observe the grammatical rules

of speech . . .

(113) (By those who have thoroughly examined the Qur’an), the 

advantages found in its nazm , and the characteristics 

encountered in the context of its wording were found to be 

inimitable. Not only this, but also that they were astonished 

by the marvels found in the beginning of its verses, segments 

of verses, how words fit into their context, every exemplifying, 

every informative statement, every advice, every warning, 

every informing, reminding, arousing and frightening.

Moreover, they were amazed by that, as they thoroughly examined 

it (the Qur’an) surah by surah, ten verses by ten verses, and 

verse by verse, they could not find a single word out of place or 

redundant ... Instead, they found a consistency which was 

admired by their minds and for which there was no way of 

imitation by anyone.

(114) And it was said: O earth'. Swallow thy water and, O sky', be 

cleared of clouds'. And the water was made to subside. And 

the commandment was fulfilled. And it (the ship) came to rest 

upon (the mount) Al-JudT and it was said; A. far removal for 

wrongdoing folk'.

(Qll, 44)

(115) If you look at the above verse, you will see the inimitability 

and you will be amazed by what you see and what you hear. 

Because such self-evident beauty and surpassing elegance 

would have not obtained without something to do with the 

connection of the words to one another. And, the beauty and
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uniqueness (of that verse) lie only where the first (word) 

connects to the second, the third to the fourth, .. . and so on 

until you have read them all. The greatness (of the verse) 

comes from between (the words) and is the result of them all 

considered collectively.

(116) These meanings, namely, metaphor, allusion, simile and all 

kinds of figurative expressions, are needed for al-nazm ; by 

them it is obtained and from them it results. This is simply 

because none of them can be incorporated into individual words 

not linked up together in accordance with the grammatical rules.

For example, one cannot imagine a metaphor incorporated into an 

individual verb or noun which is not in appropriation with the others

(117) Every wise man needs to know about these matters and to have 

a command of them. And, the only way to achieve this is to 

examine'the Arabs' speech and to look into their poetry.
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Discussion

(1) Lot Allah loveth those who battle for His cause in ranks, 

as if they were a solid structure.

(Q.61, 4)

(2) And the mountains will become as carded wool.

(Q.101, 5)

(3) The similitude of the life of the world is only as water which 

We send down from the sky.

(Q.10, 25)

(4) From metaphors, similes and likening to gardens and to plants, 

they have used so many; if we were to mention all they have 

used,it would take us away from our main concern. An 

example is what we have got from their likening women as 

regards their beauty (to other things) . ..

(5) And for the moon We have appointed mansions till she return 

like an old shrivelled palm-leaf.

(Q36, 38)

(6) ... Such is their likeness in the Torah and their likeness in the 

Gospel -like as sown corn that sendeth forth its shoot . . .

(Q.48, 29)
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